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ABSTRACT

In the mid-nineteenth century, a group of Highland Scots

emigrated from Scotland to Nova Scotia with the hopes of

claiming some land, just as those who had gone out before

them had done. After over a decade of hard work and disap

pointment. and still no prospect of land-ownership, where the

landlord situation seemed no better than what they had left

in Scotland, they migrated to the fertile Codroy Valley

the west coast of Newfoundland. The land they met with was

heavily wooded. without any of the marks of civilization

such as churches, schools, roads. or railways, as up until

that time it had been the home of Micmac Indians and a few

English settlers, with French fishermen visiting in the

summer to take advantage of the excellent fishing off the

coastal waters. In spite of the hard work they sa~1 before

them, the Scottish settlers were relieved at last to find

that they could indeed own segments of the land.

As the Codroy Valley became the permanent home of the

French and some Irish, as well as the Micmac. English, and

Scots, the various ethnic groups at first kept apart from

one another, speaking their own language, and carrying cn

the customs of their forebears. Towards the turn of the
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century, when they began to build roads. railways, churches,

and schools. they became more inter-rated. althour:h they con

tinued to speak their separate lanr;uaf~es for many years.

Several of the Highland Scottish families were Gaelic-speaking

until the 1960's when finally the entire population of the

Codroy Valley adopted English as the common language. and

modified their separate cultures to fit a new way of life.

One of the last families to retain the Gaelic as the

language of the home was that of Allan and Mary MacArthur of

Upper Ferry. Allan himself was for many years looked upon

as one of the last strongholds of the Caelic history. culture.

and traditions in the Codroy Valley. Well into his eighties

when I first met him, he came to look upon my interest in

recording his traditions as a last hope for preserving what

the younger generations of the Codroy Valley Scots had vir

tually ignored. As he selected what he wished to pass on, he

revealed his remarkable memory and deep interest in all as

pects of his culture. His contributions were complemented

by additional information from his wife, Mary, who, after the

death of her husband, took on the responsibility of making

sure that the traditions were accurately preserved.

This study deals ~11 th selected aspects of the oral and

material culture of the Highland Scots of the Cod roy Valley.

Largely from the point of view of the r-tacArthurs, it is, how

ever, supplemented by information from other Codroy Valley

informants and from what printed sources were available
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during the research. While this study traces the history of

the Highland Scots 1n the Cod roy Valley and deals with their

traditional way of life, it also aims to point out that lang

uaBe 1s of a crucial importance in preserving a culture.

Once the language 1s removed. then 50 much else 1s forced to

change, resulting 1n the evolution of a new culture.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

I first became interested in the Scots of the Codroy Val

ley only one week after my arrival in Nel1foundland in 1967.

At the time, I was staying with my father in a motel about a

hundred miles from St. John's. As a new immigrant to Canada

from the Scottish Hebrides, I was surprised to hear from my

father, also a Scottish immigrant, that a native Newfound

lander who spoke Gaelic and had a background very similar to

my own was staying in the same motel. Hector MacIsaac, then

about sixty years old, was at the time working some five

hundred miles from his home in St. Andrew's. which is in the

Codroy Valley on the west coast of Ne\'rfoundland. Mr. f·lacIsaac

and my father had become acquaintances and had discovered that

they had common roots in Scotland; my father Nas born and

raised in Scotland, and l'i:r. f·1acIsaac's people came from Scot

land three generations back.

The meeting with Hector IJjacIsaac was a memorable one.

There were no formal introductions. Hy father quietly pointed

out to me the man he had told me about, and I went up to him

and e;reetect him 1n Gaelic. ~lr. MacIsaac responded with great

delight, shaking my hand all the \',hl1e he spoke. He could

hardly believe that there was any young person left with a



knowledc;e of hls mother ton!:ue. He ~ajd that all the: younl~C'r

generation of the Codroy Valley learned English as their first

language, and even the old people who had spoken nothing

but Gaelic 1n their youth had very little opportunity of

speakine the language.

Hector r~aclsaac described to me his home corrununity, his

Gaelic-speakine family, and the Scottish Gaels who inhabited

his native part of Newfoundland. The Valley, as he called

the area, seemed unique in Newfoundland as regards language

and culture, as it is in fact the only area of its kind in

the Province where many of the early settlers were Gaelic

speaking Cape Breton Scots.

My initial interest in the Codroy Valley was revived

about a year later when a newspaper headline, "Cameras visit

Codroy Valley1!, along with the photograph of a piper caught my

attention in the television entertainment section of the

paper. Recognizing that it was the same place that Hector

~1aclsaac came from, I watched the program which was a half

hour documentary film illustrating features of the traditional

way of life of the English, French, and Scots who settled

there along with camera shots of the picturesque scenery.

What I saw, and particularly the pipe music, Gaelic songs,

and the millinrr, made such an impression upon me that I took a

clipping from t.he newspaper [sec PIal €' I); and for the only

time in my life, I determined that I would go and visit some

one I had seen on television, narrely the Codroy Valley Scottish
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piper, Allan f.;acArthur.

As I waited for the lone, snowy Ne ..... foundland winter to

pass so that I could have an opportunity to carry out my in

tention, I \,;as very much encouraged by t\;"O events; firstly,

my parents moved out to the west coast of Ne""foundland to a

place only eighty miles from the Codroy Valley; and secondly,

I spoke to Professor Herbert Halpert of the Departrr.ent of

Folklore at r..~emorial University of Newfoundland who, Of" see

ing my interest, said that he would lend me tape recording

equipment from the Folklore Archive, and if I wished to r ursue

this interest in any great depth, he would enroll me in the

Graduate Studies program in folklore and would hinself under

take to supervise and guide my research.

The following summer, I set off on the five hundred and

twenty mile drive from St. John's to the Codroy Valley to

visi t this Allan f.;acArthur who had r.'Iade such an irr,pression.

On the way there, I stopped at Stephenville to invite rr.:J

mother to accompany me to the one place that she would be able

to speak in her beloved Gaelic which she r.1issed from the time

she had left Scotland. Fortunately, she accepted, in spite

of her lI you can1t just walk up to his door, can you?"

A sight-seeing drive through the Codroy Valley showed it

to consist of a number of closely knit ~(!ttlemcnts, rather

like t.he houses that are .;trunr; out alolll" tlH~ count.ry road

sides in Scotland, with one village mergin£; into the next ..

On !:laking this comparison, I concluded that, "just like at



home." people most likely knew exactly who lived 1n every house

of their community. The local Grand Codroy Provincial Park

seemed the obvious place to stop; and after a fe....· words with

the kindly park attendant. Mr. Con Gabriel. he said he would

be more than pleased to have the opportunity of bringing

of Allan ~lacArthurts fellow Scots to visit the old man.

As Con Gabriel predicted. Allan /I".acArthur was delighted

to meet anyone from Scotland and particularly from one of the

Gaelic-speaking areas of the Highlands and Islands that his

mother and grandmother. who had come from Scotland. had so

often told him about. A very alert man 1n his eirhties. he

talked spontaneously about his Scottish background as he

was extremely proud of his ancestors and enjoyed having an

audience with whom he could share his interest. Although he

spoke in English for the most part, for by the time we first

visited the "".acArthurs they had been using it as their main

language for about eight or nine years. he enjoyed rr.aking

occasional remarks in the Gaelic. He asked questions about

Scotland as we knew it in the modern generation and made com

parisons to the things his mother and grandmother had told

him about the country they left in the 1830 t s "when they

sailed to America." He also compared Scotland to the Codroy

Valley. based on the traditions from his family and on the

material he had read about the mother country.

If the television portrayal of Allan lI'.acArthur irr.pressed

me. then the man himself more than lived up to any expecta-



tlons that I could possibly have had. Before lonl', our

"ceilidh" [visit] revealed that we had a common love for

Gaelic songs and Scottish music, and Allan r·7acArthur I s musi

cal background was very similar to my own, even though "Ie

were of different generations. He had learnt many Gaelic

songs from his mother, and he had learnt to play the bagpipes

from his uncle and other relatives. For my own part, I had

been broup:ht up surrounded by music in a household where we,

like the MacArthurs, also made our own entertainment, as my

mother, a fine Gaelic singer, taught me many of "her songs ll
,

and my father, being a piper, influenced my great love for

the bagpipes.

Although Mr. MacArthur had, for the most of his life,

been a very popular piper in the Valley, at the time of our

visit he no longer had his bagpipes as he had decided that

he was getting too old to play. It had been his wish for

several years that one of his sons, Sears, who was also a

good piper, should have his pipes after he died, and only

that year he had given them to him lest there might be some

misunderstanding after his death and his wish would not be

carried out. While he regretted that there could be no pipe

music to add to our afternoon of conversation and songs, he

said that he would look forward to hearing a real Scotsman

play when my father would come down to the Valley on another

day.

We left the MacArthur's home after an enjoyable visit



wi th the invi tatlon to "come back again soon," and convinced

that there was every reason to return, we promised that \'Ie

would. Having sampled only a taste of the wealth of the

Scottish Gaelic traditions in the MacArthur home, I reported

back to Professor Halpert who, as he had said, accepted

a graduate student in the Department of Folklore.

The next opportunity I had of returning to the Codroy

Valley was at the beginning of 1970 during the New Year's

celebrations, this time accompanied by both parents. While

the r~acArthurs heartily \'Ielcomed all of us, old Allan showed

additional interest in us individually--my mother had grown

up on a crofL on the Isle of Skye where they spoke nothing

but Gaelic among their family and friends; my father, though

a Lowlander, was an accomplished piper with a large reper

toire of tunes and a great interest in all kinds of Scottish

bagpipe music; and although I was the generation as Allan's

grandchildren, who at the time showed little interest in the

things of the past, I had grown up on the Isles of Skye and

Lewis, surrounded by the Gaelic culture with "more than a

smattering of the Gaelic" and a keen interest in everything

pertaining to it and the traditional way of life of the old

people.

It soon became apparent that Mr. MacArthur had been anti

cipating our return visit, as he had in the meantime requested

that his son return his bagpipes to their family home, with

the understanding that he could go there whenever he wished to



play them and that he would again own them on his father's

death. 't."tIile Allan I s interest in playing them again had been

revi ved, the pipes themselves were in need of overhauling

and replacement of reeds. Like most pipers. my father car

ried the necessary materials and replacements in his 0"'10 pipe

case and was only too happy to season the sheepskin bag, wind

some new hemp on the drones and chanter, and replace the

reeds that were needed. Since the items essential for keep

ing the bagpipes in good working order were unobtainable in

Newfoundland. it gave Allan great pleasure to see his old

pipes restored to their former conditionj and during the re

novations, he equally enjoyed discussing at length his inter

est in the pipes and their music since he and his son were by

that time the only two pipers left 1n the Valley. Like most

musicians who meet in similar circumstances, the two pipers

followed this with a session of exchanging tunes and taking

turns in playing each other I s instruments, something which

Allan had not had the opportunity of doing for many years.

As our "ceilidh" continued and the topics of conversation

and types of music and song varied throughout the afternoon,

it became quite clear that Allan MacArthur was more than the

"farmer and piper II that the newspaper article had mentioned:

he was a singer, accordionist, story-teller, historian, sports

man guide, and craftsman into the bareain. As I was soon to

find out from talking with many people allover the Codroy

Valley, he was one of a kind, the last of a particular type of



person who, with his wealth of knowledge about his Scottish

culture and topics of interest in the Valley in general, had

over the years corne to gain great respect and adm1ration for

his remarkable memory and his lively personality. Realizing,

then. that I had the good fortune of meetine; with the last

real strontsho1d of the Scottish Gaelic traditions of the Cod

roy Valley, I saw the urgency of trying to preserve as much

as possible of Allan MacArthur's recollections of the early

days of settlement in the Valley along with his repertoire of

songs and his memory of the old-time stories, cures, and

crafts that were all part of the way of life of the first

Scottish settlers.

Al though Allan's children, aged between thirty-two and

fifty-five, all had spoken Gaelic as their first language,

they no longer used it except on very rare occasions, such as

at a party when they might bring up a childhood memory for

.of their amusement. In spite of the fact that they were familiar

with their father's repertoire of Gaelic songs and could name

the titles when requesting that he sing one. they knew only

very few of the songs themselves. and most of them could only

sing the chorus or a repetition line. ~ Most of his grand

children, who had grown up wi th English as the language of

the home, could only recol~nize the tunes and in most cases

could not even give narr.es to them. Allan, who had learned

all his songs from his mother and who was the proud bearer

of his Scottish Gaelic traditions, knew all too well that the
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lanr;uage which he had grown up with and loved, alonG with the

lore that had been handed down throuv,h the Gaelic, were to

his sorrow likely to disappear from the Valley with the pass

ing of his own generation.

It was perhaps not surprising. t.hen. that Allan :·:acArthur

welcomed the opportunity of having someone whom he could

regard as another link in the chain of tradition bearing. and

havlne; the advantae;e of a similar Hir,hland backr:round in a

Gaelic-speaking area, I became the repository that he was

looking for. 4'He regarded the tape recorder that I had brought

to his house as a wonderful tool which could be used in this

eleventh hour effort to preserve some of his traditions and

memories; and in sp1 te of some in! tial embarrassment by the

rest of the family, he firmly defended my use of it. Kost of

the time. he seemed quite unaware of its presence. and just

as we were about to bring our second visit to the r-:acArthur

home to a close. I recorded quite by chance Allan's closing

remarks at the end of a fine afternoon of music and reminis

cences: "Well. I'd like to see you comine; every week." [C868.

71-48]

From the seemingly small beginnings of t.wo ceilidhs. my

relationship with the MacArthurs. and especially with Allan

and his wife. Mary. grew steadily; and over the five summers

that I spent in the Codroy Valley. I acquired as much of the

Scottish Gaelic traditions as they chose to teach me during

the closing years of their lives. Although. unrortur.ately.
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they did not live long enour,h to see the complete documenta

tion of the wealth of material they passed on to me, it was

important to the Mac Arthurs to know that they had done their

part In preservine; many of the Scottish traditions of their

Codroy Valley.

The surviving generations of the fw'.acArthur far.lily. along

with several other Codroy Valley families, have now come to

realize that since the old folks have passed away. many of

the traditions went with them, especially as the one they

used to look upon as the "grand old man", ltlhose memory they

relied upon as a ready source of reference, has gone.

This realization has led the family especially to become more

interested In their history and culture; and as a result.

they frequently follo\'1 the pattern of their parents by in

forming me of various customs from their childhood or anec

dotes remembered from their past. Equally often, however,

they come to me to remind them of the words of none of Dad's

sone;s ", the name of one of their forebears, or the date of an

..incident or event from their family history. While they some

times express regret that they did not "pay more attention

to all that while the chance was there, II they generally agree

that it.. was a good thing that I had "t ime to do all that;' to

save it being lost forever.



CHAPTER II

ME'rHODOLOGY

Once I had had the opportunity t.o establish rapport with

the fo1acArthurs. I kept in touch with them occasionally ..... ith

small reminders. such as picture postcards from the Highlands

of Scotland sent while I visited my own family there. which

pleased Mr. and Mrs. MacArthur and kept them assured of my

continued interest. I had already explained to them that it

was my intention to return to the Codroy Valley for about

three months that summer so that I could spend considerable

time in the area making tape recordings and notes of various

aspects of the Scottish Gaelic traditions. 1n hopes of one

day compiling a written account of them. With this in mind.

I spent the other seasons of the year attending university

where. under the guidance of Dr. Herbert Halpert. I began to

learn the basic skills involved in folklore collectinp: and

annotation.

One of the first tasks to be done before spending t.his

period of time in the Codroy Valley collecting oral history

was to make myself familiar with the written history of the

area. I anticipated the mere lookin~ up of a newfoundland

history book in order to do this but discovered t.hat there

was no such all-inclusive book available. Historians at the
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UnIversity informed me that there was very little vlritLen

material available on the Codroy Valley. and the i\:emorial Un

iversity Library Centre for Newfoundland Studies had only very

few specific references to the Codroy Valley on rile \'Jhich,

as it turned out. were only of very lim! ted use as far as

historical background was concerned. Fortunately, \·Ii th the

assistance of Miss Agnes O'Dea, Head of the Centre, who

plained to some of the subtleties of historical research-

lng, further search in the "Newfoundland Room!! did prove

fruitful, with much relevant material being found in books by

travellers, surveyors, geologists, and priests; and in news

papers. magazines, and government documents. Selections from

these readings were made, and the information kept with a

view to including some of it in the final writing, along with

any anthropological or sociological data which I came across

during my library searchings.

Although I had made no definite plans about what I would

do once I got to the Valley, I realized that first and fore

most, I would require suitable accommodation for the three

months I was to spend there. A preliminary visit there just

before the onset of summer took care of this problem, as the

Mac Arthurs , daughter, Mrs. Leo Cormier, helped me to find a

trailer that was for rent durinf~ the SUlIJIIl('Y' monl,h:;, "lLuatcd

in Great Codroy, only two rntlc:.; f'l'Olll l,hc r-lac!i,'thlW':,,; hOIlIl~ at

Upper Ferry.

L1 ving in the area ..ms a convenient arrangement, and the



fact... t...hat I ~JaS livinl~ alone allowed me t.o plan my til'H:' .ac-

cording to the needs of my fieldwork. It also pernl tted me

to return some of the hospitality I received in the Valley

I could lnvi te informants to visi t wi th me.

One of my early alms of collecting folklore in the Cod-

roy Valley waz to obtain as many sources of Inforr.iation as

was possible during the fieldwork, as it seemed that the best

way of obtaining a fair picture of the oral history and

legend was to hear several accounts from different informants.

Commenting on the compilation of oral history. \01. L. f'lontell

states: "It is necessary to collect as many account.s of an

event as possible and collate the data into an archetype in

order to obtain a complete story. ,,1

Ut was not possible, however, to carry out this intention

as almost all informants interviewed responded by dlrectin~ r.le

to Allan foiacArthur whom they considered to be an authori ty on

almost every subject asked. Not only was he considered the

best source of information on the history of the Valley, but

also for legend, song. and information on material culture of

the area.

Regarding the thesis topic itself. there were many ques-

tions which in fact could not have been answered without

actually spending time in the Cod roy Valley. It became more

apparent as I stayed there that Allan MacArthur would be my

main informant for the Scot tish Gaelic tradi tions which I

1 William Lynwood fo!ontell, The SaBa of Coe Rid~e' A Study
in Oral History. (Knoxville. Tennessee' 19/0). P .95.



hoped to coHee t. Ques tions rCl3ardinr; t.hc orr;an t zation of my

time answered themselves, and the fact that I would be spend

ing much more time with the MacArthur family than any other

was justified by the fact that other members of the community

considered Allan MacArthur was "the person to ask".

At first I was hesitant to visit the !'lacArthur home

daily basis as I had a fear of imposing on the family too

much. Although I had received many invitations to "come any

time", I was not thoroughly confident of doing so until I had

been in the Valley for almost a month. One day> the r'lacArthurs'

granddaughter remarked to me that her grandfather would often

si t outside his house> scanning the road on the north side of

the river where I lived to see whether or not my car was there.

She said that he would look out for me coming in the direction

of their house> as he looked forward to my visits. The realiz

ation that I could provide Allan ..lith some enjoyment in his

old age by sitting do"ln and talking to him and listening to

his accounts of the early days in the Valley was ereat encour

agement for me. It also assured me that. folklore fieldwork

need not be a one-sided concern.

The feeling of being accepted in the society of informants

made collecting much easier from then I adopted the pro-

cedure of going to visit the MacArthur family almost daily,

with the intention of holding recordinr: sessions only on the

days when I was sure that it would not be over-taxing Mr.

MacArthur's health and strength. Looking back to the
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of 1970, 1 l'calize now what. I wa~ un:1.bl to conj!l'l'ilcf,d at. t.h"

time: t.his was the last sutfr:ler that Allan V.acArt.hur was well

enough to be up and about among his family and friends. Even

then, he indicated often that he felt his health was failing.

During that summer, many days were spent 'l'Ii th him when I col

lected no additional notes or recordings for my project. but

I have never considered any of those days wasted. Usually J

the old gentleman was feeling tired or unwell; and on these

days. he often wished to sit back or lie dO\'ln and would some

times ask me to tell to him stories about Scotland, about my

home there, and the domestic and agricultural practices;

sometimes. he would ask me to sing Gaelic songs which I had

learned from my mother; other times he lay dmm on the kitchen

day-bed while I spent time with r1rs. MacArthur. The luxury

of being able to do this was one of the ~reatest advanta~·es

of living in the community for a number of months at a tine.

I soon got to know Hr. MacArthur ",ell enough to detect when

the time was or was not suitable for recording sessions, for

often he was reluctant to admit to hio own physical limitations.

Throughout the summer, there was rarely an occasion when

the tape recorder was far from my reach ao I usually put it in

my car whenever I set off on one of my visits to the r-:acArthurs.

Although I did keep a notebook to record my daily events, on

several occasions I would rush back to thf' tr"tlrr to wrIte

down some observation lest it would slip my memory; neverthe

less, the tape recorder was the most important instrument



1n preserving the songs, music, and information that ..Iere

given to me.

There were many times when I wished that there could be

some way of capturing Allan f>1acArt.hur I s reactions when he

listened to recordings of his own singing or playing the pipes,

played back on the tape recorder. At first, he was amazed and

somewhat amused at being able to listen to his own music;

later, as he became more accustomed to the idea, he seemed

quite convinced that this was a wonderful way of preserving

all his songs which, at one time, he feared might have been

los t forever.

His attitude to the recording of conversation was some

what similar. On occasions when V.rs. ~acArthur reminded her

husband of the presence of the tape recorder or appeared

slightly embarrassed that the reminiscences of an old man

should be recorded, he would sit back and say that he \'1aS

"only telling the truth", He said t.hat they knew how things

were 1n the Valley many years ago because they had been born

and brought up there j what happened before that was told ".0

him by his mother, so that also could be nothing other than

the truth. On no occasion throughout my many visits did fJ'll'.

MacArthur lose any of his enthusiasm or willingness as an

informant.

There were a few occasions when the tape recorder method

presented problems to me; but after some trial and error ex

perience, I learned how to deal wI th these s1 tuations. For
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example J I quickly realized the danger of bccomin' t.oo de-

pendent on the machine. especially for cert.ain technical

descriptions which, when transcribed froM the tape. would

produce almost worthless information such as: "7here 'rlas a

spar of wood about this Ions. joined this wayan to another

piece of wood about this long.. It was all too clear that

a recording like this. wi th no details of dimensions or

angles was useless, even though it had been perfectly valid

with the actions of the informant as he spoke.

Rushing home to jot down details 1n my field notebook,

though better than nothing, was risky. So also, was depend-

log on finding another occasion to ask someone like Allan

MacArthur to repeat details, as he was most likely to tell

me that he had already discussed that information on a previous

occasion, and promptly choose another topic to talk about.

The method I found most successful was fairly sit:'lple. and it

involved making quiet comments 01' my own in a very low voice

which could be picked up by the microphone, yet ..rould not

int.erfere with the person who was speaking. For example.

transcription from a tape recording describing moccasins I-IQuld.

wi th my own mut terings in square brackets. read as follows:

You'd take a piece of leather about that long,
[eighteen inches) and you'd have to shape it to
fi t around here, [ankle) and some of them would
be made long enough to come up to here (knee].

As already mentioned. my Scottish background \OJaS of c;reo.t

advantage to me 1n the Codroy Valley _ Naturally. r.:tany of the
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local people were curious as to what I "'laS doing there J and

some were even suspicious. The "'iacArthurs of great help

1n alleviating some of this. and I was relieved of answering

many of the questions asked, for r:r. fI.acArthur was only too

pleased to answer for me. His favourite way of introducing

me was as a performer. He would volunteer my singing to r.lany

of his friends and family, just as a proud father might ask

his child to sing or play to the family vis! tors. He had

made a point of mentioning that I had sung on C. Be. radio

and television programs; and if they had not heard or seen

the programs, he would just about have them persuaded that

they had. At the very least, he would have them think that

they must surely have seen me before and perhaps forgotten.

In this setting, my success in establishing a good re

lationship with the people of the area largely depended on

how much I. as an outsider. was willing to contribute to or

participate in activities of the community during my stay

there. An acquaintance with the parish priest led to rr.y tak

ing part in the local Annual Regattaprogram, originally held

for boat racing the Grand Codroy River, but in more recent

years. much of the two days has been taken up with amusement

stalls. selling of crafts. and entertainment. rJ;y contribution

was arranginr, for my father to play his bar:pipes on the river

bank during the boat races and later r:1vinJ" a fc>,'! of Illy own

songs at the concert which had been organized for the evening.

The pipe music was especially appreciated, for in previous



years. Allan MacArthur had faithfully provided it. but for

the fir5t time was unable to do ::;0 because Cof hi3 faill ne;

health. A short time after the Regatta. the parish priest

showed his confidence in me by allowing me to look at the

Parish Records which were held in a safe in his house.

As a result of frequent participation in the music of

the Valley. my parents and I became acquainted with rrany

people who invited us to their homes especially when they held

house parties. The people of the Codroy Valley love to make

their own entertainment, and it was on evenings when '.-Ie at

tended house parties that there was ample opportunity to

record fiddle and accordion music from the Valley. It was

interesting to notice that on no occasion like this

in company that did not include at least a few members of the

MacArthur family. It seemed that an identity with them had

established itself in the Valley to the extent that some

people actually asked if I was a relative of the tI".acArthurs!

ttlI'. "~cArthur himself was generous In referrine me to

other people whom he considered to be better informants than

he was regarding certain topics. In particular, he referred

to a family, that of Mr. and Nrs. George Cormier, who were

prominent bearers of the French traditions in the Valley.

The occasion arose when Allan NacArthur \\'as d,~scrlblnr; some

aspects of the wool industry; and althouj'h he had r:rown up in

a home where tweed was woven by his mother and had seen this

many times and could describe it, he himself was no weaver.
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In this case. he directed me to Mrs. George Cormier who. until

recently. wove cloth and was considered to be a very fine

weaver. "'.1'. !':acArthur also recommended that I vis.i.t of

his own Scottish contemporaries in order to find out

of the tract! tions of the Valley.

Among them were three tJlacIsaac brothers. one of whom was

my first Codroy Valley acquajntance. from St. Andrews. Mr.

MacArthur thour;ht that Sandy HacIsaac. the oldest brother.

would be especially good as an informant. Sandy. however.

a rather reluctant inforMant. and it was only after he had

drunk down a "dram or two" that his friend. Allan. persuaded

him to sinp,. There ensued a most amusing episode where Sandy

sang the song requested by Allan, but he did so prompted at

the beginning of every verse by the one who requested it.

Allan MacArthur would not sing the song himself, not in

Sandy's absence. fIt was, after all, "Sandy's song"; neverthe-

less, Allan MacArthur still had such a remarkable memory that

he knew the whole song off by heart.

In his discussion of oral history, r·:ontell reaffirrr.ed his

earlier statement on t.he necessity to have several sources of

information:

Rarely does an individual informant know all t.here
is to be learned about specific historical occur
ences. It 1s necessary to query several people
and collate their traditions before the complete
picture can be seen.

Oiontell, The Sar;a of Coe Ridr'e, p. 195]



Allan MacArthur himself did not consider that he knew all about

historical events of the Valley; nevertheless, this was the

way in which he was seen by others in the community. Mr. Mac

Arthur made it amply clear on occasions when he felt that his

knowledge about a topic was lackinr-; in fact, he was sometimes

reluctant to given any information at allan a topic about

which he only had part of the information needed to complete

the picl.ure. i'lhen asked questions, he never r;ave

simply to please the one who asked; if he was not sure or if

he did not know, then he would say so. Almost all of the

interviewing with Allan MacArthur was conducted '"hen he was

eighty-six years old. At that age, he was extremely percep

tive, letting nothing slip by if he thought an incorrect

impression had been conveyed or false assumptions made about

any aspect of his Scottish history or culture.

Having an informant with a memory as remarkable Allan

MacArthur 1 s sometimes presented its problems. Not only did

he have the ability to remember details of historic events,

but he would remember what he had told me on previous occasions

and considered that I, too, should remember. Early in the

fieldwork "fhen I was new to the ways of both collectors and

informants, there were t.imes when Allan MacArthur sane me one

of his songs or told an interestinp: story \~hich I failed to

record. For example, there was one time I called in to visit.

him when he was in the midst of singing an unusual milling

song with five of his sons; and "'Ihile I was there for the entire
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performance. I did not record it as I felt uneasy about be

~innlng to record immediately I had entered the house. Some

time later ~ I asked Mr. MacArthur to sing the song again. but

he reminded me that I had already heard it and that there was

no need for him to do the same thing twice J but he would

instead sing another of his own choice) and I never did get

the first song again. The same thing happened when I asked

him to relate an account which he had dealt with on a previous

occasion. even when that occasion was more than a year before.

There was no place for admitting to failures of memory or

even machinery. far as he was concerned; his own mental

note of what he did or did not deal with was too accurate for

that. For the items which I wished to have repeated for the

purposes of recording, I had to use a different approach if

there was to be any hope of having a repeat performance. The

one which I found worked best was to bring along a third party.

usually my mother, to vis! t with Mr. folacArthur; I would then

explain to him that I had already tried to describe to her the

content of a particular item or song, but due to my lack of

abili ty to do justice to what he had sung or told rr.e. I felt

that the only way she would be able to have the same pleasure

that I had at the orir:inal performance would be at another

performance by Mr. MacArthur himself. r-!ost times. he was

happy to repeat the item for the sake of my mother and would

perform the song or story directly to her as thouE::h there was

no one else in their company. I did not consider that this
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was an unfair way of compensating for my o'rm technical fail

ures. It was, in fact. realistic; had I been able to record

the item in the first place. I would then have been able to

do justice to Mr. MacArthur simply by playing back what I

had recorded.

';00 no occasion did Allan ftacArthur rehearse the perform

ance of a song or story. He was spontaneous throurhout all

recording sessions and was so at ease 1n the presence of the

tape recorder that I am almost convinced that most of the

time he was unaware that it existed at all.

Forming an identity with the Codroy Valley Scots was

something which for me happened almost unconsciously. 'I'o

begin with. my own background made me familiar wi th so rr.any

aspects of their way of life that I was always in danger of

taking for granted certain features which had always been

known to me. For example, I would ami t seemingly obvious

details when describing the way of life in the Codroy Valley,

erroneously assuming that most people would have made butter

or turned hay as I had done throughout my childhood. It

only after numerous "obvious" questions from Dr. Halpert that

I realized this was not so. I also became personally involved

with the MacArthur family and out of this close relatior,:;hip

carne a feeling of great respect and an unspoken trust. Because

of this personal involvement, however, at times it was extreme

ly difficult for me to become detached from the situation in

order to write about certain aspects which seemed so apparent



to me. I have attempted to correct this in many In:3t~nces,

but there will undoubtedly remain several areas where I have

failed to include information which others may feel is es

sential to the observer of the Gaelic traditions of the Cod

roy Valley.

Having amassed a collection of some fifty half-hour tapes,

numerous field notebooks, dozens of pages copied from old

library references, and a box full of bibliographical material,

I was then faced with the problems of selection and analysis

of the material. I began by transcribinp; a selection of the

tapes, choosing first those which contained historical inforr:;

ation recounted by Allan MacArthur. The transcriptions con

tained details on a wide variety of topics. These included

not only historical facts relating to the migration of his

people from Scotland and their settlement in the ~:ew vlorld

but also accounts of how they cleared the land, cured the sick,

took care of t.heir animals, made their own clothes, produced

all their own food, and adapted their skills to meet the many

needs of li ving in a new land. Interspersed wi th all of this

information were numerous songs and examples of instrumental

music which were then indexed, many of the songs also being

transcribed.

Some time later, my mother came to St. John's; and while

had t.he opportunity of workinr; on the tapes ar:ain, she

painstakingly transcribed the sections t.hat were in Gaelic

and the Gaelic songs. There were many occasions when she



listened al!.'lin and again to individual words or phrases and

brought in other Gaelic-speakin£; friends so that ...·e could all

try to IT..ake out some of the syllables which had allT'ost been

obliterated by interference on the tape. such as the ringing

of a telephone scuffle of feet during the performance.

Unfortunately. by this time there was no going back to the

Valley to check it out wi th the singer. as Mr. rJIacArthur had

passed away in the meantime. There were a few words of his

English songs which, over a year later. I showed to rtrs. I-':ac

Arthur and several other members of the family to seek their

help in filling in one or two blanks. I also made 30rne at

tempt to write down the names of some sixty tunes played on

the bagpipe, accordion. fiddle. mandolin, organ, and con

certina in the Codroy Valley. I decided. however. not to

attempt a complete list of these tunes because, in addition

to the many songs collected. they warrant a separate study.

\'lhile one of my original intentions has been to annotate

the songs and have detailed discussion on the many aspects of

Gaelic songs in the Codroy Valley. it became apparent that I

had by this time been dealing with more than I could cope for

the one study. As a result. and with the guidance of my super

visor. Dr. H. Halpert. this study concentrates attent.ion on a

representative selection of the Scottish Gaelic traditions of

t.he Valley. Most of the songs and mU3ic. alonr- with

aspects of folk medicine were therefore excluded and reserved

for future study. I was particularly sorry to have to omit my



own fascinat.ion with the "cancer doctors" and with various

aspects of material culture pertaining to the are.a.

With a clearer definition of what was to be included in

the study. t.he task was somewhat easier; althouEh I was con

stantly faced with the problems of narrowing do..m the material.

both from t.he oral of tapes and notebooks and the

bibliographical references. Where possible. I dec ided to

the words of informants. directly transcribed from the tape.

with no attempt made to "correct" their usage of the languabe.

as I felt that no matter how I arranged my description or ob

servation. nothing was closer to the truth that what I was

actually told while in the Codroy Valley.

In order to place these traditions in their own setting.

I will first give a geographical and topographical description

of the area and indicate its relation to the rest of Newfound

land. Following this description is a history of the settle

ment of the Valley. drawn both from the printed sources and

from oral tradition as remembered by Allan MacArthur. It is

important to give this background. as many of the hardships.

labours. and satisfactions of the pioneers undoubtedly in

fluenced the generation that was born after them, producing

descendant.s like Allan r-'lo.cArt.hur. who were prOUd of t.lle accom

plishments of their forebears. whose dilif?ence and perseverance

succeeded In taming the wild coastal area into "~Icwfoundland's

Garden" or "God's Little Acre" as t.he Valley was sometlr.1es

called.
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After writing the history. which depended r:1uch on

Allan ~acArthur's information. I realized t..hat th s study

would be seriously lacking if I did not attempt to acquaint

the reader with Allan "'.acArthur himself. For this reason.

then, an entire chapter is devoted to the yreat tradition

bearer himself. A composite account of his life is given.

from what he told me supplemented by further details from

his family. along with some observation on his personality

from his friends. relat! ves. and my own knowledge of him.

The chapter which [0110\'15 this concerns the "ceilidh" J

an important feature 1n the way of life of all Highland

Scots 1n days gone by which has for many years been ins tru

mental 1n passing on all the old traditions from one genera

tion to the next. As far as this study is concerned, the

"ceilidh" in fact is a crucial point upon which most of the

material dealt with depended. The topics which are taken

up in the ensuing chapters all hinge on this one aspect of

the old way of life, the "ceilidh", and are arranged in two

r,roups: there are two chapters concerned primarily wi th oral

t.radi tions, followed by tHO chapters which deal largely

with aspects of material culture. There Is, however, no

clear-cut. separation between the oral and material traditions

for as every Highland Scot knows, most Gkills, whether they

be milking a cow, rowing a boat, or simply rocking the baby

to sleep, were once performed to the accompaniment of a song

sui ted to the task.
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The fInal chapter ties together the various aspects of

the Scottish Gaelic traditions dealt with in this study \'lith

some comments on the changes that have taken place 1n the

traditional way of life of the Codroy Valley Scots.



CHAPTER III

THE CODROY VALLEY: A DESCRIPTION

The Codroy Valley is situated in the south 1,olest of New

foundland between the Cape Anguille Mountains and the southern

end of the Long Range Mountains. [See map inside back pocket]

It is drained by two rivers, namely the Grand Codroy and the

Little Codroy. As they enter the Gulf of St. Lawrence, both

rivers have long sand spits which extend across most of the

mile-wide mouths of the rivers leaving only a narrow opening

for access to the sea. The Grand Codroy River is a slow

flowing river; its wide estuary extends approximately seven

miles inland, much of it silted up, leaving only a narrol.,.

channel of deep water for navigation. [See map and aerial

photo. plate II] Some thirty small islands are situated in

the estuary of the Grand Codroy. [See plate III]

To the present-day visitor who usually approaches via

the Trans Canada Highway. the name "Codroy Valley II presents

some confusion. People living in the area, who have gro1,om

up with this local name, cannot understand why incomers some

times make mistakes; and some have been visibly annoyed by

confused visitors who have referred to the entire area

"the Codroy". They will insist that visitors call the entire

area either by the more formal name, lithe Codroy Valley". or
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Plate II'

Aerial photo:

A -All... M"",,A"" ..~·~ h...lIi!

~ : ~~::
~ __F'.._te. f'o1_A~t(..,. f:=-:c

MacArthur land on the Grand Codroy Ai ver.



Plat.e III
MacArthur Island: One of the many islands in the estuary

of the Grand Codroy River.

(This is the view from the front door of the MacArthur home.
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by the local name) simply "the Valley". No other term of

reference is acceptable to the residents. Nevertheless. con

fusion of the name seems inevitable, as the Codroy Valley

itself has little to do with the community of Cod roy which

1s situated outside the physical structure of the Valley.

Further confusion arises when the older residents state that

the two r1 vers were not always known by the names Grand Cod

roy and Little Codroy but were formerly known as Grand River

and Little River. Perhaps the relevance of the use of the

name "Codroyll can be seen more clearly by looking at the

history of the region.

While most people who go there today do so by a land

approach, this was not the case when the earliest settlers

arrived. Until the 1820's the Cod roy Valley had been ap

proached entirely by sea, and it is in this fact that one

might find the reason for the choice of name given to the

entire Valley. Records show that by the early 1820 IS. the

community of Codroy was well established as a .fishing port

and the base .for the operation of the French fishery in the

coastal waters .from Cape Ray to Cape Anguille. Anyone ap

proaching the Valley in those early days would do so by way

of this established port of Codroy. This, then. may well

be the reason why the entire valley came to be named the

"Codroy Valley".

Like the rest of Newfoundland. the Codroy Valley has a

temperate marine climate. Situated on the west coast of the
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Island and consequently much closer to the land mass of

Canada, it experiences greater extremes of ter::perature than

the rest of the Province. Spring arrives late. and although

the summers are generally the warmest in Newfoundland. from

the farmer I s point of view J the growing season Is short.

The area has an annual rainfall of forty-seven inches.

Road and rail communications In the Valley mainly f011m'/

the river banks and the sea coast; and since the pattern Is

somewhat difficult to describe. it will be necessary to refer

to the map to get a clearer impression of the description that

follows. The two river mouths are about five miles apart at

the coast. then. following the rlvel'S upstream. they flow wi th

in two miles of each other approximately five miles inland

before taking their courses in opposite directions towards

their sources. At the section where the two rivers flow

closest together, the roads following their courses join the

main arterial road which links the Valley with the rest of

Newfoundland. This road, which is part of the Trans Canada

Highway I continues westward along the floor of the Valley

between the two rivers, and then it turns north to Corner

Brook, about a hundred and ten miles away. Going southward,

the Trans Canada Highway crosses Little Codroy River and

continues for twenty-five miles till it reaches Port aux

Basques. the point of departure for the ferry connect1ne

Newfoundland to the mainland of Canada. The railway line

follows a route which is very close to that of the Trans



Canada Highway, and when it reaches the Valley, there are

two stations, one at Doyles, and the other at St. Andrews.

The area of St. Anne's Parish in the Codroy Valley is

composed of several settlements or "sections" which are sit-

uated mainly along the banks of the rivers. They are

nected to one another by road (See map) part of which was

being paved during my field work in 1970. When drivinp; in

the area, one finds a network of gravel backroads connecting

settlements and outlying farms, a feature IrJhich might seem

unusual to those familiar with the rest of Newfoundland.

Commencing with the "section" which is furthest inland and

continuing along the south bank of the Codroy tONards its

mouth, are the settlements of Codroy Pond, North Branch,

Coal Brook (sometimes called Cold Brook), South Branch,

Tompkins, Doyles, Upper Ferry, and Searston. Along the north

bank of that river are O'Regans, Great Codroy, and Hillville.

Between the two rivers is Loch Lomond and at the mouth of the

Little Cod roy is the settlement of St. Andrews, once called

"Little River". Beyond fol:illville, settlements extend out-

side of the actual valley, and at the food of the Cape

Anguille Mountains along the sea coast are the settlements of

Woodville, I Codroy , and Cape Anguille.

1 On one available map of the region which I have seen
used frequently, produced by the ;,urvey and Happ i nr: Oranch,
Department of Mines and Technical Surveys, Canada, 1958, the
settlement of Woodville is misrepresented. It is shown to be
on the south bank of the Grand Codroy River, but is in fact
situated on the north bank, just east of the settlement of
Codroy . According to the residents of the Valley, it has
always been there. Fortunately, I have been able to obtain
a more up-to-date version with this correction made, released
by the Survey and Happing Branch 1n 1972.



'l'he Roman Catholic Church at Sears ton and the Anglican

Church at Codroy would be seen easily in a seaward approach

to the Codroy Valley, perhaps representing the old orienta

tion to the sea, while the third church, the Roman Catholic

Church at St. Andrew's, lies further inland, at the meeting

of two roads.

To the person who is familiar with much of the rest of

Newfoundland scenery with its predominance of coniferous

woodlands and barrens, the Codroy Valley forms a noticeable

contrast. There are large scenic areas of arable and pasture

land in the Valley with the upper slopes of the hills richly

wooded. When the area was settled 1n the nineteenth century,

the early settlers took it upon themselves to clear the

growth of trees from large areas of land to allm'" them to

cultivate the fertile valley soils. This land clearance

still continues to a great extent today, for not only does

the Newfoundland Government offer substantial monetary sub

sidies for every acre of land cleared, but several of the

farmers have undertaken land clearance on a large scale in

order to expand their farms. [Stated by local farmers]

Largely agricultural area, the Codroy Valley is a

pat.chwork of large, fenced fields. The farmers keep a variety

of animals, usually cows, sheep, horse, hens, ducks, geese,

and a few pigs. While the number of sheep in the Valley has

declined in recent years (for reasons which will be dealt

with in a later chapter on the wool industry), the number of
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cattle and hens has increased with one farm, for example,

having about ninety cows and nine thousand hens. Several

sizeable dairy farms have made the Valley one of the main

suppliers of produce for the west of Nel'.'foundland.

Most of the houses in the Valley that are over forty

years old are generally t~lO storey, larger than, and of a

different style to the several types that can be seen 1n so

many of the Newfoundland outports. [See plate IV] Accord

ing to Allan MacArthur. one of the earliest house types

built in the Codroy Valley [Plate V ] was the fashion at the

turn of the century when a number of Cape Breton carpenters

came to work and settle in the area. This style of house

has largely disappeared, however, as many of them were re

modelled during the 1940 ' s and subsequent years when the

large two storey house (or a bungalow) was preferred because

of changing fashions. [Allan MacArthur 1 shouse, typical of

the two storey type, will be dealt with in greater detail in

Chapter V.]

Usually the farms have a fairly large barn situated

twenty or thirty yards from the house, and the most common

type of barn has a mansard roof. [Plate VI] There are often

numerous other out-buildine;s near the houses such as a hen

house, a storage shed for tools or small farm implements, a

shed for storing bottled fruit and vegetables and for keeping

meat frozen in winter, or a convenient place for barrelS of

salted meat and fish. Root cellars are not typical in the
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Plate IV

Typical two-storey house: Popular style of the 1940's.

Plate V

Cape Breton house type: Popular at the turn of the century.
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Typical barn with mansard roof.

(Located behind Allan MacArthur's house.)



Codroy Valley. as most people store their vegetables in the

dug out basements of their houses which keep cool all year.

They are. however. common in the area from Codroy to Cape

Anguille, and this pattern seems to be more like that found

in most other Newfoundland outports.

This description of the Codroy Valley is relevant only

to the area within the actl~al physical valley structure. for

one leaves the "sectionll of Millville. northwest towards

the sea coast. a change of scenery emerges. The topography

becomes more rugged, especially at Cape Anguille where the

coast is very wild and windswept. The three coastal settle

ments of' Woodville. Codroy • and Cape Anguille differ in more

than scenery: the emphasis is no longer on agriculture but

on fishing; the houses are situated much closer together

than those in the Valley itself, and they are of a different

type. Many have only one storey, and they are much smaller

houses. brightly painted. and resembling the small colourful

houses of Newfoundland's Port au Port Peninsula. And lastly.

it is interesting to note that the residents of these coastal

settlements are of the Anglican faith while the other "sec

tions" mentioned are almost all Roman Catholic.

Saw mills are another noticeable feature of the Valley.

and several families own one of their own or share a saw

mill with another family. The larp,er timbers are cut down

and sawed into planks in the saw mills so that the wood can

be used for building. The outside strips of WOOd, which are
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cut off when squaring the logs before cutting them into planks,

are used for firewood. The young teenage boys 1n a family spend

time cutting these outside parts into lengths approximately a

foot long (usually called lI s l a bs ll
) and pile them up 1n wood

sheds or outside the family home. Many peoDle also cut wood

especially for fuel. For this purpose, most prefer the hard

birch wood.

The conifers which grow 1n the Codroy Valley include

white spruce, balsam fir. and black spruce. There are also

some hardwoods such as maple, birch. and witch hazel. Winter

-wood cutting of coniferous timber supplements the income of

many families while there is a lull 1n the activities of

farming and fishing. The wood 1s cut in measured lengths and

sold at a set price per cord to Bowater's Pulp and Paper

Company of the west coast of Newfoundland. Throughout the

year, there can be seen at the side of some of the backroads

neatly stacked wood, all cut in a certain length and measured

in cords, awaiting transportation by truck or train to Bowater1s

mill in Corner Brook.

Fruit-bearing bushes and shrubs are plentiful in the

Codroy Valley. Raspberry bushes grow in great numbers along

the roadsides and in areas where trees have been cut down and

no agricu) tural activities take place. There is an abundance

of wild strawberries, and perhaps a little more difficult to

find are gooseberrie::::, choke cherries, and applies. On some

marshy areas near the river and in ~evcral s"tampy depressions

within the "backlands" and mountains grow bakeapples (cloud-
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vest of partridge berries and blueberries from tl.e barrens on

the edge of the Valley.

The Valley is noticeably rich in wild flowers. ferns.

and other shrubs and plants. Althoueh there are wild flowers

all over Newfoundland. they are not nearly as plentiful as

they are in the Codroy Valley where they can be seen growing

in roadside ditches. along the banks of rivers and streams.

in fields and among woodlands. There is an abundance of wild

roses. sea-pinks. blue 1ris. harebell Scotch bluebell.

campion. bird' s-foot-trefoil. speed"lell. wild orchis, violet,

celandine, pitcher plant. marsh marigold. and ".ater lill.

along \'dth many other flowers and ferns. Alder bushes thrive

in the damper areas near the rivers. where there are also

several kinds of reeds and many mosses. In both the wood-

lands and meadows one can find several species of mushrooms.

Wildlife also abounds. and the early gUidebooks noted

the fact that the Codroy Valley was an ideal place for the

sportsman:

The angler or tourist who arrives in Newfoundland
by ss. 'Bruce l1 reaches some of the best salmon
rivers in the Island almost at once. The raihlay
from Port-aux-Basques (as will be Geen by the
small sketch maps) runs alongside the Little Cad
roy and Grand River Codroy tor several miles. 2

'l'he Valley 15 still a popular place for vlsitinr: touriGts and

2 D. W. Prowse (ed.). The llewfoundland Guide Book 3rd
edition. London, 1911. (First published 1895). pp. 78 79.
with maps on p. 176. Although the sketch maps do not ac
curately represent the coastal outline of the area. they
show detail of the names of the best fishing pools used
locally.



sportsmen; and during the salmon fishing and trouting season~

there are many who visit to enjoy the sport of the fishing

pools along the rivers. The local fishermen also fish in the

coastal sea-waters for cod. herrinc. mackerel~ and lObsters~

and several fishing boats can usually be seen tied up to the

wharf at Codroy. The wharves and nearby areas are used to

stack up the lobster pots used in the lobster fishery. Today's

fishermen are conscious of the fact that the fishery of their

area has for many years been on the decline and is now nothing

like the concern it once was. Local people in the Valley also

fished in the rivers for eels and noted that the Indians had

also engaged in this.

Hunters have for many years been known to visit the Cod-

roy Valley to take advantage of the large numbers of caribou.

and in later years ~ moose which are found on the mountains

further back from the settlements. 3 Local people have also

hunted the Arctic hare and rabbits for their meat and lynx

for their fur. The Arctic hare is thought to be very rare in

Newfoundland~ but there are still reports of it being seen in

the Codroy Valley though not as plentiful in numbers as it

once was in the days of the early settlers. There are also

black bears~ beaver~ muskrat. some of the weasel family ~ and

several other small animals. There are no reptile::; in :lcw-

foundland ~ and the older inhabitants of the Codroy Valley rr:en-

3 In his book~ Newfoundland and its Untrodden Hay::;. London
1907 ~ J .G. r-tillais wrote a description and guide for hunters
in Newfoundland. His work is concerned mainly with caribou
hunting as it was written prior to the introduction of moose
into Newfoundland. In his section dealing wi th the Cod roy
Valley ~ he describes caribou hunting there.
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ticn that there are no amphibians either. However, having

seen many frogs 1n the Codroy Valley J I am convinced that

this is no longer true. though I do not know when they first

appeared in this area.

Compared to many other areas of Newfoundland, birds are

noticeably numerous 1n the Valley. The local people hunt

several species of game birds. including ruffed grouse.

spruce grouse. black duck, and snipe. Along the many sandy

beaches and the shores. there can be seen great numbers of

sea birds, while in the summer, huge flocks of svlallo\,}s and

swifts congregate above the fields near the sandy mouths of

the riversj often they are lined up in rows along the tele

graph wires. There are also robins. red-wing blackbirds. and

other members of the thrush family. along with chickadees.

Juncos. and other small birds.

Although the automobile has largely taken over as the

main means of transportation in the Valley. it is not unusual

to see a horse and trap stopped outside the main grocery

store waiting to take its owner home along with the weekly

groceries, or driving along the roadside. (See plate VII]

Nor is it unusual to see young boys riding bareback on horses,

going on errands for their parents. They do not seem to show

the excitement of eneaeine in a new experience but have an

air of acceptance of what might be a daily chore. At. other

times, they can be seen taking off at a gallop across fields

or along the road, obviously enjoying the freedo~ of their
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Today! s visitor will notice the unsophisticated and ap

parently uncomplicated way of life in the rural area of the

Codroy Valley. There has, however, been a great number of

changes there since the first settlers arrived.

Plate VII

Going on an errand wi th the horse and trap.



CHAPTER IV

HISTORY OF THE VALLEY

There is no general history reference book and rel~tive-

ly little printed information on the settlement of the west

coast of Newfoundland. particularly the Codroy Valley. and

the standard history books r,ive only sketchy descriptions.

Reference m~terial includes reports of land surveyors. l:eolo-

gists. travellers, priests. and clergymen. along w.i.th govern-

ment documents, magazines. and newspapers. I was very fortu-

nate to be able to obtain information orally from some If

those who lived there. notably one informant. Since F.IY

description of the Codroy Valley would be very meap;re if I

had to depend only on written sources. I shall refer to printed

sources for the early history of the Valley and then present

the history as seen by those who heard it orally from the

first settlers.

The Codroy Valley was visited by several travellers

whose writings contribute information on the early history of
~

the area. Prominl1nt among these were William Epps Cormack who

journeyed across Newfoundland in 1822; Archdeacon Hix who

kept a journal from his missionary visit to tlewfoundland in

1835; Geologist J.8. Jukes who also kept a record of his

travels in Newfoundland in 1839 and 18110; and Bishop F~ld

who came to the coastal Newfoundland settlements in 18119.
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Several of these references I shall be using at different

points during the ensuing discussion. though not necessarily

1n chronological order. It is quite clear that some of the

printed accounts written from oral tradition and some

from the writer's own observations. While oral history has

its drawbacks in that, for example. there is little possi-

bllity. if any. of corroborating and therefore verifying the

ff.<.cts, it 1s undoubtedly useful to the historian or folklorist,

who is attempting to present

a particular society.

account of the way of life of

Perhaps at this point, and to justify my own considerable

reliance on oral tradition, I should refer to some of the dis-

cusslon of the validity of oral history, a topic which has in

recent years been of much interest to the folklorist. In his

article, liThe Folklorist as a Social Historian," Philip D.

Jordan, himself a historian, states that unless the historian

is willing to look further than printed documents, he does

not have the complete account of the history of a society.

He suggests that traditional oral material can make a valuable

contribution to the historian's under3tanding of the society

he studies. l The folklorist, too, Montell says, "can come to

the aid of the historian. whose analysis of statistical data

and historical documents seldom permi ts conclusions regarding

the wa;).'s of life on a local level. 112

1 Philip D. Jordan. "The Folklorist as a Social Historiall. ll

Western Folklore, XII:3 (July, 1953), pp. 194-201.

2 Montell, The Saga of Cae Ridge, p. xx.
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It 1s frequently the case that historical event:; are re

corded by someone whose roots are not in the society about

which he writes. For example. priests and schoolr..asters have

often taken upon themselves the task of writing histories.

From my own readings of written accounts of the Codroy Valley-_

those by visitors like Wix and Field and resident priests such

as Thomas Sears--it seems to me that the pressure from other

tasks and the shortage of time dictated that the mere outlines

of events be recorded. As a resul t of this. many details were

omitted.

From such historical accounts. one does not usually get

impression of the actual feeling or attitudes of the local

people towards the event being described. In traditional oral

material. however. the bearers of the tradition passed down

their own pictures of events. They had more time to embel

lish with detail. and they described an event in terms of

what it meant to the community. including the impressions it

made at the time. From my own collecting. I have found that

the topics chosen to be recorded by the local priests frequent

ly differed from the choice of items passed on in oral tradi

tion.

Many specific details of the oral traditions reported

here often be confirmed by referrine to written historical

evidence. In some instances the written confirm:.; the accuracy

of particulars such as dates. of the spokenj in other cases.

the traditional oral account complements the written outline,
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adding details and contributing to our understandlnl,j of their

significance. It is not the purpose of this study. however,

to elaborate on the lone-standing debate on the validity of

oral history.

In the Codroy Valley) it is clear that eighty-seven year

old Allan MacArthur. my chief informant. was regarded by the

entire community as the foremost local authority on the history

of the Valley and the principal custodian of its traditions,

like his mother before him. This was indicated to me tl~e

and time again by the number of people who referred to him

when themselves questioned on aspects of their history. The

importance of detail and accuracy were a high priority to him.

as was demonstrated. for example when he repeated identical

information, including dates, in accounts of an event which

I recorded at an interval of two years.

Considering the fact that Mr. MacArthur had no access to

any of the printed material which was later made available to

me at the Centre for Newfoundland Studies, one would surely

draw the conclusion that the traditional oral history has

been accurately and carefully preserved. As he himself stated

somewhat indignantly: "Anything my mother learned me I never

forgot." [C882, 71-48]

In the Codroy Valley, Allan MacArthur was, in his day,

the outstanding bearer of the Scottish Gaelic traditions. He

had the combination of talent in performing, a great interest

in his own CUlture, and a remarkable memory; the latter he
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attributed to the "schoollnr he got from God".

According to the MacArthur family, the one who stood out

as a memorable bearer of their Scottish tradition5 in the old

days was Grandmother Jessie MacArthur, mother of Allan. One

reason for this was that she out-lived her husband by

than twenty years, so was naturally better remembered by her

grandchildren. But apart from this, she was undoubtedly a

very talented woman. She had a remarkable memory and was

thoroughly versed in her culture: the singer of songs, the

narrator of history, tale, and legend, and also the skillful

craftswoman. As an outstanding tradition-bearer, Jessie

MacArthur was in her generation what her son, Allan, was to

become in his.

The languaJ;'" of the MacArthur home, like that of the

other Codroy Valley Scots, was the Gaelic j needless to say,

this was also the language In which their traditions were

passed on. For the most part, however, the intervle't1ing for

this study was conducted in English since this had been the

languar;e used in the entire Valley during the preceding five

years.

The history of the migration and settlement in the new

countr·y Is written here as closely as possible to l.he actual

narration of Allan MacArthur. He did not talk about his fam

ily genealOGies simply for genealor;ies sake j he would r.:ention

his forebears only if he had a point to make. There will

therefore be no reconstruction of MacArthur or MacIsaac gen-
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ealogies here, but anything that borders on this may emerge

from accounts given by Allan MacArthur himself of the emigra

tion of his family from Scotland to America.

When the first immigrants, thought to have been 1t;icmac

Indians from Cape Breton. arrived 1n the fertile Codroy Valley

early 1n the eighteenth century. it was already inhabited by

Newfoundland's native people. the Beothics. J. B. Jukes. New

foundland's first e;eological surveyor. wrote probably the best

description of early settlement 1n the Althoup;h he did

not visit the Codroy Valley until 1839. his information which

1s based on the oral traditions learned from his 'jlcmac guide.

Sulleon, r;oes back to a much earlier period. He described the

earliest account of settlement as follows:

At the beginning of the last century (i.e. the
eighteenth century) a body of Mic Mac Indians.
partly civilized and converted to the Roman Cath
olic faith, either came or were sent from Nova
Scotia. and settled in the western part of New
foundland. These were armed with guns and hunted
the country. making r:reat havoc amongst the game.
A quarrel soon arose--perhaps on this account-
between them and the Red Indians; and Sulleon gave
me a confused account of a battle that took place
between them at the north end of the Grand Pond
about seventy years ap;o. (i.e .• c. 1762) In this
the Red Indians were defeated. as they "'ere armed
only with bows and arrows, and. according to
Sulleon's statement. every man. woman. and child
was put to death.3

Although the last Beothic known to have lived in Newfound

land died in St. John's in 1829. Jukes reported that in 1839

his companions "were in continual dread of meetinG the Red

3 J .8. Jukes. Excursions in and about NC\'1foundland Durin
the Years 1839 and 1 0. vo s. on on, 0
p. 172.
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Indians" while travelling In that area and "evidently looked

upon them as wild animals of a pernlclou::J character. ,,4

The first person to cross Newfoundland frorr east to \,,'es't

who wrote and published an account of his travels was \olililam

Epps Cormack. He journeyed across Newfoundland in 1822 ac-

companied by his guide and companion. Micmac Indian naned

Sylvestor. Cormack visited the Codroy Valley where he observed

that "at the Great and Little Codroy Rivers, towards the south-

ern extreml ty of St. George I s Bay. there twelve or fourteen

families. amounting to seventy or eighty souls, who catch

nually four or five hundred weights of codfish. and about

fifty barrels of salmon. and obtain a little fur. ,,5

Cormack does not, however, make it clear what their na-

tionali ty was. He may have been assuming that his reader

would take it for granted that these "seventy or eighty souls"

were not foreign; that 15, they were not foreign to Cormack,

and from this point of view, then, probably they were English.

He made the unusual comment:

It may be that on the west coast of Newfoundland
there is neither Scotchman, Irishman. nor ra>.. to
be met with; nor. it is said, had any member of
~~e;~r~~~~P~:~.6amilies taken up an abode west

Perhaps his odd phrasing suggests that there were English peo-

pIe there. but it is not clear exactly what he meant.

4 Jukes, Excursions, Vol. I, p. 173.

5 William Epps Cormack. Narrative of a Journey Across the
Island of rlewfoundland in 1822. "nd edition (London, New York,
and Toronto, 1928), p. hereafter cited llarrative of a Journey.

6 Cormack, Narrative of a Journey. p. 105.
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Nevertheless. Cormack was aware of the fact that the

Indians and French living 1n the area, and he described

the situation he met 1n some detail:

Owing to the shelter and anchorage for shipping
at Codroy, ... and to its immediate proximity to
the fine flshlng-ground5 about Cape Ray. it is
the central point of the French fisheries in ::;um
mer. Many square-rigged vessels are here loaded
with dried codfish for France; and hundreds of
bateaux brought from France in the fishing-ships
scatter hence 1n all directions over the flshing
grounds ... We crossed the gut or entrance bet;';een
the sea and the extensive shallow entrance of
this river 1n a boat of one of the residents.
The entrance 1s barred with sand, and has only
about six feet of water. There reside here five
families with their servants. amountinr: to t ..:cnty
eight souls. They catch about forty barrels of
salmon annually. Which. with herring and a tri
fline; cod-fishery. are their chief means of sub
sistance ... There were at this time ten Indian
families encamped for the winter on the banks of
the Great Codroy River. about ten miles from its

~~u~~~ a~~~d~~~:fo~t;~~~t;~~ ~~~u~~7 Indian here

In 1835 an Anglican Priest. Archdeacon vlix. made a miss-

ionary journey round the coastal settlements of Newfoundland.

He sailed south from St. John's. then along the south coast

to Port aux Basques and from there up to Codroy. Archdeacon

Wix mentions that he "saw a new vessel of seventy or eighty

tons. which some Basque people. from the French Island of St.

Peter's. had. contrary to treaty. built last winter on Codroy

7 Cormack. Narrative of a Journey. pp. 99-100. There Is
in the Valley today a place on the north side of the Grand
Codroy RIver near folillville which is locally called "Indian
Hill". Allan MacArthur made the point that spcarinr; eels in
the river was one of the few skills which the rest of the
people learned from the Indians. as they were generally very
apprehensive of having any communications with the l'licmacs.



River.,,8 This is one of the earliest written references to

boat building on the (Great] Codroy River, althou·h oral trad-

ition reports much earlier instances.

Archdeacon Wix visited parts of the Codroy Valley; first

he stopped at the settlement at the mouth of the Little Codroy

River where he baptized several children, then ...lent on to

Great Codroy River where he also stopped to hold services.

He rowed across from the port of Codroy to Cod roy Island. a

small island directly opposite the port, in order to hold Sun-

day church services. On this island, Archdeacon Wix could see

much evidence that the French had a thriving fishing industry.

Even though it was Sunday, the French fishermen were busy

"brimming or caulking their boats, and their crew were fishing

in the offing, as upon a week-day. ,,9

The type of land and the climate of this part of Newfound-

land impressed the Archdeacon. He noted in his diary that:

From Cape Ray, to this place, [i.e. Codroy] the
soil is so much improved, that it is Quite capable
of being brought into cultivation; cattle are very
numerous here already. 10 Between Cape Ray, indeed,
and the Bay of Islands, there is decidedly more
land capable of being brought, with very 11ttle
trouble, into cultivation, than in all the parts of
Newfoundland with which several pretty extensive
tours had made me previously acquainted. There is
another advantage too, peculiar to this part of the

6 Archdeacon Edward Wix, Six Month~ of a IIcwroundland
fofiS3ionar 's Journal frolll Pebruar to Au 'ust 18~on,
1 3 • p. 127.

9 Wlx, Newfountiland f>:issionary' s Journal, p. 135.

10 I can find no reference which would ascertain who first
imported cattle, when it \'las, or where the cattle were im
ported from.
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coast; there is so little fog and dampness of
atmosphere, that fish may be laid out to dry
here with much less risk than elsewhere of its
becoming tainted. 11

Jukes. whose reports have already been mentioned, ~ade

some interesting observations about the north bank of the

Great Codroy River. He had "heard reports of coal having

been seen by the Indians up the Codwy (sic) River,·12 and was

attempting to obtain more information on its exact location.

He had hoped to secure a guide from the Indians, but they

were reluctant to impart any information to him and gave him

several reasons for this:

I was also told that an Englishman, named Gale,
who lived on the south side of the river, and who
had the reputation of being very rich, had
strictly charged the Indians to give no informa
tion. Those Indians who resided all the year
round were sometimes dependent on the English
settlers for food, and dare not disobey them and
the latter were particularly churlish and incom
municative. especially old Gale. l ]

This mention of "old Gale" 1s particularly interesting

since oral tradition takes us back to the source of this re-

port, some generations before the Gale mentioned by Jukes.

Gale is one of the more common names in the Codroy Valley

today, and so far as I know. none of the WI' i t ten accounts of

the settlement of the Codroy Valley explain how or why the

Gales settled there. The following account is from oral tradi-

tion and was given to me by one of the oldest Gales in the

11 Wix, Newfoundland Missionary's Journal, p. 135.

12 Jukes, Excursions, Vol. I, p. 176.

13 Jukes, Excursions, Vol. I, P. 176.



Valley who heard it from his youth from older members of hi~

family. Since he would not permit the use of the tape record

er. l~ the text here is almost as I wrote it in my field note

book immediately after my visit with him. At the time. I

was accompanied by a friend, and after leaving the house I

wrote down all that I could remember of his story, as far as

possible using his words, and then read it to my companion

who agreed that this was close to what we had heard:

The first Gale was John Gale who came to the
Valley about two hundred years ago. He came over
to Newfoundland on a ship from England and carne
up the river on a long boat. They found an ideal
place on the Great Codroy River to build a schoon
er--probably it was about the place where G1111s'
Cabins are now. [This is a few hundred yards west
of the Grand Codroy bridge; see map.] And when
the boat and crew were about to return home, John
Gale asked permission to stay, and he asked them
to leave what was left of the nails and other
materials used in bUilding the schooner. Well,
he thought that much of the Codroy Valley.

He stayed in the Valley and became very
friendly with the Indians who 11 ved there at the
time. After about three years in the Valley, he
took the boat that he had and went up around the
coast, and he came back with a woman. tio one
knows where he got her--she wasn l t an Indian
woman. And he settled in the Valley with her.
Now, no one knows if he married her or not--he
probably just took her and lived with her! But
they had a family, say, seven sons; and so it
went on, and that's how there's so many Gales
around. And some moved up and settled in Port
au Port., some in Robinsons, and others in Whit.e
Bay, but you don't hear of mnny around St. John's.

Now, there r 5 thousands of dollars belonging
to the Gales over in England, but they can't c;et
the money out.

l~ Some weeks later, Mr. Gale overcame his diffidence to
the tape recorder and gave me a great amount of information
on other subjects. Nevertheless, he would not allow this
story to be recorded though he did not give any reasons for
this. However, as the account contains somewhat sensitive
information regarding the origins of the family, his reluc
tance is quite understandable.



Mr. Gale also told me that the older men in the Valley

who were familiar with the \'loods set back a good ",lay from

the Great Codroy River knew of a graveyard "Ihich, they said,

showed the earliest written record of the death of a Gale in

the Codroy Valley. They refer to the gravestone of John Gale

which is dated 1815, and are of the opinion that he lived 1n

the for many years before his death. This would date

the arrival of the first Gale in the second half of the

eighteenth century and would confirm Mr. Gale's estimation

of about two hundred years ago. This is considerably earlier

than indicated by any printed sources.

Another point of interest around the story of John Gale

is the fact that his gravestone is a six-foot long slab of

stone; and because of its size, the local people are of the

opinion that it is certainly not of local stone. I asked rill'.

Afra Gale if he could take me to see the gravestone, but he

considered it to be accessible only to strong young men, ac-

customed to the woods. He said that the area was "grown over

years ago," and very difficult to reach.

A few years after Jukes made his visit to the Codroy

Valley, the first Scottish immigrants arrived from Cape Breton,

Nova Scotia. A Roman Catholic priest and historian, Rev.

Michael Brosnan, who based his writin~ on the church records

which were available to him in the 1930' s, 15 described the

15 Unfortunately, some of the St. Anne's Parish Records
were lost in a fire which consumed the Sears ton Church in 1930
after a lightening storm. Allhough those records which were
kept in the priest's house were saved, Father R. White said
that there was nno telling" what those housed in the old
church might have contained.
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arrIval of the first Scot:,; :,;ome ninety year:.; aft~I' it took

place:

The first arrivals seem to have come about 1844,
but the immigration at the time was almost neg
ligible. The lure was the stories that travelled
to Nova Scotia of the wonderful fertility of the
soil in many parts of the West Coast of Ilewfound
land. It was also well known that it was easy to

~~idal~~OC~a~~s l:~~eWZi~~s;a~n~~~~~~l~f one could

Bresnan states that by 18l.l4 the Scottish names found in the

Codroy Valley included "McNeill, McIsaac. and McLean. ,,17

Others followed later and began to set up homesteads and

clear the land for cultivation.

As far as I can gather, the main reason why the Scottish

immigrants came to Newfoundland when they did was their con-

cern for land-ownership. In the first place. those vlho came

from Scotland to "America". as they called it. 18 did so be-

cause they had been ousted from their crofts during the ruth-

less dispossession of the lands during the infamous Hie;hland

Clearances to make way for vast sheep farms. They had been

forced to leave their native land and attempt to build for

themselves a completely new life in a new country. and North

Because the maj ori ty of priests viho wrote the church
records before Brosnan were of IrIsh extraction. it is perhaps
not surprislnr; that they wrote Scottish names such as MacNeill
(or Macflf:>il). HacIsaac. ani} Macl,l'rtn In til( Iri5h f:l~hion. a
fact very obvious to any ::icot. '!'hcy were also known La have
written some of the French names. such as Aucoin. to sound more
Irish. such as the changed form of the name. O'Quinn.

18 Old people both in $cotland and in the Codroy Valley
still refer Lo people "goine to America". meaninc; any part of
North America.

16 Brosnan. Pioneer History of the Parish of St. Georges,
p. 13·

17
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America offered an opportunity for such settlement. r':any ex

patriot Scots settled 1n Nova Scotia.

It seems they had not been lone' in Nova Scot':a, however,

when the question of land-ownership became a problem once

more. The Scottish immigrants. who felt threatened that they

might have to face the same situation they had already faced

in Scotland at the time of their eviction. were consequently

dissatisfied with the land tenure uncertainty in Nova Scotia,

which was especially the problem of those who had arrived too

late to take advantage of the earlier attractions that met

the very first migrants. Since their sole concern was to own

a piece of land which they could cultivate. r.lany families,

according to Allan MacArthur, migrated within a decade or so

to Newfoundland where they heard they would be free from

heavy taxes and troublesome landowners.

The Scots were probably the first to settle in the Codroy

Valley with the sale aim of owning land for farming, as up

till their arrival those who were settling did so for the

reason that most of Newfoundland was settled, namely for the

cod fishery. There appears to be little written about the

early days of the Scottish settlers 1n the area, though much

has been passed down orally from that time.

From this point, I shall present the history of the Cod

roy Valley Scots, from the year l8~4, as described by Allan

MacArthur who was regarded as the chief authority on Scottish
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history in t.h~ Valley. Wherever pOG:31Llc. I :;hall quote hi~

acl.ual words transcribed d":'rectly from tape recorded inter-

views with him; and in some areas where the information was

given on different occasions in a fragmented fashion. I shall

make a composite account. using his own words and descrlp-

tions given on the separate days. Interwoven with this, I

shall continue to refer to the relevant printed sources

throughout.

In the mid 1800's, Angus MacArthur. Grandfather of Allan

MacArthur, left the Isle of Canna in the Inner Hebrides at

the age of twenty-two to emigrate to Cape Breton, Nova Scotia.

His younger sister followed on a later boat, but she managed

to return to Scotland soon afterwards as she disliked Cape

Breton. Allan MacArthur considered that she was one of the

few luc ky ones:

A lot of people when they arri ved in Cape Breton
didn't like it. but they had to stay as they
couldn I t go back. It ,..as a wild place in those
days; there was nothing like there is today.

[Field notebook. July 25. 1970]

Having left Scotland to be rid of the hard regulations of

landowners, it must have been disappointing to immigrants

such as Angus MacArthur to find a similar state of affairs in

the new country. Much of the land wan already owned by peo

ple who had emic;rated many years earlier and had obtained

land tenure on large areas. One such landowner whom Allan
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MacArthur mentioned was Alexander MacDonald who came to :lova

Scotia and settled in Antigonish around 178~ j and although

Mr. ~1acArthur was not absolutely certain of the accuracy of

the date he gave, he did know that his grandfather, Angus

MacArthur J like several other Scottish immigrants, 11 ved and

worked on l>1acDonald's estate for some time after his arrival.

From oral tradition in Nova Scotia, I~ary L. Fraser has ob-

tained a parallel account of a man who is presumably one of

this same MacDonald family:

Catholics began to come from the Highlands in 1785.
They settled for the most part 1n Antigonish County
and Cape Breton. Among the first arrivals was a
great-hearted Highlander named MacDonald. He had
built up a comfortable home before the full tide of
immigration came in. His kindness to his fellow
countrymen on their arrival was proverbial. In one
winter alone, no fewer than nine newly married
couples among the immigrants were given big weddings
at his house. One event of this kind would give
much trouble and expense, for it meant entertaining
the whole countryside with the best of everything
that could be procured. Nine such events must have
taxed even Highland hospi tali ty. 19

If indeed they were the same MacDona Ids that Angus MacArthur

stayed with upon his arrival in the mid-eighteen hundreds, then

their hospitality was no less than in the early days. Although

Angus MacArthur did not settle there permanently, as his

grandson said, he nonetheless gained from his several years

of living there:

He married my grandmother, Sarah f'olacDonald, you
know, from (the family of] Alexander l'olacDonald
that came out years before that.

[C667, 7l-~6J

19 Mary L. Fraser, Folklore of Nova Scotia, (n.p., n.d.),
p. 6.
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For several years, they lived 1n Cape Breton where they had

a large family; and Lewis '·lacArthur. the father of Allen,

was of their sons.

Living in Cape Breton. they were still nearer to land-

ownership. and Nova Scotia was 1n the midst of its lengthy

pre-confederation debate. The fact that any slim chance

that might have existed for them to own land seemed to be

threatened all the more by the prospect of Nova Scotia join

ing confederation led to t.l1eir decision to leave.

Several Scots families had already made the decision to

move to Newfoundland by this time. Allan MacArthur dates

the r·:acArthur family move as being a fe~l years after the

migration of his mother's people. the MacIsaacs. who came to

Newfoundland in l85~. The children and grandchildren of

these families must have heard many times the account of why

their people settled in Newfourldland:

They started moving from Cape Breton on account of
the hard rules and everything else--Cape Breton
was a poor country too~ but they were under con
federation rules and that was bad rules at that
time; but the prices [this probably refers to the
prices which were paid to farm workers for their
cattle and produce] was so small~ and the land,
well in confederation rules you don't own the land~

you don't own the house, you don I t own the furni
t.ure ~ you owns nothinG if you don't pay the taxes.
Well~ that I s t.he rule. (But we got confederation
since 1949~ but we haven't got the bad rules of
confederation that Cape Breton used to have.) And
they couldn't live under it. And those people ~ a
lot of them left that settled from Scotland out to
Cape Breton ~ and they lived there for a f;ood many
years ~ some of them not too long, probably ten>
fifteen years~ and they heard of Newfoundland~ you
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\oIell Newfoundland was a free country for
anybody. And it was the Responsible Rules that
we had. Well, the Responsible Government it
didn't start the first startinB of the people
settling in Newfoundland, but it started years
after. But ... probably eighty years ago or a
hundred years ago you could come to Newfound
land and you could take up two, three, four
hundred acres and you owned that. You aImed
that and there was no tax, there was nothing to
pay; it was yours. And you could work on the
farm and make your own living but you had to do
everything.

[C868, 71-48]

Allan MacArthur's mother's maiden name was Jessie f>lac-

Isaac. Her father was from Moidart and her mother from Glen-

garry, both places in Inverness-shire, in the Highlands of

Scotland, which were once entirely Gaelic speaking. The

family emigrated to the New World about lB1.j1.j when Jessie was

a very young child. \oIhether or nor her account of their

voyage across the Atlantic and their landing in Nova Scotia

can be attributed to her actual memory as a four-year-old

child is of little importance; her parents probably spoke of

it often enough to refresh any memories she had of their emi-

gration from Scotland, and she in turn passed it on to her own

children:

You can leave an t-Eilean Sgiathanach today and
back home again tomorrow ... but when my people came
out, the McIsaacs, it took them seven weeks on the
boat from the time .. bho'n deach iad air bat a ann
an Tobermhoraidh, aeuG .. . landed on the Gut 0'
Canso. Nuar a' chunnaic mo Sheanair 's rna Sheanam
hair an t-ai t, nam biodh lonr; a dol a dh' Alba air
ais cha tigeadh iad air til', ach bha 'm bat a dol do
dh'Australia, agus ... they would never have landed
if the boat was going back to Scotland.

[c882, 71-48]



Since the Gaelic was the language in 't,hich his mother narrated

all her stories of their history and legend to her family, it

was natural for Allan to revert to his mother tongue while

re-telling this. Re-written entirely in English, the passage

would read as follows:

You can leave the Isle of Skye today and be hOr:1e
again tomorrow ... but when my people came out, the
Mac Isaacs , it took them seven weeks on the boat
from the time ... from the time they went on the
boat in Tobermory, and ... landed on the Gut 0'
Canso. When my grandfather and grandmother saw
the place, if the boat had been goinp; back to
Scotland they wouldn t t have landed; but the boat
was going to Australia, and ... they would have
never have landed if the boat was going back to
Scotland.

Allan MacArthur added that at one time he attempted to find

out in Nova Scotia the name of the boat on which his forebears

came. but he was unable to do so. This. he said, was because

their boat had left Scotland after most of the immigrant

boais, and the record of its sailing was not along with those

of other immigrant lists of boats and their passengers who

sailed from Scotland to Nova Scotia.

The McIsaac family settled 1n Inverness, Cape Breton

where they farmed along with other Scot tish immigrants. For

several years. they made their home there although they owned

no land:

'I'hey lived ten years down in InvernesG. in Cape
Breton. and then they got burnt out. you know.
lost everythinr, they took from Scotland; then
they moved to Newfoundland.

[c607, 69-37]



It was on account of the hardships they met with in Cape

Breton t.hat the Scots left and mic;ratcd to Newfoundland, but

it was not hard work which deterred them. If they endured

that in Cape Breton, they were required to do so all the more

in Newfoundland. The most important thing was that they

could at last own land. In order to be able to work the land>

they were required to clear large areas of timber as the Cod-

roy Valley was heavily wooded. The Scots were the first

people to come to Newfoundland for the sale purpose of farm-

ing, as most of those who came before them did so for the

fish, the timber, and the fur of the Island.

When the Scots immigrants such as the NacArthurs and the

McIsaacs came to Newfoundland In the 1850 IS, the Codroy Valley

nothing like it is today:

After they came to Newfoundland ... there was nothing
ahead of them, only the forest and the river and
the brooks. There were no roads, no post office>
no stores, no church, no nothing like that--no mail,
no mail at all; you wouldn't get the mail at all
probably for six months> and that would have to be
brought from in St. George's with a dog team over
the hills, and no guides, only old marks> you see,
for to follow over the mountains. That's the way
they lived.

[c868, 71-48]

They thought it was a wild place to live in.

[C607, 69-37J

Each member of the family had to help in setting up the

family home when they arrived in Newfoundland. They came up

to a place where there was not even a hut for them to shelter
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t.he night they arrived. The McIsaac family spent the first

few nights under the shelter of a large tree until they had

built their first d-,.'ell1ng:

The first three days they spent ... and they had a
lot of children, brothers, and sisters, and they
lived under a great hie; tree up there where Hurhle
McIsaac lives. (where his father lived). And then
they start building a campag (sic). you know. kind
of a shed for to shelter themselves. And the
girls. there were quite a lot of girls 1n the fam
ily. and boys too ..• well. the boys and their father
went out fishing. you see, for to get fish, and the
old woman, the mother, and the girls they start
building the camp. And according as they put up
the logs J you see J the girls was in the woods pick
ing up moss, you see, for to cork (sic, caulk]
you see, the logs between to make it warm, you see,
like if you were building a ship or a boat, you'd
have to use oakum, and you I d have to use this marllne
rope and everything. And they were three days and
then they built that house, and they lived in it.

(c867, 7l-LJ8j This account is also described by
Allan MacArthur's son, Frank, on c878, 71-48]

While it would be difficult to find a tree in the Valley today

that would be large enough to camp under, it is obvious from

the size of the floor planks in some of the old houses which

remain that the size of the first growth timbers must have

been huge.

Land clearing was heavy work. The new settlers cut down

the large timber, and much of this wood they used in the

building of their homes. They then had to dig out the deep

roots and burn them in order to prepare the land for cultlva-

tion. The entire family shared In the work of preparine and

planting the "burnt ground". When describing the I'lork done

by the people of the Valley, Allan Hac Arthur had special regard
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for the dilir;ence of the \'Iomen, not only in the earliest days

but also during his own childhood and earlier adulthood:

When the babies would be about three weeks old,
and she I d go out in the burnt ground. she' d make
a little place for the baby along side of a
stump, and cover him up after feeding him, and
she'd go on planting potatoes. You \','00' t find
women today who would do tha t .

[c882, "il-48]

It was an accepted fact that the women bore the greatest

burden as far as work was concerned. For several generations

after the first settlers arrived in the Valley. this was the

case. One of Allan MacArthur's sons. Frankie MacArthur,

spoke of how difficult it was for the early settlers in the

Valley, who. he said 11 had 1 t pretty tough":

... and especially the women; it was the custom, as
far as I know, especially with Scottish people
here, you know, Scottish men, you know, they ex
pect an awful lot of their women. They expect
them to do an awful lot of work. The men took it
much easier than the women. I had an uncle. he
told me one time, he said that when a man got mar
ried one time, he said, the first thing he got was
a woman, then he got a hoe for her, then he had it
all to himself. If you got a woman and a hoe, you
made your 11 ving then.

[c882, 71-48]

In spil.e of the fact that liVing in Ne ... foundland presented

many hardships to those who came, they were nevertheless happy

with their new land. They were relieved to know that at

least they would never be short of the things they had lacked

in Cape Breton and Scotland before that:

That!s what they met in Newfoundland, but they were
glad because they were clear of confederation rules.



VIe had a free country here; you could do what you
liked. You could claim land, and catch fish, and
catch game. The wild game was plenty all around,
you know, like caribous and salmon and trout and
eels and rabbits and the other kind we call the
hare rabbits [Arctic hareJ--they was t.."l!ce a<j big
as the normal ones ... You r d never starve because
the Noods \'las full of wild game.

[c867, 71-48]

Apart from the fact that every family "Ihich settled in

the Codroy Valley had to work hard as a unit to establish the

individual homesteads, there was another important aspect of

settlement which cannot be ignored when describing the shap-

ing of the Codroy Valley: that is, the development of the

entire Valley itself, opposed to the numerous family units

wi thin the Valley.

Family traditions, such as the Scottish Gaelic or French

traditions, tend to be best preserved by the actual families

involved. On the other hand, there were a few incomers to

the Valley who were able to look at the area from a wider

angle, thus taking in a larger, overall picture of the inter-

action between the various groups 11 ving there. These partic-

ular incomers also differed from the other immigrants in that

their purpose of coming was not to obtain land to set up a

family homestead but to provide certain necessities to the

lives of those who did. Most of these particular people were

Roman Catholic priests, and fortunately a few of their inter-

est.-ing observations have been preserved in writing.

Today J the people of the Codroy Valley are very much
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aware of the fact that the Roman Catholic Church has been the

greatest driving force behind most of the development of their

area. 'rheir influence was not upon who settled in the Valley.

or where or when; it was rather in working for better living

conditions for all the settlers. They aimed to obtain for

the residents what they considered to be essential to the

lives of the people: namely. someone to administer to their

spiritual needs, a means of educating the children. and a

program of road construction to alleviate some of the problems

of isolations.

The work of the Roman Catholic Church was harrassed by

several difficulties, as Thomas Sears said, the "greatest

draw-back being the vvant of roads or other means of cornmunica-

tion lt
•

'fa describe the annoyance and inconvenience aris
ing from this defect ... j list imagine three thousand
souls dispersed over some eight or nine hundred
miles of sea-coast--(it will take that distance
when we compute the various indentations of our
bays over which the messenger of the Gospel must
pass.) ... It is easy to conceive what obstructions
this isolation casts in the way of administering
to spiri tual wants. and the hardships of the
missionary in undertaking such journeys. journeys
which for him will never end. wi th no road, but
the trackless forest, the sea-beaten land-wash.
or the still more unpleasant alternative of going
either in an open boat or a cranky fishing skiff
along this whole coast. 20

Soon after his arrival on the West Coast of Newfoundland

in 1850. Fr. Alexis Belanger realized that he faced with

a language problem in the Codroy Valley area. Fr. Belanger

20 Thomas Sears, Report of the rUssions Prefecture Apos
tolic Western Newfoundland. (n.p .• 1877). pp. 21-22.
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wrote his records in his native French and was able to admln-

lster to the needs of all those who spoke English and French

since he was hi-lingual. However. this was not sufficient to

meet the needs of all the people in his district:

The settlers who had come in from Inverness, Cape
Breton, almost without exception used the Gaelic
language as the language of the home. Though many
of them had a passing knowledge of English, t.hey
had not sufficient command of it to make their
confessions with facility and to their own satis
faction.

[Brosnan, Pioneer History. p. 15]

Fr. Belanger attempted to secure a "yearly visit from a priest

versed in the silver speech of the Gael. the mother tongue of

so many of his people." He was successful in doing this in

the years 1866, 1867, and 1868, when the Gaelic-speaking

priests Fathers Shaw, Chisholm, and Fraser visited the Valley.

[Brosnan, p. 15]

Most memorable of the early priests was Father (later

Monsignor) Thomas Sears who, in 1868, became the first resi-

dent priest of the Parish of St. George 's. He rerr.ained there

till his death in 1885. Thomas Sears, who was born in County

Kerry, Ireland in 1824, emigrated to America with his parents

at the age of eight. They settled in Nova Scotia where this

Irish Gael ~ained experience of the Scottish Gaelic of Cape

Breton.

A number of weeks aft.er his arrival In Newfoundland,

Father Sears wrote down his impressions of the Codroy Valley

in a letter to the Bishop of St. John's, the Right Reverend
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J.T. Mullock~ D.O. v/rltten twenty-four years after the

rival of the first Scots. it seems to be the earl.:est detailed

description of the Codroy Valley J along with his views on its

development and potential:

This seems to me to be a very important portion of
the grand Island of Newfoundland. This Bay J with
its tributary rivers. as well as several other
localities along this coast, affords better induce
ment--at least 1n my estimation--than the United
States to the fishermen of St. John's and other
places who are emigrating. In this Bay alone there
are now as many vessels at anchor as will require,
it is estimated. 70,000 (seventy thousand) barrels
of herring to load them; still, although herring
did not strike in till after the 22nd of this
month [November. 1868] such is the quantity taken
the last five or six days. that they are all in
hope of gettin~~ fair cargoes. They tell me that
the Codfish is qui te pl""ntiful in the Bay if they
could attend to it. There is another advantage.
I perceive. that this Bay enjoys, and that is the
fertility of its soil. and the mar,nificent for
ests which line the Bays and rivers especially.
It seems that there is no land superior to this
for the cultivation of green crops and hay; pota
toes grow as well as in any part of North America;
oats and barley. of course. will do as l'lell;
cabbage can be produced in abundance. There have
been two saw-mills erected here lately; one will
be in operation in a few days; ~t is constructed
on the most improved principle and will drive as
many saws as will saw the larr;est pine log in a
pass. The pine is of enormous size. as large as
any I ever saw in Nova Scotia or New Brunswick,
and farmers who came here from Prince Edward Is
land. say that the land is far superior here in
point of fertility to that of the Island. Add to
this the fact of this Bay having--as it is cal
culated--always been the winter resort of all the
Labrador herring. which swarm along the coast. and
which can be taken in the dead of winter as well
as in summer. when people are idle in all the other
harbors of our fishing coast. I am very much mis
taken then if this Bay does not hold out an induce
ment to the poor fishermen who have to leave other
parts of this Island, superior to the most glitter
ing prospects held out by Gloucester or any other
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fL;!Jirw Ji:,l.l'lcl:, III tilt.: UlJll.('d ~taLt·~. wilt! Ud:;
ereat dirfcrcnc~. that while In the Int.t"r pl~ccs

the fishermen are exposed to such. and so many
dangers. that numbers of valuable lives are year
ly lost. In this River the fisherman is as safe
while catching his fish. as he 1s while s1 ttlng
In his house In the bosom of his family.

[Published in The ~JewfoundlanderJ fJo. 655~. St.
John IS. December 16 J 1868. ]

In the book which he wrote later, Sears noted that "the

inhabitants of the Codroy Valley are principally of Highland

Scotch origin with a sprinkling of Acadlans and a few Irish."

[Sears. Report of the Missions, p. 28.) The Irish people

settled mainly the north bank of the Grand Codroy River,

In the place which is now kno ..m as 0' Regan's, while the Eng-

lish, Scottish, and French settlers also seem to have settled

in ethnic groups, each one choosing an area that would not

interfere with the Micmacs who had already settled on Indian

Hill. According to Jukes, there was harmony among the dif-

ferent national! ties in the Valley:

They all of all nations seem to live comfortably
and peaceably together; and the only want I heard
expressed was a wish for the establishment of
schools in St. George's Bay.

[Jukes, Excursions, Vol. I, p. 12.]

During his sixteen years in the large parish of St.

George's, Monsignor Sears travelled to all areas of settlement

along the eighty-mile stretch of land, although he located

the priest's residence at the southernmost part, in the Cod roy

Valley. He spent his time in untiring activity in an effort

to stir the government, church, and people of Newfoundland
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into an awareness of the needs of the region which had, up

untIl this time, been neglected.

By the time Monsignor Sears had arrived, the Scottish

population had increased to a number considerably more than

the few immigrants who came in 1844. Of them, he wrote:

There is not a race that ever were blessed with
a knowledge of God! s Church more steadfast than
the Catholic Highlanders. There are about sixty
families of this class.

[From Brosnan, p. 78]

Monsignor Sears left in his records and letters substantial

evidence of what his parish like and of his aspirations

to better the living conditions there; fortunately, Brosnan

had access to his w1"1 tiogs. Sears was very much aware of

the natural resources and advantages of the Codroy Valley,

but was equally aware of the needs:

It would be most desirable that the Government of
St. John I s should do something towards establish
ing some sort of civil authority, and something
for the cause of education on this coast. Another
great want is felt here--there are no roads, not
even pathway s .

[From Sears' letter to Rev. J.T. Mullock, published
in The Newfoundlander]

As far as obtaining favourable consideration from the

Newfoundland government was concerned, the Codroy Valley was

in these days in a politically uncomfortable position. It

was part of that controversial territory known as lhe Prench

Shore, so-called because the l~rench held the fishinc; ri{T,hts

on this coast from 1713 to 1904. The French Shore at that
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[Brosnan. p. 70] Although the residents were taxed like other

Newfoundlanders. they had no representatives in the House of

Assembly. Consequently. they did not receive the same con

sideration for improvement and development equal to other

areas of Ne\~founuland. In 1881. Sir Frederick Carter. K. C. M. G.

who was Chief Justice of Newfoundland. announced in his speech

from the throne that the government was authorized to make

grants of land on the French Shore and that the residents were

to elect two representatives to the House of Assembly. [To

date. unfortunately. I have been unable to find an account in

the House of Assembly Journals of the procedure carried out

for this election or the names of those elected. There are.

however. references to the district in which the Cod-

roy Valley was represented. along with reports of petitions

made to the government and the progress made in the area.]

It took Monsignor Sears thirteen years of working in the

Valley before his plans for road-building began to come to

fruition. When the state of taxation without representation

ceased to exist along the French Shore. several petitions for

road-building on the West Coast were put forward behalf of

the people by their representatives 1n the House of Assembly.

many of which are recorded in the Journals. This resulted 1n

their receiving government assistance to allow them to com

mence work on the roads which Monsignor Sears had planned;

his two main aims were to set up lines of communication be-
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and St. John's, and to link the outlying settlements within

the Valley itself. [Brosnan, p. 72J

In a report on "Survey of Lands in the Codroy Vall ey ll,

1883. by James P. Howley, the author stated that he was im-

pressed by the hard work of the people of the Codroy Valley:

My experience of the past season convinces me more
than ever that the proper class of settlers of our
wild lands, and the only persons who will succeed
in turning them to account, are those whose posi
tion in life of necessity compels them to labour
hard with the si"eat of their brows, till by dint
of the most persevering toil, they succeed in lay
ing the foundation of comfort and prosperity; if
not for themselves, at least for their posterity.
Of such a class as this the hardy Cape Breton
Hylanders and Acadian French. who for the most
part occupy the lands of the Codroys. are a splen
did example.

[House of Assembly Journal, 1884. Appendix, p. 512J

From all accounts, it is evident that Monsignor Sears pos-

sessed remarkable ability in organizing and encouraging the

local people to participate in the projects which were essen-

tial to the improvement of the Brosnan gave this account:

[Monsignor SearsJ taueht them and insisted on
their learning the lesson that they should also
help themselves and each other. His was to edu
cate the people. not to nurse them.

Another means by which he gained t\lJO good ends
at the one time was by asking for free labor, not
alone for the erection of churches and schools and
presbyteries, but even for public works such as
road-buildinr;. His activitic:3 in this sphere were
succeef;sful and won for himself, his people and
the fruits of their activities this notable encomium
on the floor of the House of Assembly:

lWe have marked instances of the superiority
of the road labor in that part of the country (Cod
roy Valley) as compared with other portions. I
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have no hesitation in saying that the superior
ity and manap;ement is due entirely to t.he con
trolling genius of the one who has proved
himself the guardian angel, as it \'lere, of that
part of the country since he has gone there. I
refer to Monsignor Sears. So heartily are the
people there alive to the development of their
large agriculture resources, that they have come
forward manfully and subjected themselves to
statute labor 1n order to open up new roads and
keep the others in repair. This is a condition
of affairs not realized in any other district
of the Colony. r (Mr. Boone 1n the House of
Assembly, April 19, 1881l).

[Brosnan, p. 76. The 1884 Journal of the House
of Assembly which is contained in the Centre for
Newfoundland Studies, Memorial Uni versi ty of New
foundland, does not contain this speech.]

Besides the giving of free labour, there I'las also the

practice of II fishing for the church" which was organized by

Monsignor Sears. This involved the donation of the proceeds

of an entire day's fishing to the credit of the priest; in

this way he accumulated funds for the building of a church.

This idea was also applied to those who were involved

in winter wood-cutting, until there was enough money to com-

building. They did not operate on the loan system

which is common today.

When f'1onsignor Sears died in 1885, there were schools

and churches throughout the Diocese of St. George's, there

was a mail service to the area, the telegraph system extended

from east to west, and "every important part of the fertile

Valley, I the Garden of Newfoundland', was penetrated with

roads. 11 [Brosnan, p. 78] By the year 1897, the railway line

from St. John 1 s to Port aux Basques, which passes through the
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In the years that followed Monsignor Sears! death in

1885, several of the priests were very influential men in

the Valley. Among them was Monsir;nor Andrew Sears. a cousin

of the first rlJonsignor Sears. He \'las in the Codroy Valley

from the early 1900! s till his death in 1944. The older

inhabitants of the Valley often reminisce about the days

when Monsignor Andrew Sears was priest. Although it is less

than thirty years since his death, many things have changed

in the Valley; at times when they consider some of the ideas

held by today I s young people. the older folk seem to think

things might have been different had Monsignor Sears still

been there.

Monsignor Andrew Sears was responsible for dividing the

Parish of St. Anne t s into sections bearing the names of the

present villages. He encouraged the residents of each sec

tion to take an interest of the affairs of their own section.

During his t.erm in the parish, a school was built in each

section, and Monsignor Sears planned a church for each. The

latter plan was not put into effect, and instead church

vices were centralized at two Roman Catholic churches; one at

Sears ton at the mouth of the Grand Codroy River and one at

St. Andrews at the mouth of the Little Codroy River.

The Roman Catholic church continues to be of great in

fluence in the area. Today the individual schools have been

centralized to one combined elementary and high school at
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upper Ferry. The success of this is largely attributed to

Father R. White who was parish priest at the tiM' of conduct

ing field work for this study. He continually orr;anized

means of raising funds for this school. The section of the

Trans Canada Highway from Port aux Basques to the Codroy

Valley was paved 1n 1966; and 1n 1970. work began on paving

the roads within the Valley.

Today's visitor to the Codroy Valley will still be able

to encounter people who are conscious of their ethnic back

ground, be it English. Scottish, Irish. French, or a com

bination of these natlonali ties. The Micmac Indians

longer inhabit the Valley as the last of them died from tuber

culosis or left for Cape Breton in the 1930'S during New

foundland I s economic depression. There are, however, a few

people who, through intermarriage, have partly Micmac ancest

ry.

All the inhabitants of the Valley are now English speak

ing, though there are several people who also speak Gaelic or

French. Unfortunately, however, neither of these languages

has been passed on to the youngest generation in the Valley

today. One reason given for this 1s that intermarriage be

tween different ethnic groups has been more common durine the

past twenty years than it was in the precedin,~ years.

There still remains, however, strong ethnic traditions

among the Codroy Valley people which are especially noticeable

among the older inhabitants. The culture of the Scottish
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Gaels is only part of what makes up the complete picture of

the Codroy Valley J and there 1s inevitably much overlapping

across ethnic backgrounds. Nevertheless. there is still

much that has always been peculiar to the Scottish Gaels.

and it 1s these traditions, along with several more that cut

across the other ethnic groups. which will be represented

here.



CHAPTER V

ALLAN "tACARTHUR: HIS LIFE Arm PERSOUALI'l"Y

Since the rest of this study deals largely \-11th the

material told to me by Allan lrlacArthur. it is appropriate

here to present a biographical summary which may be helpful

in setting this material in its context. and to cOffir.ent in

some detail on his personality.

"lost of the life history which follows has been coe.piled

fron inforMation supplied to me by Allan r·;acArthur himself.

Since he did not systematically relate his own life history.

I have tried to piece together the accounts he gave of diff

erent aspects of his life. Sometimes he spoke on different

days about the same topic and sometimes he made additional

comments on a topic previously discussed on a given day.

Often, I did not record what he said. and it is therefore not

possible to quote his exact words. The inforr:Jation about

these occasions is therefore gleaned frol:1 the notes \'Irltten

down immediately after I visited him and additional details

have sometimes been added from my o\'ln memory.

Much of this account will be straiehtforward quotation

of Allan NacArthur's 0\'1n words becauze it 15 throueh them

that much of his character is revealed. In print. however.

these words can give only a pale reflection of his personality.
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while to me they bring back the tone of his voice J hit ..:;es

tures. his vocal expression. and his gentle old face with its

expressive eyes tWinkling 1n excitement as he renlnlsced.

can only hope that the words ../111 indicate some of his wit.

his use of understatement, his love for detail and for adding

short anecdotes or small additional pieces of information to

keep his listeners engrossed during an entire conversation.

As far as his actual style of speaking 1s concerned, it will

undoubtedly be noticed that he 1s often hesitant and frequently

corrects hinself. The first of these traits 1s probably due

to the fact that he 1s not speaking 1n his mother tongue. and

the second shows one of his most outstanding characteristics,

namely, his constant concern for accuracy and cOFpleteness.

In order to complete Allan foiacArthur I s life history, I

consul ted the Records of St. Anne I s Parish, held in the priest I s

house at Searston, for the dates of births, marriages, and

deaths that I had not already requested from Allan himself. 1

This was necessary especially for information some of the

I The day after Ers. fo:acArthur died, two of her sons showed
ce a notebook in which she had kept a record of dates of births,
deaths, and marriages alonp; with other ircportant events which
took place in the Valley during her lifetime. I was quite sur
prised to realise that she had recorded so much 'dritten inform
ation, and it brought to mind the fact that I had asked her if
her husband ever kept a diary. She told ne that he did not but
made no mention of the fact that she herself kept her notebook
of ir.portant events. It was, of course, in,mediately obvious to
me that I had not asked her if she kept any I'Irittc.'ll records but
had unquestionably assumed, just as her family arId the "'cst of
the people 1n the Valley did, that her husband "las the historian
and that she, like the rest of us. admired him and looked upon
him as the authority on events of the past.
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5udder epi"odes in his life, as Allan MacArthur hardly spoke

of his own personal traeed':"esj in fact. he supplif'd barely

adequate information to give any picture at all. The COMments

on his personality which follow the life history are mostly

from his own children. 1n some cases made only after his

death. A few of the comments are gathered from the reactions

of friends. and some from my own observation. Other aspects

of his personality will reveal themselves elsewhere In his

study. especially In Chapters VI and VII.

Before dealing with the life history itself. I would like

to portray the man In his own home setting as I saw him while

he related to me the various aspects of his culture on my

many visits to the f'o1acArthur home. (Plates VIII ar,d IX]

The Allan "1acArthur I knew, althoup;h in his late eighties,

was extremely mentally alert. He was interested in all that

went on around him and loved to have someone who enj oyed talk

ing with him about history. politics, current affairs, music,

or simply the weather. He had a way of turning even a conversa

tion about the weather into a topic of historical interest,

like the time he compared today's climate to that of his youth,

when, he said, they could start plowing in April, as the winters

then, though much colder, ended sooner, and the summers

hotter and longer. Today, he added, they have to wait till

June to plow. He philosophised on that occasion that the earth

quake of November 18, 1929 had an effect on the climate. "It

was never the same after,ll he said, for even the "eel grass ll

that used to grow in ,the rl ver disappeared completely and was
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Plate VIII

Allan MacArthur 1n the early 1960's.

(From Mrs. MacArthur's photograph album.
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~

Allan and Mary MacArt.hur', 19!17.

(From a framed picture In the l>lacArthur's s1ttln' room.)
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80
Or' ell~ht. year's aft.er'\'lards. [Field note-

book. July 25, 1970] Out of his abilit.y to expand on simple

topics such as these came much information which> otherwise,

I probably would not have c.,llected.

In his old age, Allan MacArthur hqd time to enjoy dis-

cuss ions and conversations for he had finally handed over the

work of his farm to his sons. Whenever I went into his house,

he would usually be found reading, talking, or working at

small task, sitting in "his own chair", a wooden armchair that

a friend had made for his birthday many years earlier, which

was always at the head of the big kitchen table. If the

weather was particularly hot, he would move to the sitting

room away from the oil and wood stove that burned daily, regard-

less of the season. Occasionally, I would find him out taking

a walk in his garden of fruit bushes or around the barn

woodpile. Sometimes he simply sat outside his house on a

wooden bench in the shade, looking over MacArthur Island where

his cattle sometimes grazed, to the north bank of the river

and all around him, taking in the comine-,s and goings of the

Valley. It was in these various settings, then, and occasion-

ally when we went out Visiting toe;ether, that he told me all

the information contained here.

As was mentioned in Chapter IV, Allan MacArthur! smother

(nee Jessie MacIsaac, and sometimes called Jeannie) came from

Scotland to Cape Breton as a very younr; Child, \'Ihlle his father,

Lewis MacArthur, was born in Cape Breton of Scottish parents.

They were later part of the migration from Cape Breton to the
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Codroy Valley where their people claimed several hundred acres

of land to be cleared for farming. After their marriage,

Lewis and Jessie MacArthur settled on the south tank of the

Grand River, as it was called 1n those early days, taking up

the island now kno"'m as MacArthur's Island and the land along

the bank opposite it which stretched back into the woods. [See

aerial photograph. p. 31] There they earned their living like

the rest of the settlers who had claimed land. clearing more

of it each year for cultivation, and supplementing their liveli

hood with some fishing and hunting.

Allan MacArthur. son of Lewis and Jessie MacArthur, was

born in the Codroy Valley on May 12. 1884 1n the settlement

once known as Hac Dale . The location of his birthplace is now

part of the section of Upper Ferry. and the name Il,acDale is

forgotten by most or has never been known to any but the old

people. According to Mrs. Allan f':acArthur, KacDale was so

called because of the fact that the land there was taken up by

a closely-knit group of Scottish settlers, mostly flacArthurs

and Maclsaacs. who made their homesteads there. ~:acDale ceased

to be known by that name \.. hen the small Post Office. once oper

ated in the MacArthur's home. went out of use.

By today's standards, most people would consider that

Lewis and Jessie NacArthur's family was a large one. Allan re

called that: "There was only fourteen in the family--that's all;

t.here was ten brothers and four sisters. ll (C882, 71-48] Life

was not easy in these early days, and the Parish Records show
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numerous deaths due to diphtheria 1n the 1880's. 'several of

the rv':acArthurs' fourteen children died 1n infancy or ch1.1dhood.

and of those who survived, four were older than Allan and four

were younger. The earliest episode 1n his life which Allan

related was that he hl~self almost died of diphtheria '...'hen he

was only two years old. Were it not for his sister, I~argaret,

"who thought so nuch of hlm ll
• and 'tlho saved him fron choking.

then he would never have lived to retell his famDy history

and the Scottish traditions of the Valley. A~ it turned out.

Allan outlived all of his brothers and sisters.

The MacArthur family) like all the Codroy Valley Scots of

the early days, was entirely Gaelic speaking. The chl1drer. 1n

those days knew a different kind of life to that of children

today. Allan MacArthur told me about when he first started

school:

I was nine years old, and I couldn't understand a ,,!ord
of English then, couldn't understar.d a "lord of English.
I'd know "yes" and " no " __ that was all.

[c879, 71-48]

Just as in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland in those days

(and even in the 1960' s) those in authority to appoint teachers

gave not one thought for the fact that most of the children to

be taught were Gaelic speakers. Disregarding this, they con

sistently appointed someone from outside t.he area who spoke

only English, who made no attempt to learn the Gaelic, and who

expected the pupils to conforCl irn:lediately to the ways of the

outsider. A.ccording to one teacher from the east coast of the
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Province, appointments were made without even a mention that

the children they were to teach could not speak English--but

children adapt easily and will soon learn a new language.

This Must have been the earliest death-bIc", dealt to the

Gaelic language 1n the Codroy Valley. for there .../as r.o Trans-

Canada Highway in those days that could be blamed for bringing

the compromise. Allan recalled the first year he ",ent to

school. around 1893:

~~. c;~~ ~~~~~~r~r~~k~~~tB;~r:I~f i~~~n~:~~ r~~m\.I;~at
a woman teacher. the first one I \'Ient to, Mrs.
JltacIsaac; she was married to John HacIsaac .,/to died.
Her [maiden] name was--well \'Ie used to call her
russ Kenny. Kenny was her naF.,e.

When he was asked if she had the Gaelic, Allan replied: "No.

She was Irish; she couldn't understand it. 11 He went on

to describe t.he early school in greater detail:

The school at that tiMC was at Upper Ferry--the
school that I went to. 1t was tore down years
aco; I (':uess 1 t was tore dOl'm around 1912 [I'then
a new school was built in the same place). The
other one [the old school which Allan EacArthur
attended) was only small. it n,lght have been
twenty-four feet long. or sor.:ethinr like that.
and rerhaps twenty feet ....ide. no more. Uo. it
wasn't twenty feet wide--it mieht have r.:ade
sixteen. But there was no families then. there
was no big families. It wasn't ten Months of
school like it is now; it was only in the winter
time and late in the fall that they'd have school.
Well. you'd have to be working in the summer-time,

2 On first hearine the words "I'lhat we call Corner Brook
or Bay of Islands" I was under the impression that Allan ~lac

Arthur thought that I had never heard of the well-known west
coast tOl'm of Corner Brook. Later. I realized that this was
only another example of his desire to be accurate. for in
those days there was no place in the Bay of Islands called
Corner Brook. as that town only came into existence in 1923·
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planting and weedine. and haY-Mak1nr:. and jicr;lnr.
and everythinc like that. Well, the children had
to work, too; when ycu1d be elfht or ten years of
ace, you'd have to be out working .•. Oh, I think I
quit going to school ~ihen I was around fifteen, I
think. I didn't go to school very f'1uchj I had to
work. I '0'.8$ only around fifteen "'-hen I start cut
working.

[c879, 7l-q8J

Prom the time he started workine; on his own a~ the age

of fifteen, Allan MacArthur worked at various occupations and

1n several different places. During the first nine or ten of

these years. he said he worked in the area of the Valley.

Much of this time was spent his father's farm; and for

part of the time, he worked on the railroad.

Allan recalled the time ..then, "around the age of twenty

four or twenty-five", he left newfoundland and went to Cape

Breton where he worked in the mines at Glace Bay. Here is his

own account of his years spent outside of lIewfoundland.

I worked over in Cape Breton, I worked in the
mines and I worked on construction work, ar.:onG all
the mines in Cape Ereton--well, not all of thet'lj
only in Glace Bay, and out in ... not out in l.·later
ford or those places j there was no mines in rr.y tir.e
in Waterford. They were startine the road to start
a mine in Waterford--that would be 1n 1907, around
there.

And from Cape Breton, I \~ent to Bangor (t.iaine]
and from Bangor, I went to Ellcworth, and from
Ellsl'lorth out to Bay Harbout Island--nlne miles out
to sea, you know, from Ellsworth. I was working on
the nursery there--a nursery of plants, you see, out
in Bar Harbour Island. That was 1n 1908.

Oh yes, I liked it, it was really fine. And we
used to ... well, it was a nursery of plants, and in
the fall of the year we used to dig trees, well
Christmas trees, and they used to ship them to New
York and Philadelphia and all those places for Christ
mas trees. We'd be digging them, the trees probably
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would be ... oh, around seven or eight years old.
or something like that. and we had to dig the,
you know, with the lifter, and we'd have burlap
and put it on the ground, and then r.et wet moss
and put it there, and then lay the tree on that.
and they'd gather this around and tie it with
marllne. you see. One year we lifted fourteen
hundred trees. and they were shipped out like
that. Oh. it was all right .•. and we'd have to
go out to a place called Picket Mountaln--that
was three miles from the nursery--wi th a horse
and a ... well, two horse'S and a ... kind of trailer.
like J and the woods were so far apart you could
drl ve the horses through the woods everywhere.
And the leaves used to be about. oh. about a foot
thick or more J and we used to be raking up the
leaves and make up the road. and then the teams
(?) would take that out to the nurseries. you
know. packing it away. you know. those plants
that they'd be shipping. So. I think it was in
the fall, in November--no! in December. I think
it was in 1909. I left and came home. and I
stayed home ever since. Well. my father took
sick then. and there was no ... the boys were gone
and I stayed home with my father and mother.
That I s what happened.

A few months after Allan came home. his father died. Ac-

cording to the church records. Lewis MacArthur. age seventy.

born in Cape Breton. died of Cancer on April 3. 1910. As far

as I could see while looking through the recnrds. this

of the earliest deaths recorded with the cause of death attri-

buted to that disease.

On February 12. 1913. Allan MacArthur. then twenty-eight

years old. married Cecilia Macrleil. age seventeen, also of

Upper Ferry. Mr. MacArthur spoke only very briefly and quietly

of his first marriage which ended in the death of his y"'ung

wife only seven years later. Allan and Cecilia HacArthur had
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four children, namely. Lewis, James (Jim). Loretta, and

Francis (Frank). Only a few months after Frank was born 1n

1921. Cecilia died at the age of twenty-four. A friend of

the family said that she did not have the necessary medical

attention after her baby born and infection was left un-

attended. thus resulting in her early death.

As a young child, their eldest son, Lewis. was found to

be sufferlnr from tuberculosis of the bone 1n one of his

legs. His father took him to see doctors In Port aux Basques

and North Sidney J but little could be done for him. On the

advice of a doctor. his father spent much time encouraging

Lewis to perform prescribed exercises. but he spent the rest

of his life crippled from this condition. Nevertheless, his

brothers remember Lewis, na big mann, as being tremendously

strong both physically and mentally. After a period of severe

suffering from his ailment. he died in 1963 at the age of 50.

The only daughter of Allan's marriage to Cecilia MacNeil

was Loretta MacArthur who married Bernard !':acNeil in 1941 when

she was twenty-two years old. Very trar;ically this marriage

came to an end in the same way as her parents. Allan's and

Cecilia's had. Loretta grew steadily weaker after the birth

of her youngest child. and she died a few months later at the

age of twenty-seven, also as a result of an infection which was

not diagnosed early enoueh to adr:linister the necessary r:lcdical

treatment.

Allan MacArthur married again when he was thirty-nine
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years old. The Parish Records note that he married Mary fJ!ac

Donald,ace twenty-seven, of Little River [later St. Andrews]

on !'lay 22, 1923. The follo\-l1ng year in June, a son, Gerard,

was born, but he died at the aGe of two months of uny.no~m

Looking through the records for the last half of the

nineteenth and the first half of the twentlety century, it 1s

very noticeable that there were many infant and childhood

deaths and indeed frequent deaths of young people 1n general.

In those days, illnesses such as diphtheria, whooping cough,

pneumonia, and even influenza and gastric complaints often

proved fatal, as medical facilities were minimal. Those

diseases which could not be controlled by local tract! tional

methods were consequently left untreated. result in£: in so many

early deaths.

!'1ary and Allan /I1acArthur had seven other childr'en; begin

ning with the eldest, they ...Iere flJartin, l>!argaret, John, George,

Dan, Sears, and Gordon, Unfortunately, t.his second family was

not without tragedy either. for in 1964. the youngest son,

Gordon. died at the age of twenty-four as a result of

accident. I have heard many friends and relatives of Allan

!"lacArthur's remark that "the old man was never the st>m~::" after

ttis loss,

From the time he returned to Newfoundland in 1909, Allan

MacArthur lived in his parent's house in !'1acDale [Upper Ferry)

and until her death in 1931, his mother lived there also.

[Plate X) She looked after the young children from her son I s



Plate X

'fhe r~acArthur home 1n the 1920's. Left to rlp;ht: Mrs.
Jessie MacArthur, her son Allan, and an unidentified
nelp:hbour.

(From Mrs. MacArthur's photograph album.)
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first marriage after their mother died. Later, when Allan

married again, his wife, Mary. assumed the role of mother to

the four children. The attitude of her step-children to Mary

MacArthur was that of love and respect. One of her step-sons,

Prank, considered that he could have chosen no better him-

self.

We were lucky, you know, when the second time father
got married. Now lots of times, well, the step
mother, well, she usually don't think too much of
the other kids. but we were lucky that way.

[C878, 71-48]

Frank r S wife added the comment that tlanyone who wouldn't get

along w1th Mrs. MacArthur wouldn't get along with himself."

Although they had seven children of their own, Allan and

Mary to1acArthur added to their family another child, the

eighteen-month old daughter of Loretta. Mrs. MacArthur noted

in her notebook of important events only five days prior to

Loretta's death: "We took Cecilia, January 12th, 1949."

After his father's death in 1910, Allan took over the

farm, but farming was not his sole occupation. It was rather

the responsibility of the entire family. Like most of the able

bodied men in the area, Allan MacArthur worked for many years

on construction work, notably on road building in the area

and on Newfoundland's longest concrete bridge, spannine; the

Grand Codroy River and which, as he proudly told me, was 1144

feet long and was completed in 1926. [Plate XI] Durine; these

years, the farm provided most of their food while the con-

struction work provided cash.
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Newfoundland's longest concrete bridge, spanning the
Grand Codroy Ri ver.
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For about t.hirty years, he also worked as a sportinB

guide every summer during the salmon fishing season and every

autumn during the moose and caribou hunting season. Some

years he worked as cook in the sporting camps up the Grand

Codroy River, some more years he guided t.he sportsmen, and

at times he did both. He was said to have known the river

and the woods like the back of his hand; and while I do not

recall him boast. of any of the catches t.hat he or the sports

men made, I was shown several photographs by Mrs. ~acArthur.

Almost all were photographed beside the sporting camps, and

there was one very impressive photograph of Mr. Hac Arthur

standing beside a board on which an immense salmon was pinned.

He stood smiling proudly beside the big fish which was pinned

by the tail at a point level with Mr. t-1acArthur's ear, while

the tip of its nose was level with his knees. [Plate XID

do not recall the weights of salmon caught that were quoted

to me, but I do remember that Allan MacArthur regretted that

the great abundance of fish in the rivers and wildlife in the

woods and mountains is almost a thing of t.he past in the Cod

roy Valley. For example, the Arctic hare, or "hare rabbit" as

they were called locally, were once "plenty as flies 11 accord

ing to Allan, and today they are almost extinct in Newfoundland.

While the sporting season had the advantae;es of bringing

in supplies of food along ,"lith addit.ional income to the Mac

Arthur family, it also placed a heavier responsibility on

those at home to carry out the work of the farm during the bUSy
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A salmon from the Grand Cod roy River. Left: Allan
MacArthur; right: the son of a visiting sportsman
who was guided by Allan.

(Prom Mrs. MacArt.hur's photograph album.)
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harvesting season. Allan MacArthur was a hard worker himself.

and he expected the same standards of hard work from his

family. From time to time. this caused resentment among his

children who longed to have more leisure time for all the

pleasures of childhood which they felt were denied them.

In the winter time when farm work was minimal and the

sporting season was over. Allan MacArthur worked as a wood

cutter. Daily he would go into the woods to cut cord after

cord of wood for Bowater' 5 Pulp and Paper Company on the west

coast of Newfoundland. At the same time. he expected his

sons to cut wood at home 1n order to keep the house well

supplied with winter fuel. His two daughters also had their

share of work to do as there were endless numbers of tasks to

be done in a household of fourteen people where everything

they ate and everything they wore had to be made in the home.

There was no place for laziness in Allan 1,l.acArthur l s home and,

in fact, his family wondered at times if even rest was permis

sible.

His children regarded Allan MacArthur as a very strict

father; nevertheless, they seemed to put this down to the times

in which they lived rather than to the nat.ure of the man him

self. pointing out that as times changed, he changed also.

While t.hey were children, however. there little or no

place for play, a5 Lhere was alwaYG wOl'k La be dOlle, lIi5

daughter, Margaret, recalls that their mother used to be much

more understanding as far as the children were concerned, She
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would permit them to play in their father's absen...:e> and

Mar~aret described winter days after school vlhen they would

go skating on the river just below their house; and the moment

they thought they heard their father's horses and sled coming

out of the woods, they would race home lest he would see them

idling away their time.

As the children grew up, they considered that their

father's attitudes became noticeably "more mellow". Consider

ing, however, that when Allan MacArthur vias sixty years old,

his youngest child was only four years old, I would gather

that this Ifmellowingll did not occur till his old age.

One feature which stood out in the memory of his children

the emphasis that Allan MacArthur placed on detail and

perfection; this applied not only to his work and theirs also,

but to everything of any interest that surrounded him. Accord

ing to his daughter, Margaret, even when her father was showing

her how she ought to wash the dishes, he demanded what she

considered to be almost impossible--the dishes were to be

rinsed over in boiling water; and when drying them, dish

to be touched by hand, but only the clean cloth, for that

was the "right way to do it". She also said that he demanded

the same high standards in his wife's work, especially in pre

parinr; and serving his meals. Allan himself could bake bread

and cook any kind of meal for the sportsmen in the camps, and

he, in turn, expected to receive the same care and attention

when in his own home.
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Al though Allan MacArthur I s children made no comments about

their father while he was still alive. many of his character

istics came through during the time I spent in his company.

His feeling for detail and desire for perfection '.'Iere very

noticeable while I was taperecording from him, especially when

he was singing. If he forgot one short verse of a long song.

he felt that he had let himself down and the song besides.

Sometimes. he was reluctant to sing at all when he did not

have all the words; and 1n fact, he would not even start to

tell a story that he could not remember right through. Even

though I insisted that I would be interested in hearing the

fragments of stories that he remembered, he was certainly not

interested in making an attempt at something he knew he could

not finish. He also had his own system of checkinr, to make

sure that I had followed what he was saying, for he could stop

to add explanations) or to correct me if I seemed to have

gained the wrong impression. If my own attention to details

did not come up to Allan! s standards, he would quietly teach

me not to be so negligent in my collecting by refusing to re

peat any songs or stories or information which I should have

gathered from him in the first place. For example, I had heard

him sing a song "Ho ro mo Niehean Donn Bhoidheacht! in 1969,

but did not manage to record it) so I asked Allan to sing it

the followine; year. He quickly replied that he had already

sune; it, and immediately started to sing another song which I

had never heard before. He remembered very precisely what he
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had already sung or told me, and that, to Allan MacArthur was

ground already covered.

Almost everything around him interested Allan r~acArthur.

He liked to hear all the local news, as long as he was not

being invited to participate in any malicious gossip. If he

knew that there were strangers in the area, he seemed to have

a kind of curiosity about them, for when he met them and found

himself being asked all sorts of questions about the Valley,

he would ask them just as many questions about the place of

their origin. During the time I spent with him, Allan Mac

Arthur did as much interviewing of me as I did of him; the

only difference was that I recorded on tape and in notebook,

while he recorded 1n his mind. Allan MacArthur had that kind

of a memory. He enjoyed the anecdotes I told him, and he was

especially interested in all aspects of my home country, Scot

land, and particularly the Highlands and Islands. He wanted

to find out about the scenery, the farming, fishing, and

forestry, the history and politics, the way of life of the

people, the regional differences, and the changes that had

taken place over the years since his people had left in the

mid-1800's.

His interest in Scotland seemed to have been from his

earliest youth. Hhen I met him first, his eyes lit up at the

very mention of the country, and he said he 'rm.rmly 'rlelcomed

anyone from Scotland. The first questions asked were by him

and were centered around Scotland. Mr. !~acArthur said himself
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feet to his head, and almost the only time I ever saw him show

emotIon was when he spoke of Scotland. \oihenever he was given

a drink of whisky or rum (and he was "fond of a wee dram") he

would raise his glass and make a toast:

Scotland thy mountain,
Thy valley and fountain,
The home of the poet.
The birthplace of song.

It was not necessary for his company to be Scottish for him to

say this--he would say it proudly in the company of English

and French also. He considered that the work of Scottish

poets was of the very highest quality:

Well. I don't think there's any country in the
world that can put down Scotland for their poet
ry; I don't think so.

[c694, 71-46]

I asked Allan MacArthur one time if he IIlould like to vis1 t

Scotland, and looking at me in amazement for asking such a

question, he replied:

\\'ould I like to visit Scotland: Oh. oh. would I~ ..•
My grandmother died, she didn't live very long 1n
the Codroy Valley. she died broken-hearted for Scot
land.

[c694, 71-46]

There were times when I heard Mr. MacArthur describe Ben Nevis

and the Highlands of Scotland as if he himself had been there;

he talked of the Battle of CUlloden. the Highland Clearances.

and the devastating effects they had on the HiChlands and

Islands. He recalled almost every description he had ever heard
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or read, and continually sought a.fter more. He had a few

picture post.cards he used to look at, along with an old

fashioned stereoscope which he had bought in Boston in the

early 1900's. Allan did not have any large collection of

books. but he greatly treasured what few he had. One of his

most valued was a copy of John MacKenzie I s Sar-Obair nam

Bard Gaelach: The Beauties of Gaelic Poetry and Lives of

the Highland Bards, (Halifax, 1863) which his friend, Angus

MacLennan had given him before his death many years previous

ly. It was well-worn, and had no cover. but Allan kept it

well out of reach of anyone who might not give it the care

and respect it deserved so that he could enjoy reading the

English biographies of the Scottish Gaelic bards, and trying

to recognize some of the songs that were entirely in Gaelic.

This particular book, which was one of the earlier Gaelic

books to be printed in Nova Scotia, was apparently very pop

ular among the Highland Scots there who welcomed and valued

it in their Gaelic-speaking families. [Dunn, Highland Settler, pp.

49-50] Presumably, Angus MacLennan originally got it

visi t to Cape Breton as there has always been considerable

communication between people in the Valley and their com

patriots in Cape Breton.

Allan MacArthur had the same interest in print as was

typical of many Highland Scots of his ~cncration, althour;h he

did not have the same access to books as they did. This is

understandable, hov.ever, considering the fact that the Scottish
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education system of the nineteenth century was one which

strongly emphasized literacy 1n all children, while Newfound-

land, being a relatively country. did not have the same

urgency towards literacy until much later. The respect that

Allan had for any printed material which entered his house

must have been quite unmatched, for there were many Saturdays

when I watched him go through the same procedure upon the

arrival of his weekly newspaper. It was the weekend edition

of the "Corner Brook Western Star" which consisted of two or

three sections and a "Heekend Magazine". As soon as it ar

rived. he would take a long darninp; needle with sone homespun

grey woolen yarn and then he would make a few large book

binder's stitches do\-m through the centre folds of the pages

to secure them. Only after he had done this would he sit down

and enjoy reading it. Needless to say, no other rr.ember of the

family would read it either until it had been treated in thi.3

way so as to withstand a week's wear. By the time the nexL

weekend's paper arrived, he would have read the previous one

from cover to cover.

It Allan MacArthur could not read Gaelic, but he had a few

books and Cape Breton newspaper clippings which contained

Gaelic songs. If he studied the words long enour;h he would

recognize whether not he knew a certain sane, but he could

not learn any new sonl":s by l.his method, and he could not write

down the Gaelic words of the sones he had learned orally. as

the spelling and pronunciation system in Gaelic is completely
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different to that in English.

I recall one afternoon when my mother was with me. Mr.

MacArthur brought his old copy of Sar-Obair nam 3ard Gaelach

to her to show her a certain song. He pointed out that there

were verses printed which he did not know and asked her if

she would read them to him and teach him the words. I was

sorry I was not able to record the session while the two of

them sat down and read and repeated the words until Mr. Mac-

Arthur knew them to his own satisfaction. Even at the age of

eighty-six, he said that there was always sonethlng new he

wanted to learn, and I got the impression that literacy in

the Gaelic language was high on his list.

It was only in the early 1960' s that Gaelic ceased to be

the language of the MacArthur home. Allan MacArthur said that

up until that time they spoke nothing else except when they

had company who could not understand Gaelic; then they would

speak in English. It was obvious that Allan r-lacArthur regretted

their change of language, as he showed when he quoted the pro-

vel'b:

Nun d' thubhairt e: 'Sho' n chaill mt Ghaldhlig na
b! fhearr cha d' fhuair mi.
[As he said: Since I've lost the Gaelic, nothing
better have I found, 1

[C8'(2, 71-48]

All of his family seemed to have rcr.;ret5 a130, their main on~

today being that they can no lonr;er feel competent enour.;h to

speak in their mother tongue even if they so wished. Frank
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MacJ\t'Lhur spoke of his family'::; aLtitude to the Gac:lic. He

said that. as young children coine to school, they b0camc bi-

lingual almost immediately, yet there was no question but that

the older MacArthur's regarded English as the inferior language.

Although the children were allowed to use both languages free-

ly, Gaelic remained the language of the home while they "learned

their lessons" in English. There was one lesson, however, that

always belonged to the Gaelic. as their grandmother and father

insisted that the children continue to say their' bedtime prayers

in Gaelic. As Frank's wife, Margaret,put it:

That's what he [Allan] thought, you know, that if
the prayers were said in Gaelic they were a lot
more impressive in God 1 s sight than if you said
them in English.

The image of Allan lJ!acArthur as the strict father disap-

peared when his children described how he used to put them to

bed when they were young. Frank laughed heartily as he remem-

bered this feature of his early childhood:

I remember, I was pretty small, I guess, then, ltd
go in and my father would be teaching me my prayers
at my bedside, and then when my prayers would be
over--[he 1 d say:] "Falbh ruisgte t s thig mallachd!
Go naked and evil will come! "Falbh ruisgte 's
thig mallachd! 11 And he 1 d laugh at that, you know!

This often-repeated proverb of their father's did not strike

an amusinr; note until the children Inuch older; rather, it

puzzled them, considering the fact that the prayers seemed so

serious.
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The Catholic Church played a big part in the lives of

the Cod roy Valley people. Perhaps some of the people had a

biased view of their priests; and according to what Frank

MacArthur was told~ the Scottish people certainly seem to

have had an incorrect impression of the nationality of most

of them:

In their time, well now, the priests that used.
that were here, well the most of them--of course,
r suppose they could probably speak same Enelish
t.oo, but they were ScottiSh. Althou;~h some of
them, according to the old people, \'lell they didn't
have too much English.

In fact, the priests, many of whom were of Irish origin,

were all fluent 1n English, and some of them also spoke French.

This Is confirmed by the Parish Records and various church

histories.

Frank MacArthur himself could not see that it made too

much difference whether the priest spoke English or Gaelic:

Well even from the first, our church service was
always in Latin, you know, until up to a few years
ago. But see, that was drove into some of them.
I mean the old Scotch people here, boy, well, they
just felt that Scotch was ... Hell, the French peo
ple too, and the Irish, well they felt too, that
if you were a Frenchman you were all right and if
you were an Irishman you were all right, you know.
That was in, you know, years gone by. But that's
after changing now.

[c878, 71-48]

Frank, however. seems to have overlooked the point men-

tioned in Chapter IV (see p. 70 ) that what was important to his

grandmother's generation was their wish to make their confessions
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in Gaelic, the only language 1n which they felt they could

really express themselves.

This preference of Gaelic over English did not seem to

influence Allan MacArthur's attitude to the people in other

language groups, for he and his family socialized \'/1 th the

English, French, and Irish, besides the Scots. They were

always welcome in his home. for Allan MacArthur had a liking

for people. Although I have already stressed so much of his

seriousness about work> this was only one side of him and the

side seen mostly by the family. To the rest of the Valley,

he was very much a social being--someone to spend an evening

of conversation and wit. music and song; the one \oJho would

immediately come to mind when planning a party or a celebra

tion; someone the school children could rely upon to play

the bagpipes at their special events; and always the one to

ask for details about the history or Scottish culture in the

Codroy Valley. As far as Allan himself was concerned, he

described himself simply and aptly: "I like company, and I

like music, and I like songs and everything. ll [CSBO, 7l-11B]

This \.;as very evident in his home, for although the entire

family had to work hard to provide all the necessities for

living, some of these "necessities" might have been considered

luxuries by others. In order that he mir,ht be able to r;ivc

his children the opportunity of lcarninc; u musical instr'urncnt

if they so wished, Allan imported a fiddle, a gui tar, and a

button accordion from Nova Scotia and a set of bagpipes
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from Scotland. Allan himself played the bagpipes and the ac-

cordian. and he took the time to give plpine lessons to two

of his sons who wished to learn. [Plate XIII] He laughed as

he recalled his own first interest 1n the bagpipes as a child:

There was a wonderful piper here at one time, I ,'las
only probably. I was only little, well I wasn l a
baby. but I was two. His name was Donald 1>lacQuarrie J

and he was six foot two. you see, and a wonderful
piper. And he was to our place one time and he was
leaVing the home. he was playing the pipes going
down the hill here to the road. And my sister had
to take me up on her shoulder. you know J and I was
watching him playing down the road. And the first
time I heard the pipes. it was my Uncle Archie
Maclsaac--and I started to cry! I was frightened!

(c607. 69-37J

On long winter's evenings, they could have a house full

of music and dancing, as there were several musicians in their

own family alone. Provided it was in its rightful place,

after the work was done, Allan fIlacArthur set no lir:1its on

this kind of leisure. In the early 1930's, the family added

a gramophone to their collection of music-makers, which was

one of the earliest in the Valley. There are still a few 78

rpm records at the ~lacArthur home, reflecting that their

taste in music in those days was heavily in favour of Scottish

tunes and Gaelic songs, mostly on the "Thistle" label, a Nova

Scotia record company.

Story-telling also had an important place in the folacArthur

home, and Frank MacArthur described his father having a

"wonderful memory" and he said he could "talk history 11 from

morning till night. [C878, 71-48] But histories were not the



Plate XIII

Allan MacArthur playine his bap:plpes at a picnic.
approximately 1965.

(From Mr3. MacAl'LhuI":> photof~l·.:lldl ·llLulII.)
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only narratives in his repertoire, for before his children

went upstairs to bed he would tell them a bedtice story. The

favourite was usually a cumulative tale told 1n Gaelic.

Apart from being well-known 1n his community for his

derful memory. his music) and his stories> Allan r':ac;\rthur

was also known for his wit and sense of humour. I recall one

afternoon 1n his home when there was a group of young men ..... ho

were discussing the coming winter' 5 wood-cutting. One of them

tried to tease the old man by asking him if he would be going

with them to cut wood. nNo." he replied. "but 1'11 be there

to measure the cords after you have 1 t all cut." There are

many other similar stories 1n the Valley of his witty. sharp.

retorts. He was known for his way with words; and although he

spoke English latterly. he was quite aware of the finer shades

of meanings of some words which he sometimes used to catch

people unawares. This was not so that he could have the satis

faction of "getting one over" on anyone, but it was rather a

reflection on his continual attention to detail. For example.

there was one occasion when Allan described a song that his

brother had made many years ago, then he sang the song. After

he finished I asked him if his brother had wri tten many songs,

to which he replied: "He never wrote a song." When I objected

with "well, he composed that. one!" Allan drew Illy aLtentioll to

my own inaccuracy in the fil·~t. instance by 3a.vlnl~: "Hell, he

did, he composed it. but he didn't wri te it. you see. He

couldn I t write Gaelic, you see." [C882. 7l-!l8]
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People loved L.a have Allan MacArthur in their company;

and if there was a house party 1n the area. he almost

sure to be invited. In his last years, he was not always

able to at tend because of his failing health; jokingly, he

would say that if he was "out drinking with the boys one night,!!

then he would have to rest up the next. In fact, this was

just what he had to do, and he would lie down on the kitchen

day-bed or in his room until he felt well enough again.

On one occasion when he had to refuse an invitation to

an evening out, he told me that if I could record some of the

music then he could listen to it the next day) and that would

be nearly as good. At that time, towards the end of summer

1970, he was beginning to feel weary of his failing health.

He said to me:

You got to keep the best side up, but I got a job to
do that now [Taking life at an easier pace]. Hell,
that! s no good because the disease is there, and the
trouble is there, and there's no cure for it. You I re
pining away all the time when you get so old, and
you're not going to get better; only get ting worse
little by little: You can have courage and every
thing else, but still, this is going to come.

[C879, 71-48]

A year later. on September 10, 1971, Allan MacArthur died from

cancer of the liver and stomach.

Today almos~t four years since his death, he is very much

alive in the minds of lhose in the Codroy Valley who had the

privileee of knowing him. Somet.imes they repeal anecdotes

about his wit or remember his talent the pipes and in Gaelic

singing; often they wish they could ask him about the history
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of settlement.. in the Valley. or for some other piece of in

formation that he would have been able to supply. And so

many times they simply comment that "there was no one like

him".

Plate XIV

Allan and Mary MacArthur. September. 1970.



CHAPTER VI

CEILIDH AIR MHICARTAIR: A VISIT 'lITH THE l<ACARTHURS

To the old Gaelic speaking people in Scotland and the New

World~ the word "ceilidh ll simply meant "a visit". The word

was applied to both the cor.tr:1.on, informal situation where a

neighbour called in to see the people next door for a visit,

however brief, and also to the formally arranged social gather

ing of family and friends invited to a particular house for

the purpose of enj oying an evening together. fJlany books dis

cuss the ceilidh as a source of entertainnent, usually r::usic

and dancing, as if that were its only function. In fact, today

the word has taken on a new usage, meaning a concert to the

Scottish. a dance to the Irish, or occasionally elements of

both, 'rfor it has been misused by English-speaking people to

such an extent that even some Gaelic speakers accept it. as

the use of the Anglicized plural " ceilidhs", by Gaellc

speakine people clearly attests.

According to Allan ~1acArthur, a "ceilidh" meant in his

own English words, "if you were Boing visiting friends, like

Ceilidh air MhicLeold" (like a visit with the ro1acLeodsj C607,

69- 37]. The ceilidh \-tas, in fact, largely re::>ponsible f'or

keeping alive all the Scottish "'Gaelic oral traditions both in

Scotland and in the parts of America settled by Gaelic speakers.
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In his youth, Allan MacArthur was, a:..; he sal listcllln!~

to the conversation, songs, and stories belonging to tb·

generations of his parents and grandparents, a link in the

chain which carried on those traditions to the next genera

tion. From his earliest childhood there was. of course, no

radio or television to distract him or clutter his mind as

he sat in the company of adults, acting like the other

children of his generation, who remained silent throughout

the duration of any visit, whether their family were the

guests or the hosts. By the time he reached adolescence, he

had heard the old people telling and retelling stories of

their migration from Scotland to America, and of the pioneer

days in the Valley. The ceilidh provided the ideal oppor

tuni ty for the older people to si t near the hearth, perhaps

bUSy with some task, telling about and listening to things

of the past"

Allan MacArthur listened to a great diversity of topics

discussed at the ceilidhs" He heard descriptions of the

Highlands and Islands of Scotland, historical dates which he

committed to memory of important events in the lives of the

Scottish people, interpretations of ideas about the Battle

of Culloden, the Highland Clearances, Bonnie Prince Charlie,

and other characters in Scottish history, such as George

Buchanan" He listened to a fund of general information on

life in the new country al"so, such as hOI'! to cure certain

ailments, when to carry out the various duties required when
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weather. and whatever the older people cared to talk about

when they were together. Along with all of this, he heard

songs, stories, and instrumental music, and watched the best

step-dancers of the day.

Parents and grandparents in those early days, 'tlhile

they demanded a strict code of behaviour from children, al

lowed them to begin to ask a few questions or make a few

comments when they approached adulthood. They liked to know,

nevertheless, that the young people were there, interested

in the tradi tions of their culture and learning about it as

they had done for generations before. "t'iihen he reached his

old age, however, Allan MacArthur found that times had changed,

and unlike the days when his grandmother was alive, the young

people, his grandchildren, had become preoccupied with other

pursuits and did not seem to have the interest in hear

ing all the history and information he had heard in his youth.

In the meantime, his children were busy coping with their own

families and work load; and while they were proud of their

father with his keen mind and his ability to relate history.

they only occasionally found the time to visit with him; and

then as they said themselves, they did not pay sufficient

attention to the things that the old man remembered from his

early days.

It was for these reasons. then, that I become the

gate, with both Mr. and Mrs. MacArthur looking upon me as the
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next link in their chain of tradi tion~, Consequ€:ntly. it was

in the very context of the r::any dozens or ceilldhz with the

r-:acArthur family that I was given a wealth or material from

the traditions of the Codroy Valley as they knew thef.1. Just

as they. in their youth. heard all their traditions filtered

through their elders. so they also selected the aspects which

were most important to them, and \\'hich they wished to pass

down to the following generation, Rather than having their

material consciously collected by a rolklorist, then, :"'llan

MacArthur was the key 1'igure in controlling what went on.

The many dozens of ceilidhs that I shared with the

r'lacArthurs were very much in the old style of ceilidh as

opposed to the kind of vis! ting which is conunon today, where

guests and hosts will be quite likely to spend the time

following a favourite television serial. And in the old

style. I was a participant at the ceilldh, sometimes si~ging

a song or two. and other times providing the comparisor.s

which Allan NacArthur wished to Irake between the way of life

in the Valley and the Scottish Highlands.

There were many occasions at a cel1idh when I heard

topics raised among the large group of people, and t'Jhere beinE

their guest at the time. it was impossible for me to follow

up a topic with questions which. as a folklorist, I felt

ought to be pursued. To have interrupted with questions in

an inappropriate place would have been forward and rude, and

probably embarrassing to the rJ!acArthurs. Fortunately, I did
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get some additional information on some of the subJect5,

mostly on quiet visits with ~~rs. MacArthur after the death

of her husband. This study. consequently, is largely the

work of a participant observer.

A celIldh did not necessarily have to be planned in

advance. It could simply be an impromptu visit with a neigh

bour, usually in the afternoon or evening. This was the kind

of cel1idh at which those involved would be most likely to

have talked about their familiar stories of the past, al

though a song or tune would certainly not have been out of

place. Or a ceilidh could develop Qut of going to a neigh

bour's house with a specific kind of work in mind, which

was met by an lov! tattoo from the neighbour to come 1n and

have some tea or maybe. a "dram".

For example, there was one instance when I was taking

Mr. and r-trs. MacArthur by car to a house in the next com

munity so that they could have their hair cut by their friend

who had a fine reputation for barbering. We set off. giVing

no advance notification to those we were visiting, but we

were made welcome when we arrived in the early afternoon.

Before long, several neighbours had gathered to join the

ceilidh. for no doubt some of them had seen their old friends.

the MacArthurs, arrive at the house. Since ~1r. r':acArthur at

the t.ime rarely had the opport.unit.y of ~olll~ vel'~' f:'ll' from

his own garden. they were happy to avail of the opportunity

of spending some time with him. Several hours later, after
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two haircuts. nine songs (excluding my own few). over twenty

five riddle tunes, several toasts. sane step dancing, and a

lot of conversation and lau£hter, we all went hone. [Cagli.

71-48 and C895, 71-48].

This particular unplanned ceilidh could only have turned

out the way it did because of the fact that there were about

seven people present in their seventies and eighties \'Iho were

not confined to a specific work schedule or to the responsi

bilities of their land, since these had been taken over by

younger members of their families. There was another side

to the unplanned ceilidhs which I have seen at many times.

mostly at those attended in the MacArthur's home. There

usually an impression of business, with the traffic back and

forth from the kitchen to the living room, even inside and

outside the house, as the family attempted to get on with the

tasks which had been started or which had to be done. ;·!ost

of the time old Nr. l1acArthur sat with the visitors. havine

reached an age in his life when he considered that he was

exempt from the nun:erous tasks while his sons were there to

take over. He allowed himself the time to enjoy the company

he had. as he loved to have an opportunity to participate in

conversation and music which reminded him of the old days in

the Valley.

In his youneer days. however. (like the hard-"'iorkinr:

people in the Valley today) his role at such a ceilidh '.:ould

have been different. If someone called at his neic:;hbour's
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house to have a ceilidh during the day, it would not follow

that the people in the house being visited would down their

work simply to socialize. In the old days especially, there

was far too much work for that, with butter to be churned,

baking to be done, carding, spinning, knitting. and weaving

along with cobbling. harness-making. or any other work done

by the men. to say nothing of all the outdoor work of which

they all had to take a share. Those in the house would

simply carryon. for the most part keeping an eye on the

tasks at hand and their ears to their visitor while taking

it in turns to pay some additional attention to him. If the

man of the house were at horne, he would usually attend to

the drink while the woman would offer tea and somethinr; to

eat during their stay. On the other hand. if a ce1lidh was

planned 1n advance. which was almost always 1n the evening,

then the host would be prepared to spend all the time social

izing with the guests with the exception of the occasions

when the ceil1dh was planned to take the form of a spinning

bee or a milling when all would work. guests and hosts alike.

Most organized cei1idhs (but not spinning bees) were held

in the evening during the late autumn and through the winter

when the days were shorter and much less time could be spent

doing outside work. The women. of course, did not have the

same limitations of daylir;ht hours on all their chores as

there was always work which they could do in the house. It

was quite acceptable. however, to sit knitting or crocheting
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while visit-Ol'G were in the bouse as these activIt.ies could lJ

done without creating a busy atmosphere.

As Charles W. Dunn said 1n his definitive study of the

Scottish Gael 1n Nova Scotia: "\fuen the dusk of evening

crept over the land and the tasks of the day were abandoned)

the people gathered at the home of the most talented local

entertainer. II [Dunn, Highland Settler, p. 45.] It 1s not

surprising, then, that almost all the cel1idhs attended

were 1n the home of Allan ~;acArthur which, for three gener

ations, has been a meeting place for all who were interested

1n the activities of the cel11dh.

At virtually all the evening cel11dhs and some of the

day-time ones as well, the visitors would be offered a drink.

If someone happened to call on an evening when there was no

alcoholic beverage in the house. the host would make an

apology to his visitor for being caught with nothing to

offer him_ He would not feel any obligation. ho\\-ever. since

no advance notice was given. It was also customary for

visitors to bring a drink to the house which they visited in

order that they might be able to reciprocate after they had

finished a drink with their host. The first drink usually

elicited a toast from one of the company. frequently one of

the older men. Arnone the Scots. and even from French and

Encllsh. the toast "Slainte mhath" I (';ood health I ~Ja3 often

heard.

Allan ~1acArthur had several toasts which he used as he
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that he frequently used

Scotland thy mountains
Thy valleys and fountains
The home of the poets
The birthplace of songs

EC868, 71-48 and other tapes]

Sometimes after several drinks he would raise his glass as if

about t.o make a toast to his company and then he would say

+laughingly:

vlhen I'm dead and in my grave
For no more whisky I will crave
But on my tomb those letters wrote:
'r·1any's the glass I'lent down my throat!'

[c868, 71-48)

While these were toasts which he would say to anyone whc

was in his company. there was, however, one toast which he

kept for his compatriots alone. Repeating what he had heard

from the first Scottish settlers, he would raise his gla3s

and say with feeling:

"Deoch slainte chuairtear a Chluais bho Albainn!"
E"Here's health to the traveller who left Scotland ~"]

[c882, 71-48)

and on one occasion when there happened to be a non-Gaelic

speaker in the company, he apologized saying:

"I'm sorry that you don't understand nothing [i.e.
anything of what I'm saying] but I'm going back to
Scotland with that toast, you see, to my own people
in Scotland. II

[c894, 71-48)

Observing these social gatherings, I;articularly in the
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evening, it would appear that the alcohol played a significant

part at the cel1idh where I:.any of the activities ....ere centered

around the fact that most of the men and some of the "lOmen

who so wished would have a full glass to drink or bottle of

beer beside them. The ceilldh offered an opportunity for

people to drink 1n an acceptable settingj and even those who

did not drink, or only drank very little, would frequently

welcome the fact that certain members of the community who

were known to be good musicians. singers J or dancers could

more easily be persuaded to perform after they had had some

alcoholic stimulant.

Frequently J in the Valley a ceil1dh was organized to

celebrate a special occasion. such as a birthday or a wedding

anniversary, when a bottle or two of whisky or rum would be

bought to help celebrate. There was one such ceilidh that

Allan NacArthur told of when a close friend of his r.1ade him

a birthday gift of a wooden armchair in which, from that time

on, Allan always sat by the kitchen table.

""hile the celebration of birthdays and anniversaries may

seem conunonplace to many, this particular consideration of

family and friends infinitely surprised me since I had never

heard of these annual celebrations in my own Scottish High

land Presbyterian background. In fact, my mother never

received a birthday card until after she had left. her home

on the Isle of Skye, and her parents never in their lives had

a birthday remembered with a card or a gift until they reached
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that this was the pattern \'-:hen she gre ....' up also. Some (If

the Highland custOr.lS, or the lack of then. such as not cele-

brating Christmas because there is no Biblical references to

celebrating the birth of Christ. are sometimes explained by

the fact that there was great emphasis placed upon reading

the Scriptures and following them. The Psalms were especially

well taught, with children reciting them from an early age,

often reminding them of the more solemn aspect of life, such

as:

'S 1ad lalth ' as bliadhna mar an ceudn '
tri fichead bl1adhna I I S a deich,

No, feudaidh bith, Ie tuilleadh neart
cel th' r fichead bliadhn I do neach:

Gidheadh cha-n •eil 'nan spionnadh sud
ach cradh is curadh geur:

Oir sgathar sios gu h-ealamh e,
is siubhlaidh sinn gu leir.

8alm XC: 10

[Translated from the Gaelic loletrical Psalms of the Scottish

Psalter into the equivalent Hetrlcal Psalm in Ene;lish:

Threescore and ten years do sum up
our days and year::::, we see j

Or if, by reason of more strength,
in some fourscore they be:

Yet doth the strength of such old
but grief and labour prove;

For it is soon cut off, and we
fly hence, and soon remove.

Psalm XC: 10.]

The birth of a child was, however, celebrated in the Highlands,

presumably in accordance \~ith Psalm 127, and so a1:>0 was the

fiftieth wedding anniversary: "Bit.hidh an delcheanh bliadhna

sin agus da fhichead In a lubile dhuibh. II [l1A jubilee shall

that fiftieth year be unto you." Leviticus 25: 11. ]
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was not the concern of the Catholic Highlander, who unfail-

ingly attended l>1asses and recited prayers which showed his

faithful devotion to his own church. I Allan l>lacArthur was

interested in the effects of the Scottish Reformation of the

way of life of the Scottish Highlander; and while he may not

have understood this attitude to certain celebrations and the

fact that we did not ever hold a ceilidh on a Sunday, he was

quick to point out that a special event, like a birthday, was

not. necessary for a ceilidh, as the simple desire to get to-

gether with family and friends was occasion enough.

A ceilidh of the kind that \<I'as planned in advance with

the "word sent around" was considered " good" by those who at-

tended if they spent an evening at a home where there was a

moderate supply of food. plenty to drink, and as many songs.

stories, and lively tunes on the fiddle, guitar, mandolin, ac-

cordion, and bagpipes, with the most ostentatious show of step

dancing that could possibly be packed into the one night. The

limen 1n one room and women in another" feature of Newfound-

land parties or "times" which is strictly observed in many

other areas of the island is not encountered 1n the Codroy

Valley. The women, of course, always have to spend some time

in the kitchen preparing the food which was served there.

In his chapter titled "Virtues and Vices" in !:!.!1~hland

Set tIer, Dunn has an interesting discussion on the carry-over
of religious fai th to the New Horld. He brings out many
aspects of the religious faith of those who came from Scotland
alone: with comparisons between the Catholic and Protestant
immigrants.
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After everyone had gathered at the house and \o;a5 served

with a drink, the first half hour or so was usually spent 1n

conversation, when friends and neiehbours caught up with

each others' news, or told amusing anecdotes they had heard

since they last met. Before long, and usually with very

little persuasion. someone would strike up a tune on one of

the musical instruments. In no time at all. then. the

entertainment would be 1n "full swj ng". The bagpipes \>/ere

always thought of as being a good instrument for "getting

1n the mood ll
, setting the right atmosphere. or in some in

stances were a good-natured method of "shutting some people

up" so they could all "get the thing (cel11dh] off the

ground II • The bagpipes were regarded as the best instrument

for an old-fashioned eight-hand reel and for "set" (square]

dancing. The accord1 'n, while good for these old dances.

was especially well liked for old fashioned waltzes. ?he

fiddle. also suitable for any kind of dance performed in

those days. however. was the favourite instrument of the

step dancers as its volume was not too overwhelming to drown

out the percussion effects of the feet on the wooden floors.

At any oreanized ceilidh in the Valley. there was always

a strictly observed code of ethics among the musicians.

dancers, and singers. Just as it would be considered rude

for the person concerned. and also borine for those who had

to listen if one person took over an entire evening I s con

versation, scarcely allowing anyone else to speak, so also
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the whole show. No matter how popular the r..uslc~ songs. or

dancing of one performer might have been. he always called a

halt of his o\oln accord. and 1n so doing. would invite another

performer 1n the company to "take his turn." Those who "'Tere

not performing were also expected to show courtesy_ t':hl1e the

fear of disapproval by the others was generally enough con

trol over behaviour, on a few occasions. one of the elderly

men in the company gave a quite sharp reprimand to anyone

who was rude enough to talk out aloud while soccone was sing

ing a song.

Step dancing. which people from other parts of the island

often say 1s a "different style tl 1n the Valley to '....hat they

usually see, has always been extremely popular at a ceilidh.

It is not unusual for people from Scotland who visit the

Cod roy Valley or Cape Breton to assume that this step dancing,

since they have not seen it in Scotland, must have been

"invented on the other side of the Atlantic." This con

clusion does not follow, however, as the old style of step

dancing which exists 1n the New World is something much

older than the Highland Dancing popularized 1n Scotland and

standardized by Military Regiments ....'ho taught it durinG more

recent years.

At most of the ceilidhs I have been to, the step dancers

would usually lister. to a tune or two on the fiddle belore

getting out on the floor. Usually two or four people got out
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sitting or standing around the edges of the room ready to

watch every move, they would begin dancing. Facing one

another, the step dancers would begin with one of their

least spectacular steps. As the music got livelier to the

shouts of "Suas e! Suas e bhodaich: 11 the dancers would not

only dance more quickly to keep up with the music but \'lould

also progress to the most complicated steps they knew. This

phrase, "Suas e! Suas e bhodaich! II which can still be heard

in the Valley even though it is now almost entirely English

speaking, is addressed to the fiddler. Literally, it means

!lUp with it! Up with it, old man!" and the equivalent to it

heard in some other areas of Newfoundland would be "heave it

out of you, 01' man", the phrase used when the fiddler is

being encouraged to step up the tempo of his music. [Plate xv]

While the dancers might start off doing the same step,

each danced the sequence of steps of his own choice trying

all the time to outdo the other dancers, not only in style

and complexity, but also in stamina. Throughout the dancing,

there would be shouts of encouragement and praise to the

dancers and to the fiddler who could playas long as any

dancer could last out on the floor. The entire display of

step dancing would come to an end after all but one dancer,

usually the best one, would sit down out of fatir,ue, thus

voluntarily eliminating themselves from the competition. The

dancer who was left \'1ould dance one or t\'10 solo steps and
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Plate XV

Johnnie Archie MacDonald (brother of Mary MacArthur) playing
the fiddle for a step dance.
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then, like the others before him, ....'ould sink into a chair

laughing. Simultaneously, the fiddler would draw the la:;;t

few strokes of the bow over the strings, and everyone would

applaud, praising the dancers with cor.m:ents like '''.fell, by

golly, he's good," or sometimes clapping them on the back

saying. "Well done, yourself".

Allan MacArthur had a life-long interest in dancing, and

even into his eighties he still step danced to the livE-Iy

music at a ceilidh. His contemporaries could be heard

making remarks such as, trBy gosh, he was good in his day,

boy." while Allan's own great pride was 1n watching his son,

Frankie, dancing. Frankie, in fact, has for many years been

the pride of the entire Codroy Valley when it cor::es to danc-

ing. Those who spoke of him used to remark on the fact that

he "could dance with both feet" meaning that unlike most

people he could use both feet with equal accuracy and agility.

They drew the comparison between this rare quality in a

dancer \"lith the rarity of finding an artist who could draw

equally well with either hand. There were many people 1n the

Valley who praised Frankie NacArthur' s dancing, and no doubt

aware of this, his father did not sing the praises of his

own son or, in fact, even mentioned him when he spoke of step

dancing:

And they knowed a lot of steps here, because we had
people here that taught step dancing, the Scots danc
inf"o And the women, mind you, some of them \'ia:;; Good
too. There was one woman here, she was a ~lacDonald,

she could dance sixty steps, different steps, and it
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was all the right dancing, you know. tauBht by step
dancers. Oh, I tell you, they were pretty lively,
and there was good violin players here a long time
ago. Well, they were teached over in Cape Breton,
in Inverness, and all around those places. They
knowed the tunes, a lot of them from Scotland, you
see, who came out there and they followed the tunes
from Scot land right down.

[C607, 69-371

Instrumental music was not, however, the only accompani-

ment for dancing for, as Allan MacArthur said, lI some of the

step dancinr; tunes they used to be in Gaelic." [C607, 69-37]

Just as in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland, these tunes

in Gaelic, "puirt-a-beul" or "mouth music" as they were gener-

ally called, were very popular in the Valley. Since this

type of singing requires exceptional breath control in order

to sing long enough f'or a step dancer, there were never

than a few people in the Valley at the one time who had

mastered this art. Consequently, during the performance of

mouth music and step dancing together. the audience at the

cellidh were doubly excited, watching the feet of the dancer

and listening to the accuracy of the singer who, if he took

a breath in the wrong place or a split second too long,

might lose the beat and spoil the entire effect.

Mouth music had another function. however. which to

teach a piper or violin player a new tune. Most of the

musicians. including Allan MacArthur, could not read music j

and if they wanted to learn a new tune. they memorized and

played by ear. A musician could assimilate some tunes into
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there were many instances when a conscious effort was made

to learn a new tune, and 'ilhere better to do than at a

ceilldh. Allan, like virtually every piper in Scotland, had

sat down and learned tunes from the singing of a rello'il

musician:

A lot of them tunes that they played, the old
people, a lot of them here, those that used to play
music anyhow, they used to know them in Gaelic, you
see, they would sing it and then play it for step
dancing.

When you know the words and the air of that,
that's just as good as the notes, pretty near. I
couldn't play by note, but by ear, you see, but for
fast tunes, and the old tunes, and when you know
the Gaelic words of it, well you had the run of it,
you see, if you were to keep time for the step dance.

[c607, 69-37]

He was also familiar with the pipers' special syllable

language for transmitting tunes, namely "canntaireachd" which

he demonstrated on tape C882, 71-118. He knew the r;reat im-

portance of having a tune first of all firmly in the mind

before transferring it to the chanter of the pipes.

Entertainment at the ceilidh was not all loud and lively

with music and dancing. There was also a place for serious

song, and indeed they were often a welcome change of pace.

In fact, it. was usually at a ceilidh that the sonES which

not work songs could be heard, such as the old ballads

from Allan MacArthur' 5 mother's repertoire, rrShe had a lot

of songs with no chorus in them, like war son£js--as well as

the milling songs, that Is. 1f [C607, 69-37J
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One example Allan mentioned was a sane; about Napoleon on St.

Helena. Not only '-'lere his mother's songs of interest. but

the background of the compos1 ticn ....as valued by singers and

listeners alike:

l;ow every song my mother knew. she knew ;-thy it was
composed. and everything. There \'las a history be
hind the songs. Well. that was better than the
song in a way because she would tell you first v.'hy
the ~on£ was cOl':'lposed J you see. and then she \:ould
slng the song, you know. to compare with the history.
you see.

[c882, 71-48)

In fact. during the early days especially. every song and

story among the immigrants presented an opportunity to give

the background and thus link their culture to the past and

the Homeland.

Apart from the old songs which told stories. no ceilidh

was complete without several good storiesj and in fact. there

were many ceilidhs at which the er.lphasis was almost solely

upon story telling. There were also a few people who. if

they were present. would always be called upon to recite at

least one of the recitations from their repertoire. Unfor-

tunately. I managed to record only one Gaelic recitation.

although I heard several others in English. The people in

the early days especially had a rrcat love of hearin~ ann

telling stories--of the land they left behind them, of their

pioneer days in the land they car:le to settle, of adventures

on the high seas or in the lumber \"loads and. of course. the

many aspects of the supernatural which were always of interest
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to the Scottish Highlanders.

At a gathering of family and friends in the Valley today,

people still love to talk about how their forebears settled

the land, how they healed the sick, or buried the dead. The

ureal old stories," \'/hich w111 be dealt with in a later

chapter, have now disappeared, although there is still a

lively interest in retaining the pattern of conversation

topics which was adopted about thirty years ago after the

generation of the first settlers had passed on. Today's

ceilidh would include anecdotes of weddings and ...takes, of

the witty. wise, eccentric, and simple folk, of fun-making

and prank-playing, of the old-time milling frolics in the

days when they made everything they wore. and of the days

when the I1 rea l old ceilidhs fl were much more a part of their

way of life.

What I had the privilere of attending, because of the

MacArthurs, was really a series of the old-fa$hioned ceilidhs.

Most of my collecting was merely a recording of the occasions

I went flair cheilidh" [on a visit] with the Mac Arthurs . It

made it much easier to take in an impression of a number of

different situations in separate homes in the Valley because

someone as talented and well-liked as Allan MacArthur would

invariably be invited to the homes of others. And he, as was

his right as an invited guest, free to bring along his

guest to a home wher~ the host and hostess did not already

know me.
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\'lJi.at follows in this study is primarily a selection from

the many topics given to me 1n the context of these ceiildhs.

A ceilidh with the MacArthurs. Back row: David Claw <tnd
George MacArthur. Front row: Margaret l:5ennett Knight,
Allan MacArthur, Florence Clow, and Mary f'1acArthur.



PluLc XVIJ

Frank MacArthur playing the button accordion at a ce1lidh.



CHAPTER VII

THE TWELVE DAYS OF CHRISTNAS

Until as recently as the 1960 I s there was one time of

the year. the Twelve Days of Christmas, \'ihich stood out

being especially memorable for the Codroy Valley people who

used to celebrate the festivities in the "old-time" way.

During the Twelve Days from Christmas Day. December twenty

fifth. to Old Christmas Day, January sixth, they had more

ceilidhs than any other period of time during the year.

There was much to get ready for the Christmas season.

and the preparations began well in advance of it I'lhen every-

looked forward l'1ith eager anticipation to the biggest

highlight of their long winter. Although there was so much

work to be done, Allan and !'i'ary fI1acArthur 1 s daughter,

fJlargaret (Mrs. Leo Cormier], said that everyone "used to love

for Christmas to come, for it '/'las all fun and frolic. n

While the term "the Twelve Days of Christmas" could still

be heard in the Valley until well into the 1960' s. the actual

activities involved in the celebrations were modified as the

years went by. until finally there were no longer any Twelve

Days set aside to be observed 1n the traditional manner.

Consequently. some of the description here 1s only applicable

to the very early years in the area, while much of it typifies
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l>ly initial interest in the Twelve Days of Christmas was

aroused by Allan EacArthur, although he himself did not £;i ve

the bulk of the description in this chapter. In January,

1970, when my parents and I visited the MacArthur family to

bring our traditional New Year's greetings to our fello\\'

Scots, Allan sat surrounded by his family and friends enjoy

ing the warmth of a winter fire. As we all welcomed in the

New Year that marked the beginning of another decade, Allan

showed obvious pleasure that his old homestead, which had

been the gathering place of fanily and friends since the turn

of the century, could still be the centre of a real ceilidh.

There was still a considerable amount of the Gaelic spoken

by most of the people there, with more than enough English~

added to make sure that no one was left out of all the con

versation. As the afternoon progressed, it was fUled with

all the things which characterised an old-ti~e ceilidh \'.'hich

could have been held during the Twelve Days of Christmas that

the old people once knew. There were ren.iniscences of the

past, interspersed with exchanges of Gaelic songs between

Allan, my mother, and myself. There were cornparlsons of

pipe tunes between the two pipers, Allan and my father, along

with lengthy discussions on the making of the pipes, the

piobaireachd, the MacCrlmnon pipers, and the weal th of bag

pipe compositions which seemed to be misunderstood by those

who could not see I:ast the hackneyed, worn-out "Scotland the
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Drav£,." There was discussion among the old people on how

they used to cure pleurisy. cancer. and pneumonia in the days

when ll we had no doctors. but we had wor.:en at that tlr.:e that

was better than sorr:e of the doctors that we got tOday."

[C868, 71-48] And as was the tradition. there were toasts

galore. with a "wee dram" to fill the glasses \'1henever the

host or the visiting men considered it to be their pleasure.

Allan. who was at the centre of almost all the activitlE:s,

steered the conversation along its various channels, prompted

the songs from his visitors and suggested the pipe music. It

came to him naturally and without effort to include all his

company in \>/hat went on at the ceil1dh. and he invariably

knc\>,' the potential of each person to contribute his or her

talent in the different areas of interest which he balanced

with contributions of his ovm in the conversation, songs, and

r.lUsic. But it was not only my Good fortune in observing and

participating in this ceil1dh during the Twelve Days of

Christmas that sparked off my interest in finding out more

about the festivities at this time of the year. It was

equally the fact that durine the course of the afternoon, I

saw Allan I s own special interest in comparing his memories of

the old way of celebrating the season to my mother's recol

lections of the old days on the Isle of Skye. Althour,h I had

spent my childhood on my f:lother' s nati vo island. I had known

nothing of t.his aspect of the life there until I heard the

discussion between her and Allan r-:acArthur.
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Over a span of five years following this memorable

ceilldh. I was given more f the details (if the 'T"le!ve Days

of Christmas during a series of other visits with the (·:u.cArthur

family. In all J there were four members of the family from

three generations who described their recollections of the

Twelve Days. and it was interestinp; to notice the different

points of view which they took on the separate occasions when

they gave their accounts.

f.irs. r'~acArthur gave much of the information on the

preparation for the festive season and on the role of the

..wmen 1n general. From her report. the preparation sounded

as if it were not out of the ordinary. but her daughter.

Nargaret J confirned my suspicions of her mother' 5 modesty as

she remembered how much hard work was so willingly undertaken

by her mother and grandmother, and the women of their gener

ations, in order to make the Christmas season a success.

Margaret also added a considerable amount to fill in the gaps

when her parents were no longer there for rr:e to rely upon.

\olhile she remembered many of the details, I was able to ob

serve yet another facet of tradition-bearing in the Codroy

Valley when her own children, ranginG in ages from ten to

twenty-one, became interested in hearing their mother talk of

days c;one by. The rest of the details came to me from f,nEus

MacNeil, crandson of Allan foiacArthur, who \·;as born in the

early 1940' s. Viewed frOm their separate c;enerations, each

gave accounts which concentrated on different aspects, \'lith
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From here on, this chapter, which will be coloured by

Margaret's comments throughout. will first deal with the

preparation. followed by general observations of the Twelve

Days of Christmas, then the recollections of Angus HacNeil.

and finally some details of the New Year recorded from Allan

MacArthur himself.

Since the preparation of food and drink will be dealt

with at greater length in a later chapter, only a sketch of

it will be given here. "irs. MacArthur recalled the getting

ready which began well 1n advance of Christmas when a keg or

two of wine or beer, or both, were put aside by most families

after the autumn berry picking. There also a few men ill

the Valley who prepared moonshine specially for the Christmas

season. The women baked cakes in October and November, usually

one or two large dark fruit cakes and a light fruitcake.

They put them away (sometimes wrapped in muslin soaked in

rum to add to the flavour and texture) in air-tight containers

to mature for Christmas. There was other baking done as well,

but they would usually wait until much closer to Christmas

before baking shortbread and some of the other treats they

prepared. In the autumn when all the housewives were bUSy

bottling fruit, ver;etables, and meat for the winter, they took

into account when calculating the amounts to bottle that they

would need a considerable amount to set aside for the Twelve

Days alone, when they could expect to feed many extra visitors
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during the days of the festivities.

The food, however, was only a part of all the prepara

tions, for there were many other tasks to be accomplished

before Christmas Eve arrived. During the autumn evenings

when the children were in bed, the women busied themselves

knitting, sewing, or crocheting items of clothing which were

to be given as Christmas gifts to various members of the fam

ily. Margaret recalled that no matter what else they got for

Christmas, as children they always got socks which their

mother knitted. She considered them to be special Christmas

socks) and rather than making them the standard grey colour

she used to dye them shades of bright green or red: "More

than once Mom used to be up late, dyeing our socks, a couple

of nights before Christmas.

As Christmas Eve drew closer, they had to be especially

busy cleaning the house and putting everything in order, as

it was very important that nothing should be out of place or

in need of cleaning, tidying, or mending during the Christmas

season. As a result, the women, already busy as a rule, found

themselves working harder than ever to make sure that the

Twelve Days could be spent attending only to the activities

of the season without unnecessary housecleaning or mending to

interfere with all the socializine that went on. 'l'hls did

not mean, however, that the women finally found time to :::dt

back and rest; it was rather the case that they directed their

energy towards the additional preparation and cooking of meals
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everyday tasks.

As Christmas approached and most of the larger house

cleaning jobs were completed, the family turned their atten

tion to decorating their home for the festive season. In

the earlier days, the only decoration they knew was the

greenery of spruce, fir, holly, or some other evergreen

twigs and branches which they used to twine around the door

posts and window frames on the outside of the house and around

the larger picture frames on the inside.

Not long after her marriage to Allan MacArthur in 1923,

Mrs. MacArthur decided that she would try the idea novel to

the Codroy Valley of having a Christmas tree 1n her home

decorated for the occasion. Although she did not J:1ent10n it

herself, her daughter, Margaret, told me that her i.lother was

the first person in the Valley ever to have a Christmas tree;

and when her neighbours saw her taking it into the house,

they all wondered "what in the world she was doing". rlargaret

did not know where her mother had heard of the idea which was

already popular in other parts of America, but it is possible

that it may have been from her husband who told her of the

year (1910] when he used to work in a nursery which shipped

Christmas trees from Maine to other parts of the United States.

Allan may also have described to her how he had seen the trees

decorated while he was in the "Boston States." Hhatever the

source, the new idea soon caught on, and from the 1920's
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oll\~ard. it has been the cllstom throur;hout the Vall(:y to have

a Christ.mas tree each year. [Plate XVIII]

A few days before Christmas Eve, all the children of the

family who were old enough to be able to walk in the woods

would set off along with their father or an older brother to

choose a Christmas tree. There was always a great reeling

of excitement about this event because. for the children, it

marked the beginning of their involvement 1n the Chrlstmao

season. Having made their choice of a well-shaped tree.

usually a fir. they would chop it do~m and drag it home

through the snow; or if they were fortunate enough to have

been taken out by the horse and sleigh. they would tie their

tree on to the sleigh, jump aboard, and head for home. There

they would brush the snow off the tree and leave it outside

the house for a few days before carrying their prized tree

into "the room" on Christmas Eve. "The room" was the name

\'1hich was always given to the best, and seldoi.l used, sitting

room of the house where the family kept all the finest dishes.

ornaments. framed pictures of their forebears, and their most

elaborate Holy pictures. crucifixes, and u3ually a very

ornate Sacred Heart. In my own grandparents home on the

Isle of Skye, we also referred to the best sitting room as

lithe room It , which translated directly from the Gaelic term.

and althour;h there werc nonc of the featurc3 of Catholicism,

it served exactly the same purpose as in the Valley--it was

the special place which was kept for visitors, for speciul
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Plate XVIII

r-t:ary and Allan MacArthur beside their Christmas tree,
early 1960's.

(From Mrs. MacArthur's photograph album.)



occasions such as a wedding "'Ihere the family could gather on

their own special celebrations, or Christmas time. It ...laS

also the place where the dead were laid out during a wake.

After the Christmas tree was safely anchored firmly in

a bucket of sand, the children would set to work on decorating

it. By today's standards, they had nothing elaborate but

simply a few home-made ornaments of coloured paper. \'lith

fluffs of raw wool to simulate snow. As the years went by,

however. and commercially-made decorations became available,

they moved along with the times towards today! s lavishly de

corated trees that are part of almost all North American

homes at Christmas.

In the meantime while the children decorated the tree in

the room, their mother and perhaps the oldest girls in the

family would be in the kitchen baking a few last minute

cookies and pies and making the final preparations for the

family Christmas dinner which they would cook the next day.

f.largaret recalled many Christmas Eves when her job \.;as to ice

the cakes her mother had made.

On Christmas Eve, the very young children were put to

bed and were usually looked after by their grandmother ...,'ho

would stay in the house. The rest of the family would wrap

up warmly in their winter clothing about eleven o'clock at

night all ready to attend Midnight Mass in their local church.

When the horse ...Ias harnessed and a rug or old blanket put on

top of the sleigh, they ...fOuld all get on it and ....'ith a feeling
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of excitement and anticipation of the pleasure they looked

forward to during the Twelve Days, they would set off in

the crisp winter air to the Parish Church. They would usually

try to get there at least a quarter of an hour earlier than

the Mass began as they knew the church would be packed, and

a large family would have little chance of sitting together

if they arrived at the last minute. Normally, this would not

seem important, but since Christmas was a time of family unity

and reunions, they liked to begin all together the very

first celebration of the season, namely the Midnight Hass.

After the Mass was over, there would be a great atmos-

phere of excitement outside of the church they stopped to

wish relatives and friends a lIMerry Christmas", or among the

Gaelic speakers "Nollalg Chridheil t1. Generally, they did not

wait outside the church for very long, partly because the

winter nights were cold but mostly because they were anxious

to get the family back home to greet the person who had "kept

house" and to begin their own family Christmas.

Upon arrival at their home and after taking off their

outdoor clothing, the family would gather in tithe room ll where

they completed their Christmas wishes. The younger children

who had been allowed to go to Mass and who were probably very

tired by this time were given a glass of milk, a piece of

"bonnachl! [bannock], 1 and a goodnight kiss and "Iere sent to

1 Although l'bonnach was a staple food of the Scots, eaten
all year round, there was a time when Christmas Eve (or Yule
E'en) was called "Oidhche nam Bannag" which means llNight of the
Bannocks". Mary MacLeod Banks, British Calendar Customs:
Scotland, IV Vols. London and Glasgow, Published for the Folk
Lore Society, 1941. Vol. III, pp. 202-06.



bed with the exciting reminder that Sauta Claus "Jould be com

ing. The rest of the family would then sit around the kitchen

table which had been set while they were at l-iass. Usually

this meal consisted of cold meat prepared earlier 1n the day,

some home-bottled pickles. hOlT.e-baked bread "bonr:':lch", and

the first of their Christnas cake, along \... ith a cup of "good

strong tea". When the kitchen chores were finished, all those

who had not gone to bed sat together in lfthe room" where they

would enjoy a few drinks to wish each other good health; and

in some families, the adults exchanged their gifts or opened

any that awaited them at this time.

In the early days and right up until around the late

1940's, Santa Claus did not fSenerally have the task of fill

ing stockings in the Codroy Valley, as the children there hac

never heard of such a thine:. r·:argaret Cormier recalled that

she had never seen a stockins hung up dur1n(; her childhood,

and it was not until after her first child was born in the

early 1950's that she became familiar with the custom \·..hich.

by that time, had been introduced in the Valley. Not that

Santa neglected the children, however, but as Margaret said.

"he used to leave each child a package under the Christmas

tree which would usually contain an apple, some candy. a pair

of socks and sometimes other clothing, and one little toy,

\o.'hile tolarcaret' s own children were astonished at the content

ment of their mother's generation with the seemir.r;ly c.eagre

gains from Christrnas--after all. children nowada:,'s can have
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toys are only small rewards--their mother assured them that

they used to get as much or more pleasure out of their little

Christmas package as children today get out of their annual

llhaul li
• She recalled with amusement one Christmas when her

uncle asked her brother. Martin, what Santa Claus had left

for him; qUick as a flash came the eager reply: rrCandy2. *"
ubhal. stocainnean, agus reatha beag. ll ["Candy, an apple.

sockS, and a little ram"]. Although she had no idea where

her parents had obtained Martin's little toy ram, she did

know that he was more than delighted with it.

During the earlier days, the gifts exchanged by their

parents were by no means elaborate. and typical rradult gifts"

were fancy handkerchiefs for the women. socks and ties for

the men. Nargaret emphasized that the gifts not their

main enjoyment of Christmas, but it was "all the fun and

frolic" they used to have during the Twelve Days of Christmas

which they looked forward to the most. Her children seemed

rather dismayed that they had never had the privilege of

participating in a Christmas such their mother kne\'1 or

even their older cousins who were in ages mid-way between

their generation and their mother 's. For example. Angus flJac-

Neil. Margaret's nephew who was born when she was in her teens

had Christmas memories which were closer to rlJar~aret 1 s t.han to

those of his younger cousins i.,hom he regarded as a new gener-

ation. Angus MacNeil's recollections of Christmas did not

Charles W. Dunn, Hir:hland Settler. pp. 142-44 discusses
t.he borrowing from English words which did not Ci-.lst in t.he
Gaelic.
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compare in any way to descriptions from today' s children who

place almost all the emphasis on the gif s. His was rather

the excitement of being part of an adult celebration. While

he Illentioned the e;ifts only in pazsinC', 1.e said nothinG of

the Christmas dinner that his Grandmother had once described

when the family used to kill and roast a couple of hens or a

big rooster or have a big roast of pork, along with all their

own vegetables, followed by a "Washington Pie" which was two

sponge cakes with bottled raspberries in between the layers

and whipped cream on the top. Christmas dinner. though today

not identical to what it was in the days they produced the

ingredients in the Valley, would always be with them. It was

the fact that their way of celebrating the Christrr.as season,

with all its tradition and exciter.'lent. had changed so drastic

ally from what the old people had once known and what Ar.gus

had seen during his childhood that he regretted.

It was very late during one night of his grandmother's

wake that Angus sat by the kitchen table where they had always

e;athered as children. He remembered the days when the home

of his r-tacArthur grandparents was the centre of their family

traditions, where the Gaelic was spoken all the time. and

where they loved to gather with family and friends, especially

during the Twelve Days of Christmas. As he sat there telling

me the things he rer.:embered from his childhood durin!} the

19110's, he reminded me that I "should be taking note of all

these old things now that the old folk are eone". and reassured
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by the fact that I took a pencil and a scrap of" paper. he and..,t:'

one of his contemporaries reminisced and lauched together re-

lating the pranks they played at school. the pranks other

people were said to have played at wakes and weddings. and

the fun they used to have during the festive As

Angus spoke fairly quickly. I jotted down as much and as fast

as I could; and as far as possible, I have tried to write his

account as I heard it:

They used to celebrate the T~'lelve Days of
Christmas here at one time. I remember when we
were children. they would arrange to have a big
"time" [party] in a different house every nieht
during the tlTwelve Days of Christmas tl , and usu
ally they'd have the first nie;ht here at Grandpa's
[Allan MacArthur's] house. They [the adults "Iho
were attending the "time"] would harness the horse
and sleigh. and they used to take the children
and wrap each one up in a blanket and put them on
the sleigh. and then the whole family would set
off for the "time". When they would ret to the
house. they would put all the children up in the
bedrOorls which were pretty cool. and they were
told to eo to sleep there while the parents went
downstairs to enjoy the party. Before they \o.'ould
settle down to that. the nen would unharness the
horses, take thel':'l up beside the barn. and there
they would tether them. each one covered ..Ii tt:. a
blanket. and the ten or fifteen hOrses standing
right close to one another to help keep them warm.

Then there would be the biggest kind of a
time with Grandpa playing the pipes. and people
singing and playing the accordion and the fiddle.
and with dancing and step dancing. And. of course,
there l'I'ould be plenty to eat; the women would
make a bie "feed ll with bottled meats and pickles
and jams. bannocks. breads. pies, and Christmas
fruit cakes. and when they'd get hunf~ry part of
the way throuch, they'd have a cup of tea and a
feed. And of course there would be lotn to drink
all through, with whisky and rum and lots of home
brew. Then aft~r they drank two or three eallons
of home-brew, they would wake up the children.
carry them down in their blankets, and put them
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on the ~leigh to take them home. Now, you I d be
right sleepy, probably at three or rour 0 I clock
in the Morning, and they I d take you out and put
you on that sleigh, and by the time they'd har
ness up the horse again, and they'd be laughing
and feeling good, and you'd be freezing to death.
trying to sit closer together to keep warn.
They didn't think anything of taking us out like
that in those days, but nowadays if you let one
of the kids outside the door for a minute and he
hasn't been all done up in a snowsuit and cap
and mitts to keep out the cold. the old people
are there telling you that you're letting the
poor child freeze to death! Yes. they used to
have some "times" in them days, every night dur
ing the Twelve Days of Christmas.

(Noted from Angus MacNeil, January, 1975]

Throughout the season. people would usually attempt to

visit all their family and friends in their own and neigh

bouring con:munities in the Valley. ,lhile an afternoon

ceilidh or an evening or merriment such as Angus r'~acUeil de-

scribed would probably have taken care of all the visiting

they wished to do, there was yet another type of visit which

was peculiar to the Christmas season 1n the earlier days.

From Christmas Night to January the sixth, householders could

on any evening after dusk anticipate a fet'/ visits from local

These were people who ...Iould dress up in some dis-

guise and, with a mask on, would go and visi t various homes

in their neighbourhood to have some fun and excitement from

the various activities of the evening. There \'/as, of course,

no advance notice given of their intention to visit any parti-

cular house, and the more unexpected the visit might be, the

more fun the would be likely to bet from it. f
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Marc;aret Cormier remembered that durine the years \'/hen

mummer'ing was an annual custom 1n most homes "all during

Christmas there was a bunch of old clothes and things kept

aside for mummering. II In her own family, Allan and fJIary

MacArthur used to keep the clothes in a big barrel in the

back porch, so that whenever any of them decided to go out

mummering they could delve into the ready supply; and if they

so wished, they could Near a different !trig" every night.

rllargaret added that during her teens and early twenties, she

and her brothers lldidn! t miss a night going out lIlununerlng."

The mununering neither preceded nor followed the arranged

cel1idhs that were held all during the 'l'welve Days. but it

was cleverly interwoven wi th them. One could accept an in

vitation to a ceilidh and go mummerine; at the same house on

the same evening provided some ingenuity \'las used to fool

the host. In fact. Margaret recalled schemes in which she

was involved where she actually went mummering at her 0'110

house with a friend. without anyone initially suspecting it.

Choosing a moment when the evening's activities were in full

swing. with the house crowded \'lith family and friends. she and

a friend nskipped upstairs unnoticed. changed into some fool

ish rigs. put on masks. and sneaked out of t..I1e (seldom used]

front. door at the foot of the st.airs I'.'hile everyone

busy havinr; a grand time out in t.he kitchen. IT They then went

round to the back door where all visitors familiar with the

area would have entered. and rapping loudly on the door. they
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where they had corr.e from. Eventually, after Much guessing

and "fooling around", someone would guess who they were, and

"everyone would have a grand joke all round. II The entire

idea of Christmas in those days was to get as Much fun out

of, and put as Much fun into, the Twelve Days of Christr:1as

as they possibly could.

'l'he mummers usually went visiting in small groups such

as a typically good night of mummering which f>largaret recalled

when she and two of her brothers. Sears and George, and her

cousin took the horse and sleigh and l'I'ent mummering at almost

every house from their own home on the Grand River all the

way over to St. Andrew's on the Little River and completed

the loop of road till they back hon,e. They dressed that

eveninG in "home-made r1gs of brin bags" and hardly a soul

recognized them. Although the mummers would sometimes Make

"rigs" such as !·largaret described, they almost always dressed

in whatever they could find in the way of old or eccentric

clothlng--old, worn pants, long underwear. old-fashioned or

torn dresses) strange footwear such as long rubber hip-waders.

old hats, or whatever they could find. rJluch of the fun was

in r;ettinr; dressed up and laughing at the unlikely costumes

of the others in the party) as sorr.e men dressed as women and

vice versa. Harr;aret added that "mind you. one of these lone,

old-fashioned dresses didn't feel so good when you'd be walk

ine through the snow with the bottom of it wet on the last of
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it ~ II One of Margaret's children remember'cd that ~;omctlme:.;

the mummers \1ould carry an old gun, or a broom to pre-

tend it was a gun, which though in fun generally frightened

the children.

The masks they wore were always home made, however, and

"there was no such a thing as masks you could buy." They

used a variety of materials such as an old flour bag wi th

two holes cut out for eyes, with black crayon or ink around

them, and a hole for the mouth emphasized by lipstick around

it. Or sometimes, they made a similar mask from a strong

paper bag or a cardboard box with pieces of rags attached to

the back to look like raggedy hair hanging daVin.

In his article. liThe !'task of Friendship: Mumming as a

Ritual of Social Relations 1l3 , John F. Szwed discussed the

custom of Christmas mummering in the Newfoundland conununity

of IIRoss lt
, his pseudonym for a typical settlement ar " sec tian ll

of the Codroy Valley. He described the mununers entering the

house and their SUbsequent actions:

Uninvited, they enter the houses noisily without
knocking, stamping their feet heavily as they
approach the door as they pass into the kitchen.
Once inside, they begin a j agging, half-dance,
half-shake that is the 'mummer's walk'. They
often move about the roam freely and will some
times eo into other parts of the house; they are
aggressive and may nudge or jostle members of
the household or begin dancing wHh them or
other mummers. They may make jokes about the
family. Frequently, the mummers brine musical
instruments and may play guitars or violins, or
beat on breadpans. One or two mununers might
step dance if asked to do so.

3 Herbert Halpert and George M. Story (eds.), Christmas
Mumming in Newfoundland (Toronto: University of To~
Press, 1969), pp. 10Q 18.
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Since I was a little puzzled about Szwed I s remarks about

musical instruments which seemed to indicate to me the possi

bility of a complete give-away of the identity of any rr.urr.mer

who might have been one of the Valley's more accoF.,plished

musicians--and there were nine MacArthurs ,./ho irr.med1ately

came to mind!--I decided to ask Mar[~aret Cormier to comment

on the above paragraph and three others which I had selected.

Without knowing that "Ross" was the pseudonym for her own

Codroy Valley. she took the paragraphs and with attention to

detail that I had previously thought was only characteristic

of her father. she \"lent through them phrase by phrase. !';laking

careful comments as she went. Where possible. I have tried

to use her own words which I wrote down as she spoke.

It ,.las true. she said. that they were not invited as the

surprise was part of the fun. but they always used to knock

loudly on the door before walking in. Usually. they would

not wait for anyone to answer the door. but the loud knccks

would just give them a moment I s warning that the nurr.rners \I\'ere

at their house. Yes. they used to stamp their feet. r·!argaret

said. and when she read Szwed's description of the "mummers

walk" she laughed heartily and said that \"ias just what they

did. but without showing it she. herself. would find that

difficult to put in words. She also agreed that they would

go out of the kitchen. usually into the sittinc; room if they

thought there was someone \"lho was missing out on their Visit.

and there were times when they'd "have a bit of fun" and nudge
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someone. but she did not equate this behaviour .-.'ith aggression

as Szwed did. She said that it was only playful. and no one

minded especially as they all used to have "real fun ...then the

danced with each other or with the people in the

house. II \-Ihen she came to the part where Szwed nentloned that

the murr.rners used to make jokes about the family. she laughed

and said that she'd never forget one year when a bunch of

mununers came to her own house when her children were very

young. She had a new baby in the crib in the kitchen. and

one of the mununers looked in and remarked to everyone: "Oh

my gosh, don't he look like Paulie Hall!" This type of joke

would doubt have been uproariously funny to everyone. even

if it did come as a surprise to r·largaret since Paulie p.all 4

was an old bachelor who lived alone. was reputed to have con-

stantly asked the young girls 1n the Valley to n:arry hi!':. and

had a multitude of stories told locally about his eccentricies

which. though exaggerated. believed by almost everyone.

When she came to the section where Szwed referred to

mummers playing musical instruments. Margaret said that this

was true. but generally they would only play the mouth organ

which they could do underneath their masks. [In the Codroy

Valley. the mouth organ 1s not one of the more prevalent in-

struments that might be played at a part.y; and although

"anyone who plays music can play one". they are generally

4 This same joke seeoed particularly amusing to rr.e in
view of the fact that John F. Szwed has written an article
about the late Paulie Hall: "Paul E. Hall: A Newfoundland
Song-Naker and His COIrJllunity of Song." in Folksongs and
Their Makers. by Henry Glassle. Edward D. Ives. and John F.
Szwed (Bowling Green. Ohio: University of Bowlir.g Green
Popular Press. 1970). pp. 147-69.
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IJlayed by children or taken to sportill{'; c<Jbins In the count.ry

when it would be too bulky to carry anything bigger.] r-:argaret

could not recall mummering \'lith anyone who played any of the

other instruments: liMy good gosh. if Sears. or Leonard, or

Uncle Johnny J or Jirr.mie) or any of t.hose played) people would

know right away who they were J ar.d what good would there be

1n that!" She said that they would step dance. however. and

even her brother, Frank, who was known allover the Valley for

his dancing would "do a fe\.,r foolish steps. but none of his

own" to see if he'd fool them all the more. She also added

to the description by saying that whenever they spoke. they

would use "mummer's talk" J which was done in a hiGh pitched

tone while inhaling, and their speech was always very rapid.

One of her children remembered one year vlhen their Uncle

Sears /I1acArthur, one of Margaret's younger brothers, went

mummering at the house, and he revealed to them afterwards

that he had put a button under his tongue to disguise his

voice.

In a later part of his article, Szwed mentioned that it

no fun if the mummers were identified too soon, and no

fun if they were not recognized at all. [Szwed, "The f.lask

of Friendship,!! p. 110) Margaret agreed with the first point

and qualified it y sayinr: that "if you walk in and SOr.1eone

said your name richt. soon, you wouldn't feel like doinr: any

thing, you'd just st.ay right quiet". She was of the opinion,

however, that it \...as all the more fun if no one could recognize
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all the way to the next house, joking about hO,,"1 they "fooled

them", and speculating as to what the conversation might be

among the people they just left or planning on what they

would sayar hint to them next time they saw them.

From the moment the mummers entered the house, the people

there "",ould try to identify them; and as the mummers played

their role, frolicking and taking the liberties which were

allowed to mur.uners. their hosts would ask them questions and

carefully study their mannerisms whenever they could. Some

of the old people were especially good at recognizing the

hands of their friends and even if a mummer came to the house

wi th gloves on, there were a few people who could overcome

that disguise. Margaret recalled her father, in parti

cular, who after a multitude of questions directed at the

I:lUnuners would, if he still did not know who they were, cas

ually ask: "Can you play crib?" Generally they would, like

most Codroy Valley people, be card came enthusiasts and on

receiving an affirmati ve reply, Allan MacArthur would say:

liVery well then, let I s have a game. II Margaret said that her

father, who had "pretty well played with everyone he kne\'1 at

one time or another II would know almost right away who they

were by the way they played cards. She illustrated her point

by recalling one year before she was married when "this I:.urr.rner

cane to the house alone. Now, that was kind of funny anyhO\\'

because you wouldn I t usually go alone. II She described how
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in the funniest rig", and they just could not ficure him out.

"By and by, Dad asked him if he could play crib; and as soon

as he saw him put out his hand of crib, Dad knew right away

because of the way he held the cards in his left hand! II The

mystery caller turned out to be none other than Leo Cormier,

the Nargaret married some time later!

Once identified, the mummer would, as Szwed noted, un-

mask and return to the normal role of a visitor when he

would be offered food and something to drink. Usually. they

were given a piece of Christmas cake or sOr.'lething bake; and

as r·:argaret said, "there were times when you'd have walked a

good long way, and you'd be pretty darned glad of something

to eat. n If they planned on visiting several other houses.

the mummers would generally stay only a short while perhaps

ten minutes after they ate; but if they were at the last

house on their itinerary then they would stay for a ceilidh

with the family as non-mumming guests.

Perhaps the most controversial part of Szwed I s article

is his remark:

But perhaps more important to the mummer is the
aggression which he can freely express towards his
host. and yet be protected from the usual rerris
als while he is in this "other worldly" or (in
Durkheim's terms) IIsacred staten.

[Szwed, "The r·lask of Friendship.1I p. 113]

Having had this drawn to my attention by an angry young uni

versity student from the Codroy Valley who hoped that I "was
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not spying on them from the top of a hill as that fellow

Szwed must have done". I asked Margaret for a cOI':'J':lent upon

this final statement from the article. She was most surprised

at any mummers who would go out mur.unerlng so that they could

show aggression towards their host. as she emphasized that

they would only go to the houses where they "knew the people

real well, or if someone you were with knew them". She

wondered how anyone who did that could live In the place

afterwards and convinced that it certainly would not have

been possible 1n the Codroy Valley. she said: llMy gosh, I

can! t go along wi th that--certainly not to my knowledge. and

God knows we did enough of i t ~ I wonder where is he talking

about anyway?"

The Twelve Days of Christmas were certainly filled with

"fun and frolic" as Margaret said, and they "wouldn I t miss a

night. yield walk, and walk, and walk, and come home all hours

in the night, tired out. " Yet, full of energy, they were all

set to go again the next night. Although Allan MacArthur

himself, as his daughter pointed out, had been a mummer over

many years, in talking to my mother at our New Year ceilidh

with him, he did not discuss any of the details of the cos

tumes they used to wear mummering nor any of the light-hearted

frolic that went on throughout the 'l'welve Days. His main in

terest on that occasion was to compare the Gaelic oral

tradition connected with the festive season and the ceilidhs

that would take place during it.
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One particular night during the Twelve Days of Christmas,

set apart from all others and recor;nized by Scotsmen the world

over, is New Year's Eve. Allan MacArthur did not. however,

refer to this night by the Lowland term "Hogmanay" which, in

recent years. has even been adopted by the Highlanders. Even

when speaking English, he used the name "Oidhche Challulnn"

which his forebears brought over from Scotland more than a

century ago, along with the customs which they had continued

to celebrate in the New World.

On our New Year's ceilidh with the MacArthurs in 1970,

Allan was in his element reminiscing about the old days when

he recalled the I1Rann na Calluinn" [the rhyme said on 01dhche

Challulnn) which they used to say at every house they visited.

I'll say one in Gaelic. about when \'Ield be going
round the houses beating out the Old Year and
taking in the New Year. And then we'd get a big
jig (?) of rum when weld, well:

Oidhche chullain Challuinn chruaidh
Thainig mise Ie ml dhuan gu tigh.
Thubhairt am bodach rium Ie gruaim
Buailidh mi do chluais Ie preas.
Labhair a chailleach a b' fhearr na' nt-or
Gum bu choir rna leigeil a stigh
Air son na dh I ithlnn-sa de bhiadh
Agus deuran beag sios leis.

That was in the old times.

[c868, 71-48

Translation:

On a cold frosty Night of the Calluinn (New Year I sEve)
I came with my rhyme to a house.
The old man said to me with a frown
I'll hit you in the ear with a stick.
Said the old woman who was better than gold
That I should be let in
For all the little food that I would eat
And a little drink with it.]



Although I had never heard of thiG fron my Ol'!f! chi 1rliloud

the Isle of Skye, it "las immediately familiar to my mother

who remembered the old folk going round the houses on tlOidhche

Calluinntl and saying a rhyne at the door after they had beat

around the house with sticks, Allan fiJacArthur's Codroy

Valley rhyme was not identical to the one my mother had

heard during her childhood, although the theme of it, l'lhich

was basically the request for entry into the house and for

food and drink, ~Ias the same. Althoue;h there are many

printed texts which cite exarrples of "Rann na Calluin" 5 and

I have also heard several versions orally from the Isle.' of

Skye and Lewis, I have come across not one that is identical

to the one given by Allan f>lacArthur. The many examples show

individuality peculiar to each \'lhich "Iould indicate that

the "Rann tt differed from area to area with each one incorpor-

ating the theme already mentioned,

The disguises worn on Oidhche Challuin in the Valley

were much the same as one might expect to see on any of the

Twelve Days of Christmas; and according to my mother, the

pattern for "guising" in Skye was very similar during her

childhood, 'l'he original attire of Oidhche Challuinn both in

Scotland and Cape Breton is reported to have been Ghee!J::kins

or cowhides, and according to sever'al writ.ten descI'ipUons

51"01' a few Scottish ex,'lmples see John Gf'er;Or'don Car:!plJell,
Witchcraft. and Second SiEht in the Hip;hlandG and Islands of
Scotland, (Glasgow: 1902), pp. 23036. Hereafter cited Carr,pbell,
~ft and Second Sight. Also Alexander Carmichael, Carr:-:lna
Gadelica, (Edinburgh: 1928), vol. I, p. 148. For a fe\'J examples
from the New \1orld. in particular Cape Breton, see Cape Breton.' s
Magazine, (Skir Dhu: 1973), Number 2, p.2. and Dunn, HiGhland,
Settler, p.51.



from both countries, they followed the ritual of cirocllnc the

house sunwise according to the ancient Celtic orientation of

all things following the path of the sun. 6 '!'his particular

aspect of Oidhche Challuinn had corr:pletely disappeared by

the time my mother was a child on Skye; and although I did

not ask him, presumably the same thing had happened in the

Codroy Valley, as details such as this ~'1Ould have teen the

kind to interest Allan PlacArthur in handing ther:' dOl,oin as part

of his Scottish traditions. He described Oic.hche Challu:nn

as he remembered it from the days when he and his family and

friends used to dress up ar.d go out to brinr In the r:e ..l Yea:-:

The women and the Men and the boys and ... they I d
get together, and .?, and after supper ,-:hen 1t
would get dark they t...auld club together nmot like
if there were three or four or five from this
house, ",ell they would prepare and go to the
next house. And when they I d r.et to the next
house, they would start at the door and (a rir;::ht
around the house and everyone l,o;ith a little
stick in his hand you know, beatir.g the house.
They was driving out the Old Year and lettlnf': the
New Year In. And it was all Gaelic, you see.
And every door they l,olould come to) well ",hen
they I d go around the house they would knock or,
the door and the worr:an would be there and she
l,olouldn't let you in if you didn't have a rbyt:1e
or sing. And when you'd go through with the
rhyme, you I d come in and they'd offer you know .•. ,
a drink of rum or a drink of whisky or something.
And then the crowd in that house would get ready
and go to the next house. Hell, when they I d be
crowd cnoul~h of boys and eirlc, and old men ,,;jth
them t.oo, for to dance, well tbat' S where they
would stay. And t.hey would put up a dance, you

6This ancient ritual 1s mentioned in Campb," II , \-,Hcllcraft
and Second Sir;ht, p. 231, and in Cape Bret.on 1 s ~lav,az ne) Numbr:r 2,
p.ll. Although he does not mention it) the custom must also have
existed in Cape Breton when Charles H. Dunn conduct'O'd hi3 resE'"1rch
there, since the issue of Cape Breton'z !·;acaz:':"ne cited "()r.ta~ns

an interview with an inforMant who recalled the circL.n~ 0f
the house in the direction of the sun ("deisea ... "),ar:d the shpo:-p
skin attire, all recorded in Cape Breton in 1973.
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know. and they \'<'ouldn' t be short of whisky or rum
either. Well that's the way they used to spend
New Year's Night (Eve). you know. probably seventy
years ago, or something like that.

[C868, 71-48]

Just as the Gaelic gradually faded from everyday use,

"the "Rann na Calluinn" began to be forgottbn by all but

the very old, until eventually the customs disappeared al-

together and the Twelve Days of Christmas became a thing of

the past, to be described to children who kne\'l nothing of

this kind of Christmas. Allan MacArthur regretted that nit

died out here, and it turned to something else," and his

daughter, Margaret, told her children: "In those days,

just used Lo hate to Christmas ending. Today, it I s

just a money racket, and everyone is glad when it I S over now.

With only a few childhood memories of seeing mummers coning

into their home during the last years that the customs sur-

vived, along with their mother's description of the Christmas

season during her youth, even the younger children today have

begun to show some regret that they are no longer likely to

have any part of the tradition of the Twelve Days of Christ-

which their forebears had kept for over a century in the

Codroy Valley.



CHAPTER VIII

TRADITIONAL ORAL NARRATIVE

Throur,hout centuries, the people of the Highlands and

Islands of Scotland have been known for their fondness of

tales and legends about many different topics, ranging from

the ordinary to the supernatural. The old people especially

remember the days of the ceilidh when they sat by the hearths

with family and friends, in the dim light of the fire the

oil lamp, telling the stories that had been handed down

through generations.

It was only natural, then, that this custom should also

be carried over to the New Horld with the migration of the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. It was certainly very

much a part of the way of life of Allan MacArthur's people,

especially that of his mother and grandmother, whom he clear

ly recalled telling stories by the firelight, and passing on

the traditions that they had heard from eenerations that had

gone before them. In his youth. Allan MacArthur had exper

ienced the thrill of sitting in the company of good story

tellers, intently listening to every detail, imaginine the

things they described, and being transported into the ·....orid

of travellers, pirates, ghosts. wi tches. or othel superllatural

beings. He knew the apprehension elicited by the strance
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plot::; of some of t.heir stories; he had experienced the

reality of anxiety felt for charact.ers 1n yet another group

of stories; and. like any Highlander who ever sat and lis

tened to a story-telling session. he knew the heart-pounding

fear brought on by still another group of narratives. which.

if he happened to be vis! ting in another house J was enough

to make him run every step of the way home J terrified at the

very thoup;ht of the things he had heard and imagined.

<!t Although the story-telling traditions were once very

strong 1n the Codroy Valley, it was the one feature of the

ceilidh which had suffered most from the chanee 1n the way

of life there that had taken place over the past few decades;

and unfortunately. the decline was apparent by the time I

first visited the area. In spite of the fact that Allan Mac

Arthur was once a main part of this tradition, it had faded

to such an extent that the context in which the stories were

once told, with the atmosphere they created by the fireside,

were more alive in Allan's memory than the stories themselves.

He did recall the various topics about \1hich the Scottish

people told their stories, and he especially recalled how the

Gaelic was at the very heart of this tradition.

The stories themselves did not exist as a separate genre

to be isolated from others at a time kept aside for them

alone; but were tied in wi th the Gaelic sone; tradi tion which

was generally worked into a certain group of stories which

could not be divorced from the songs associated with them in
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the days when the interests of the ceilidh were the only

tertainment they knew.

The narration of history, legend. and folktale was not

something unique to the MacArthur family but was to

all the peoples of the Cod roy Valley. Today the older people.

English, French J Scots J and Irish alike J are of the opinion

that there 1s no longer any interest shown by the young peo

ple of the Valley in hearing the accounts of narratives once

told by the old folk. Television and other pastimes have

taken the place of story-telling. The result is that any old

people who wish to retell the stories they heard in their

youth have little opportunity of doing so as audiences are

scarce. There are, however. still several old people left in

the Valley who are lively and interesting story-tellers and

are happy to relate the stories which they heard from their

forebears.

Allan MacArthur enjoyed hearing and telling "sgeulachdan"

[the Gaelic word used to embrace all types of narrative,

history, legend, and folktale alike J and frequently used

when speaking English]. As he told his stories, he also took

great pleasure in his ability to have complete hold over his

audience. although he was reluctant to begin any story to

which he felt he could not do justice because he had forgot

t.on important. details over the year:>. lie was very much aware

of the fact that a story-teller needs to have continual oppor

tunities of recounting narratives in order to maintain his
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repertoire, and he regret.ted that there was no lancer this

opportunit.y in the Valley.

The narratives in this study \'lere, except for one folk-

tale, collected from Allan MacArthur in 1970, when. as 0.1-

ready mentioned, story-telling was a thing of the past j and

consequently, they represent only a remnant of what once was.

Mostly legend, these stories told in a set ting which was

for Allan MacArthur nothing like the original story-telling

situation, as he told the few stories here on quiet visits

during the warm summer ' s afternoons--not only were they told

rrout of season rr but the atmosphere and the entire situation

could not come close to the real story-telling situation that

Allan grew up with. In the old days, after all, most story-

telling took place on winter evenings, when outside

work could be done because of the early nightfall. The women

were usually carding, spinning, knitting, or mending; and

while the men sometimes helped with the carding, their winter
,.

evenings tended to be much more li..esurely than those of the

Story-telling was one of the few means of entertain-

ment they had, and besides, it was a pleasant way of making

tasks such as carding or mending less monotonous. Alexander

MacDonald aptly described the situation in life of the Scot-

tish Highlanders, who, for hundreds of years, kne\'1 the tradi-

tion of spending lone; winter eveninr;s enerossed in the story

and song of the ceil1dh:
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OUI' people couLd vlew Lhc comirw wirl!.'!!' 'tIit.h few
or no forLodlnl~::: of sLraitencd circulll..;Lance:3 or
pre3sure of economic condition~, and their r.:lnds
were free to dlrlell on things imaginative and
ideal;--things pertaining to a higher plane than
the mere vegetating bread-earning machine can
aspire. To this, then, must be ascribed the
idealism, the romance. the chivalry, and the
poetry of the Scottish Highlands. In circum
stances such as these only could such an instit
ution as the ceilidh become possiblej and the
ceilidh in the Scottish Highlands became a school
in which not only was information acquired and
were ideas formed, but in which character and
conduct were moulded ,I

On the afternoons when Allan told the stories collected

for this study. his audiences were usually made up of his

wife, and a few of his old friends who sometimes called to

see him. since they also had left their farm work to younger.

more able members of their families, along with my mother and

me. I cannot understate the importance of having my mother

with me during these particular recordini.~ sessions; she un-

consciously provided Allan wi th a very real link with the

mother country and the customs which he associated with his

Gaelic-speaking compatriots. As a child. she also had attend-

ed the same kind of ceilidhs that had interested Allan tJlac-

Arthurj and while not a story-teller herself. she knew the

feeling of sitting engrossed with all that went on at such a

ceilidh. When accompanied by an older member of her family.

she had felt more secure by their presence when the subjects

of Lhe stories dealt wit.h frightening aGpects of the :,;uper-

natural. Allan was interested and delighted to hear of the

1 Alexander Hac Donald , Story and Song from Loch rress-Side
(Inverness: 19l1J). p. 207.
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days of her childhood wh"en the host of some of the ceilidhs

she attended would show attention to the children present by

giving each one a penny, along wi th directions on how to make

it shine like new by polishing it for a long time wi th the

ashes from one of the men's tobacco pipes. Looking back,

she said that it was perhaps an attempt to divert the younger

minds from the topics being discussed by the adults. She and

Allan laughed together as they recalled the times they left

the fireside of a neighbour's home. terrified to venture out

in the dark lest a ghost, witch, "each uisge" [water horse]

would get them on the way home. And although she could not

relate one of the stories she had heard so often, the reality

of the situation in which they were told was of equal import

ance to Allan MacArthur.

On afternoons such as these, Allan would relate history

and lee;end, talk about long-forgotten aspects of rural and

domestic life, and recall old songs of many verses during the

recording sessions. His remarkably clear memory would imme

diately impress his listeners, and many of them would remark

upon this fact. He himself, however, would often apologize

if he could not provide some detail which he wanted to include;

he would feel let down that he was "after forgetting", and

sometimes would shake his head and say that he was trafter get

tine; too old to remember".

Comparing what Allan MacArthur considered to be a l'good

memory" to what most people today regard as the same, it might
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seem that he belonged to another era. Today, nobody 1s

quired to amass facts which he can find 1n easily available

reference books. In the early days of places like the Codroy

Valley, such books were completely unavailable and printed

material of any kind was scarce. There were, however. people

who acted in place of these things; they were living refer-

ence sources of historical facts and legends. This pattern

compares closely with the bardie pattern found in Scotland.

The bar-die tradition itself was partly oral, partly 11 terary J

and the bards were required to have phenomenal memories.

D.S. Thompson cites instances in Scotland where songs have

survi ved through three hundred years of oral transmission

with no assistance of printed texts. 2

\'/hether in Scotland or in Scottish settlements across the

Atlantic, the bearers of this strongly oral tradition dis-

played remarkable qualities:

In general, they were men of hiRh intelligence and
keen minds, passionately interested in tales. Widely
educated in the oral learning of the Gaelic race. 3

Allan MacArthur described his own memory as "the schooling he

got from God". He himself could fit into the rare group of

people described by Kenneth Jackson who, at t.he time, was

writing of Scottish story-tellers:

2 D. S. Thompson, "The Gaelic Oral Tradition", Proceedinr~s
of the Scottish Anthropolor;ical and Folklore Society 5: 1 17.
195Q. p. 3-

3 Kenneth Jackson, "Folktale in Gaelic Scotland". Pro
ceedings of the Scottish Anthropolof'jical and Folklore Society
Vol. IV, No.3, 1952, p. 123-36.
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Their minds were not cluttered with all the r~.iscel

laneous rubbish with which we burden ours. 'l'lc! they
were not 1n the h~hit of pigeon-holine; knowledge

i~ f~eW~~~:dO~g:~~~t:~ ~~t:~e~Ud forgetting it till

In his youth, Allan ~1acArthur grew up to listen to people

of remarkable memory. Notable in this group were his own

mother and grandmother. If one was to be considered a "good

story-teller ll then it would be expected that he would have

that kind of mind which Kenneth Jackson described. By stand-

ards today. perhaps it seems that demands were high. but that

was their tradition--to be good. you had to have an excellent

and well-trained memory. With this kind of background. one

can see why Allan MacArthur felt let down at times, when,

through lack of opportunities to practice, his memory failed

him and did not meet his own standards. Nevertheless, there

still remained considerable material from the entire body of

narrative with which he was once familiar.

In the homes of the Scottish settlers, the story-telling

was always 1n the mother tongue: "We used to have a lot of

that in Gaelic but none in English. II [C872, 71-~8) They had

several kinds of narratives, but Allan MacArthur was of the

opinion that the most popular were historical:

Well, the old people here, especially the Scots,
you know, they would r:ather tor:ether, well it
would he always Gtorlc;. about ~cotlnnd, you 1-:1l0W,
the place they left and how hard it waG fol' them
when they left Scotland ... cam" out to Amerlc:-
Canada, and Newfoundland especially--what a hard
time they had to get along. And some of them you

~ Jackson, nFolktale in Gaelic Scotland", p. 137.
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see they were sorry for leaving Scotland. for al
though they thought it was so hard in Scotland.
they found that it was worse out in America ... a
lot worse.

Some of the historical legends about Scotland and the

times when the emigration took place have already been dealt

with in Chapter IV. This chapter will cover the remaining

kinds of narratives he told; and for the purposes of present-

ation, I have divided the stories in groups, and I shall

precede each one with a suitable title, even although Allan

MacArthur did not assign titles to them himself. Following

each of the stories will be a reference to the motifs incor-

porated in the texts, with occasional references to parallels

in other sources of narratives.

Adventure

In the early days, piracy was a topic around which sev-

eral stories were told "because Newfoundland was full or

pirates at one time." (C872, 71-48] The pirates plundered

many ships around the coastal waters, and it was said that

they sometimes used to bury money obtained in their escapades.

(They buried the money] around Newfoundland in
places, and over around Cape Breton too) and Nova
Scotia and those places. But Newfoundland used
to be a wonderful place for pirates but. not so
much as Nova Scotia and those places, because
they'd have to come so far. you see, Spain, and
from places like that.

[c872. 71-48J
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It was also said that there were people who had found pirate

money:

But you t d never find out. If they eat pirate money
you'd never find out ... Well, I don't know \'lhy ...
they had that kind of a way. you see--thelr minds.
you see. Well another thing, their word was their
oath, you see; not so today--the word is not good
today. You can I t depend on a person telling you
anything, but at that time if they'd find out you
were telling lies they had no more use for you.

[c872, 71-48]

Allan MacArthur remembers hearing stories about people who had

dreams of finding treasure but he was unable to tell any story

of this as he had forgotten. There was one pirate legend

which he did recall clearly.

The Pirate Ship

In the Gut Q'eanso. there was one time a ... there
was a pirate ship came in, you know, for shelter.
And she stole before that; she plundered a ship
and killed all except the bo'sun boy--probably he
might have been around fourteen or sixteen. And
they kept him with them; he was a 'l'londerful smart
boy, and the pirate kept him with him. And there
was one time ... off the coast on the Nova Scotia
side, because the Gut A' Canso makes the line
between Cape Breton and Nova Scotia. Anyhow,
they anchored in the Gut 0' Canso i'1here the
schooners used to anchor. Anyhow the pirate came
in and he stayed there; they were resting, you
see. They were after plundering a few ships, and
they had whatever they want, I suppose. And then,
this little boy, he remembered, he was belonged
to Nova Scotia, he remembered that there was one
ship that wasn't far that was anchored, not very
far from the pirate; and you know the tide runs
strong in through the Gut 0' Canso where it! s
blocked off there. But anyhow. this fellow,
little boy, when they'd be down below or busy,
you know, at something, he'd be on deck, and he'd
be always watching the schooner, you see. And
what did he do, but he got a bottle and he wrote
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a note and he Lied a string on t.he uattle, and he
let this string ... he put it where they wouldn't
see it if they would come on deck. He tied it
somewhere, and the string was strong enough so
the bottle would go down to the schooner, you
see. And by gosh, it was only there part of a
day, you see, (it was in the night time, and late
in the evening and early in the morning that he
would use this bottle) but they picked it up.
However, he told them all about that they t'/ere
pirates, you know, where he was, and everything
else. And by cripes, before the pirate got out,
you know, there was. . war came. And by cripes.
and they didn I t know v,hat the boy done, but if
they had he would have been thrown overboard.
But anyhow they caught 'em, and the whole lot of
them was killed. Well that happened in the Gut
0' Canso. And this boy. you know, I don r t know
how much money they gave him. because he went
about it th1 sway. and he got cleared. _He got
saved. They demanded him first. the boy.

[Motifs: R12; surprisingly Thompson does not
include a motif of a message in a bottle; c. f.
R82; R21L 4; Q91; QllL]

The Supernatural

At one time in the Codroy Valley. it was fairly

to hear accounts of supernatural happenings. People spoke of

fairies and witches and ghosts. although one never hears of

them today. The stories were convincing and many involved

first-hand accounts. Talking of the times when people saw

ghosts. Allan I'lacArthur said it was a common thing in the Val-

ley for people to see ghosts. I1 when there was nothing only

people. no post office. no church. no law. no nothing ... but

lots of ghosts!" [C872. 71-48J His mother and grandmother

who had come from Scotland often spoke of incidents which
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that sort of story, and it came over with them." [C872, 71

!l8) Mr. MacArthur did not, however, tell many of these

stories he had heard in his youth, as he felt he could not

do them justice.

Ghost Lights

Several years ago, there used to appear ghost lights at

a place by the north bank of the Grand River Codroy, known

as Gale's Island. These llghost lights" as they were called

appeared after sundown, but no one could explain why they

appeared. Allan MacArthur described his experiences of the

lights:

Many's a time I watched it ... It was in the same
place for years and years. It would stay on the
r;round for a little while first, then you would
see it risine-. ris1np., and it mip::ht p;o up t~'lenty

feet. And then it would burst. like, and it
would shiver again and turn a different colour,
you know, kind of red. and come down to the
ground again. And it would stay on the ground
probably for five minutes, and then when you I d
see it moving again, it would start to get up,
rising up and getting bright. and getting bigger.
It would go so high. But we were 80 used to it,
we didn I t mind. But then it disappeared. after
so many years. Perhaps they used to see it for
twenty-five years, and then it disappeared al
together.

[CB72, 71-481

[Motifs: KIBSS. Illusory lie;ht; c. f. P!l91 Hill
0' the Wisp.)

The Codroy Valley, just like the Hi(';hlands and Islands

of Scotland, had its legends of the "wee folk". It was not,
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however, until Allan MacArthur knew that I was from a back-

ground where fairies were spoken of and often believed in,

that he abandoned his hesitation about re-telling any of the

details about them that he had heard from his mother and

grandmother. Allan did not J after all J wish to put himself

in a situation where there was the slightest possibility of

being ridiculed on account of even talking about the fairies.

He did, however. know several stories of encounters with the

fairies, and he was familiar with the characteristics reputed

to have been attributed to them.

Mrs. MacArthur introduced the topic by describing them

as "little people dressed in green". [C872, 71-48] Her

husband continued:

And they used to live in places under the ground.
Well they wasn! t natural people, I don't think ...
If they Vlould go to a house, you see, and the
i.,oman would give them anything, like oatmeal, and
whatever dish that they would have. when they
would return it there would be a little more in
it than what they got ... My mother used to tell us
a lot about them. And they used to live kind of
underground; I don't think they had houses or
anything ... And once a year they would be shifting
from one place to another, the lot of them.

[C8?2, 71-48J

[~lotifs, F239.4.3; F236.1.6; F211.3; F391.2;
v410; F258.]

Although reputed to be kind beings, the fairies were not

to be meddled with. The people seemed to have a kind of respect

for lhem and would do what was considered to be the wishes of

the fairies lest they might have any undesirable dealings with
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them.

r"lrs. tolacArthur recalled that she had heard that the

fairies sometimes used to steal babies from their cradles:

One woman lost her baby, and she went to look in
the cradle, there \"as something else in its place.
I believe she brought the baby back after a time,
I think.

[C872, 71-48]

(to1otif: F321.1.]

Mrs. r1acArthur did not know how the baby was brought back.

Both she and her husband felt that it \'las mysterious to them

how the fairies behaved. According to Allan MacArthur:

They say they used to take babies like that, you
know. out of the cradle, \'lhatever they used to
do wi th them, of course, I guess they wouldn't
be able to live with them, the fairies anyway.

It would appear from all accounts that Allan MacArthur's

mother often spoke of the fairies to her children. The fear

of being stolen by the fairies was a useful threat to keep

her children well behaved. ~rs. MacArthur recalled that:

"She [Allan's mother] used to tell the children to be good

or the 'sitheachan' [fairies] would come and steal them. itS

[C872, 71-48] A fear or respect for the fairies was not some-

thing only belonging to her children, for old Mrs. MacArthur,

Allan's mother. demonstrated that she also had consideration

5 Far from being peculiar to the Codroy Valley or the
Scots in Newfoundland, the controlling of children's behaviour
by verbal threats of this kind is found in many l:ewfoundland
settlements, as discussed at length by John D.A. Widdowson in
"Aspects of Traditional Verbal Control: Threats and Threaten
inr; Figures in Newfoundland Folklore." (Ph.D. thesis: Mem
orial University of Newfoundland, 1972).



for the fairy folk:

I used to hear my mother saying that when they used
to he milking the cows in the cow-yard, that they
would spill some over in places so that the fairies
could pick it up.

[C872, 71-48]

While Allan MacArthur did not say why people spilled milk foI'

the fairies, there is evidence that the same thing also Oc-

ct!:"red in Scotland. Donald A. MacKenzie states that of .fer-

ing milk and meal were supposed to appease the fairies. and

that when it was spilled on the ground it was supposed to

reach them .in their subterranean homes. 6

As far as I could ascertain, fairy music which was often

spoken about in Scotland, was something which was not heard

of in the Codroy Valley. No-one seemed to have heard of'

fairy musicians or singers, but Allan MacArthur brOUght to

mind one complete story he had heard in his youth about some-

one who had had an encounter wi th the fairies:

The Fairy Lover

Itls about a girl. .. they [the fairies] were
shifting anyhow, and there was a girl who hap
pened to see one of them, and she took an awful
liking to him; well, they wouldn't be coming back
till a year's time, back to where they left. the
same place. And this girl, you know, she was
giving up the world and everything else. And at
last she went to a person that use to advise-
they say there was people like that there--what
to do, and she told a story about this fairy man,
and she wanted some advice what was the best
thing to do, and he told her that they would be

6 Donald A. MacKenzie, Scottish Folklore and Folk Life
Studif>5 1n Race, Culture and Tradi tion. (London and Glasgow.
1935.) p. 208.
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coming back, to remember the day that she seen
him with the rest. and 1n a year" s time. go in
the same place and take an apple w1th her. Hell
anyhow. this gave her more courage, you see, and
he told her "He '11 speak to you. 11

And he said: "Take an apple, and when you
sees him, split the apple in two. and you hold
one half and pass him the other half. It Hell now,
that happened; he looked at her and he spoke to
her ... r can't tell the rest [in English], but
anyhow he told her that he wasn I t belonged to
this world, a living person in this world, and
he said = 1 Tha m! fa' n dreann fhuarach; eha teid
m' fhuasgladh a flathanas' thubhairt e. Agus shin
e dhith am pios ubhal air as ... ["I am under
another power; I cannot be set free from the
other world, n he said. And he handed her back
the piece of apple.]

iolhat was his name? St. Lucifer, was it,
that fell out with God? And they say that prob
ably they [the fairies] were some of that tribe,
you see. Idell, we don't knOl'l what happened, if
the likes of that ever happened, that they were
drove out of Heaven because they were jealous
with God, and he [Lucifer] was turned out, and
there was a lot of them followed him. Now that I s
only stories that I heard ... But he gave her to
understand that he wasn ' t of this world natur
ally, and he passed her the half of the apple
back. Of course, it could be true, and it could
be only a story. She never got him. And she
forgot all about him after that--she was like
she was before she ever saw him.

[c872, 71-48]

[Motifs, F235. 3; F301; F301.1; F301. 7; 01905.2;
A63. 5.]

Although the theme of a fairy lover was fairly common in

Scotland,7 surprisingly MacEdward Leach did not come across

it in Nova Scotia. In his "Celtic Tales from Cape Breton",

he stated that: "There are, however, few long tales of the

fairy and no fairy mistress or lover tales. ,,8 It is probably

7 To cite one example of the many that exist, James Hac
Dougall and George Calder ~n Folk Tales and Fairy Love in
Gaelic and English. (Edinburgh, 1910), p. 133 ff.

8 MacEdward Leach, llCeltic Tales from Cape Breton"
Studies in Folklore. (Indiana, 1957) p. 52.
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more likely that there were examples at least in the early

days of the Scots in Cape Breton, which Leach unfortunately

did not come across while collecting among the Gaelic-speaking

people there. More significantly) however. this only serves

to emphasize all the more how Gaelic narratives, such as the

few cited here. tend to disappear completely through lack of

use of the language and consequently the telling of the

stories 1n the mother tongue of those who heard them from

their youth.

The idea of the fairies being fallen ang('ls is one which

was widespread allover Scotland and, as Alexander Carmichael

shows In his Carmina Gadelica (Vol II, pp. 352-53). There

are also many other references to this motif In much of the

literature about Scottish narrative and fOlklore. 9

Allan MacArthur's actual narration of "The Fairy Lovern

confirmed the impression that he \'las telling his stories in a

situation quite different to what he once knew. He had never

heard this, or other stories in English, nor was he himself

accustomed to narrating an English version of it. It was,

therefore, natural for him to quote the words of the fairy

lover in the language spoken by the fairies that he had heard

about, namely the Gaelic.

In the same story-telling session, Allan remembered

another of his mother's ler;ends, a story about one of the

9 Two additional examples can be found in: Hugh t-1iller,
Scenes and LePjends, (Cinncinati, 1851), Chapter V, and Donald
A. MacKenzie, Scottish Folklore and Polk Life, (London and
Glasgow, 1935), p. 224.
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MacCrlmTnon pipers. Havlne already used his mother tont~uc for

part of the legend of "'fhe Fairy Lover. 11 he was transpo~ted

back into the story-telling situation 'tJhich was familiar to

him, and he told this next one entirely in Gaelic. An inter-

esting, if not amusing incident i'ollowed: Dr. Halpert hap-

pened to be there at the time. and, sho\'ring his enthusiasm

for the story (even although his reactions throughout the

Gaelic narration were such that Allan did not notice whether

he spoke the language or not) he asked Allan MacArthur if he

would mind re-telling the same story in English. Happy to

oblige. as he recognized Dr. Halpert I s obvious interest. he

said that it might be a little difficult for him. but he

would be glad to attempt it nevertheless. The following is

the English version of the story that we had just heard in

Gaelic:

The MacCrimmon Piper

'Se'n uamh 's e'n uamh a dh'abras mise ri
IItunnel" [funnel?] .. well that means it's dug
under the ground. [It's a cave, it's a cave
that I call a tunnel ... ] And they had places
like that in Scotland. \olell they used to go
a-hide in those places in time of war of if you
did a crime or anything and you want to run
away. Well you wouldn't have to do much in
Scotland at that time. sure you'd be killed.
If you steal, you'd be hung--that Itlas the rule
in Scotland one time. for that. If you do any
forr:ery, you'd be hung for that. And they had
to have places, you know, proper ... aite anns
a I mhonadh [places in the moors ]--they' d have
placen (sic) for to go a-hide. And perhaps
they I d be years there before they I d be found.

\<lell, this is something like this. An
uamh, mar tha Uamh Chreang--bha i cho sean Uamh



Chreang. r S bhiodh na piobairean. bhlodh na daoine
air son fhaighinn a mach de cho fad a chaidh a'
cladhach bho'n talamh anns an fhuaradh IS cha
d' fhuair iad a mach riamh bho I n a I thoisich iad air
falghinn a mach air's aileamh nam beothaichean
fiadhaich a bhiodh a faighinn ann. Dh I fheuch
piobairean 1'i faighinn a mach r s bhi theas 'g a
marbhadh, na beothaichean a bh' ann bhiodh lad a
marbhadh nam piobairean 's dh' fheumadh lad a r

phiob a' chumail air falbh cho fad I s a bhiodh an
fheodhainn air thalamh gu h-ard, gun cluinneadh
iad a phiob agus IS e HacCriomain a fear mu
dheireadh a' dh' fheuch. agus chaidh esan na b I fhaide
na chaidh gin de r n fheodhainn eile. agus rinn e sin.
choinnich e na beothaichean a bhlodh a I marbhadh
nan daolne, choinnich e pairt dhiubh sin. 's chuir
e port air a ' phiob--rinn e fhein am port, "Cha till
MacCriomain. Cha till mi tuilleadh,lI ap-us thuig
iad, an fheodhainn a bha coiseachd air an talamh.
thuig lad am port mu dheireadh-- "Nach truagh mi
fhein (;un trl lamhan; da lamh 's a' phlob, da lamh
IS a' phiob. da lamh r sa' phiob IS lamh I s a r

chlaldheamh.
[Well. this is something like this. The cave.

as the Creang Cave, it was so old the Creang Cave,
and the pipers, the people tried to find out how
far into the ground the cave went, but they never
did discover this on account of the wild beasts
that were there. Some pipers tried to find out.
and they were killed; the wild beasts that were
there used to kill the pipers. they had to keep the
pipes going so that the people above on the ground
could hear the pipes. and it was MacCrimmon who i ..as
the last one to try. and he went further in than
any of the rest, and he did that. he met the beasts
that killed the people. He met some of them and
played a tune on the pipes--he composed the tune
himself IIMacCrlmmon will not return, I will return
no more ll

• and they understood, those who were walk
ing on the ground. they understood the tune at last-
"Hopeless am I without three hands; two hands on
the pipes. two hands on the pipes. and one hand on
the sword. II ]

But he couldn't keep the pipes going and kill
the animals. you lmow. And if he had the third
hand. you know. he could use the sword, you see keep
the pipes 13oinG. And shorLly after that, the pipes
faded away. Well. he was killed. you see. and never
returned. He was killed. and I think they gave up
trying then. because there was a few pipers, you
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know, lost their lives into it.

[c872, 71-48; transcribed and translat.ed by Mrs. G. Bennett]

[Motif" F757; c.r. F402.6.4.1; c.r. 815.7.1;
N773; K551.3.5.l

The story of a piper exploring a cave inhabited by wild

beasts is one which was widespread in Scotland. In the Skye

version, the piper is one of the fJlacCrimmons, hereditary

pipers to the NacLeods of Dunvegan. In his book, The High-

~, W. L. Manson devotes an entire chapter the theme

of pipers in enchanted caves, with his version from the Isle

of Skye closely resembling the legend told by Allan MacArthur. IO

This particular story is also a fine example of a legend

...thich would have been followed by a song, if not by the pipe

music also, and the ceilidh that Allan MacArthur knew in his

youth was the ideal setting for all three. Unfortunately, by

the time I recorded his version of the legend, he had since

forgotten the song, and he himself had never played the part i-

cular lament on the pipes, even though he remembered his uncle

doing so. I was particularly fortunate, then, on a previous

occasion when Allan had spoken of the MacCrimmons, to have had

both of my parents with me to complete the setting of his dis-

cussion of these great pipers. My mother sang for Allan the

song nCumha MhicCriornain TT (MacCrimmon r s Lament) which has in

its chorus the words contained in Allan I s story: nCha till

MacCrioman. Cha till eni tuilleadh [cha till e tuille]l1, and my

10 W.L. Manson, The Hie;hland Bar:pipe: Its History, Lit
erat.ure, and Music (Paisley, 1901) Chapter XVII, with t.he Skye
version pp. 248-49.
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father followed it with t..he play1nt5 of one of the MacCrlnunon

pibrochs. [C868, 71-48]

Indians as Witches

At one time, it was said that there were witches 1n the

Codroy Valley. The people had a fear of being witched and

would at all costs avoid any situation which they thought

might lead to such a thing happening. According to Allan

~tacArthur, the old people used to talk about witches, and

they believed that some of the Indians who lived in the Val-

ley had the power of witching. Mrs. l'lacArthur recalled that

"there was old squaws here that used to witch people." Allan

MacArthur said that those Indians who had the power would

witch anyone lI!f you refuse them or make them mad or any-

thing." [C872. 71-48] When asked how the Indians would witch.

Mr. MacArthur replied:

Well. there's nobody knows; they'd never tell any
body else. that was a secret among themselves. you
see. And some of them were ... had more power to do
it than others. you see, that's the way; they were
afraid of one another, you know. when it comes to
that. 'cos there was some of them they could witch
worse than others, you see ..• But all of them couldn't
do it, but there was some who could witch you, but
not all of them.

Varying circumstances led to people being witched. but it

is evident that the Indians did not like to be interfered with:

Well. if you were in the woods. the white people,
if they were in the woods or out close to them
(the Indians) when they'd be deer hunting or hunt
ing wild game like that, well they could witch
your gun so that your gun could fire but you wouldn't
kill nothing. and things like that, you see.

[c872, 71-48]

[Motif, G265.8.3.1.1.]
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'I'he Indians were also known to have the power to witch animals,

as shown by one story told by Allan HacArthur 1n which he also

described some of the features of the way of life of the Cod-

roy Valley Indians:

Well, I tell you, some of them ... well there ....'asn I t
many who could witch you in my time, but now.
they used to make baskets, that's what they lived
off J making baskets all the time and making butter
tubs and things like that. The Indians, they used
to live along, live along clear of white people,
and ... well, when the trade started around, they
used to make baskets and go down to Port aux
Basques and sell them. Well> if they! d come across
here and they wanted to go to Little River Station,
we used to call it then [now St. Andrew's]. with
a load of baskets and they'd want for you to drive
them over, well if you would refuse them, you know,
they could witch your horse, you see, that probably
he'd be cripple for a while, or something like that.
Well, that happened here all right, more than once.
yes. But according as they were dying out, you
know, this was giving out. Well, now today it's
no use to mention anything like that, you know;
nobody'd believe you that they could do those
things.

[Recorded on November 13, 1970 (1st of 2 tapes);
not accessioned by M.U.N.F.L.A.]

(Motifs' G269.4; G265.4 2; G265.7.J

Wi th the disappearance of the Micmac Indians from the Codroy

Valley in the 1930' s when those who did not die from tuber-

culosis moved to Nova Scotia, the apprehension which the

other settlers of the Valley felt towards them disappeared

also.

Place Lore

Fishermen on the Grand Codroy River, and especially those

experienced in guiding sportsmen in the Valley are usually



familiar with all the local place names. Several guides

still tell the legend of how one fishing- pool along the river

was named after the child of an Indian family who lived there.

Although the legend or the naming of the pool have been given

no particular date, the incident which brought about the name

predates Prowse who published his Guide to Newfoundland 1n

1895, as he has included "r<Tolly Chi~uanay Pool I! on his guide

maps for fishermen on the rivers of t.he Codroy Valley [po 178).

While his spelling is not identical to t.he usual spelling

heard today, it is still the same pool, as his location is ac-

curate.

For many years, Allan MacArthur was one of the Codroy

Valley guides who had a thorough knowledge of the area. Not

only did he tell the legend. but he was quoted by some of the

other guides as being an accurate and reliable source of in-

formation and lore about the rivers. After he spoke of the

Indians who once inhabited the Valley. Allan told this legend

of how the place in question got its name:

Indian Place Name Story

And a family of them lived out there. and there was
one of their children died, and this name they
called them Molli or something like that. And she! s
buried out there somewhere. And they called it
r-101l1chignic, you know. And then the people came
here, they picked up the word and called it lJlolll
chignic; but now they call it Chignic, you see-
well they are leavinG Holli out. \·!p11. .. and the
way they used to spell it first. it was f>l-o-l-l-i
c-h-e-g-e-n-i-c. And it was on account of this
child that died and buried up there ... Well that
may be true and it may be lie. I don't know.
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Nursery Tales

With these few examples of narrative demonstrating the

fact that the story-telling tradition among the Scots of the

Codroy Valley was once very strong. I was content to leave

the folk narrative at this point, accepting the remnants for

wha t Allan had said they represented. His children had a1-

ready told that they did not know even one short version

such as their father had preserved 1n his memory and could

scarcely even remember the topics of the tales.

On the last night of my first summer 1n the Valley. when

the MacArthurs were holding a ceilidh to bid me farewell. I

was very pleasantly surprised "Ihen Allan' 5 son. Frank, laid

down the accordion he had been playing and started to recite

a story which he and his brothers and sisters had heard at

bedtime from their grandmother and father. He immediately

had the attention of the rest of the family. who, ignoring

the fact that the one who used to tell it to them had just

gone upstairs to bed since he was feeling very tired. they

all listened to Frank who told it at a considerable speed.

and wi th such fluency 1n the language that he could only have

had if he had heard the tale many. many times. From the re

actions of the rest of the family. it was obvious that hearine;

this story which they had not heard since their chIldhood

broueht back many pleasant and amusinG memories. For the

purposes of this study. only the English translation of this

cumulative tale is r;iven here. even althoueh Frank told the
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entire story in the Gaelic, and did not himself give any trans-

lation, even to those 1n the company who could not follo'.-I it:

Murchan and Mearchan

Murchan and Mearchan I heard last night how
they went for nuts. Murchan went up into the tree
and as he shook them down, Mearchan 'rlould eat them.
Murchan came down out of the tree. and he asked
Mearchan: "What are you doing now with the nuts?1t

III ate them." said Mearchan.
ttHhat's to be done to you?1t
"A stick that beats it. The ones below came.

A stick that beats it; the ones above came, beat
ing my bottom. T!

"Where will I get a stick?tt
llWhere is the stick?"
ttWhere are you going?11 said the stick.

nuts. ;;A stick to beat Mearchan who has eaten my

"Oh, you won't get me,ll said the stick, rrunti]
you get an axe that will cut me. rr

He came to the axe. ItHhere are you going?'!
said the axe.

"An axe that will cut a stick, that will beat
Mearchan, who has eaten my nuts. t!

"Oh you won I t get me," said the axe, "until
you get a stone that will grind me. II

He came to the stone. rrWhere are you going?"
said the stone.

"A stone that will grind an axe, an axe that
will cut a stick, that will beat Mearchan who has
eaten my nuts."

"Oh, you won't get me," said the stone, "until
you get water that will wet me."

He came to the water. rrHhere are you going?"
said the water.

tl'\Ilater that will wet a stone, a stone that
will grind an axe, an axe that will cut a stick,
that will beat Mearchan who has eaten my nuts. 11

"Qh, you won't e;et me, rr said the water, Ituntil
you get a deer that will swim me. rr

He came to the deer. "Where are you going?"
said the deer.

t1A deer that will Si'l'im water, that will wet a
stone, a stone that will grind an axe, an axe that
will cut a stick, a stick that will beat Mearchan
who has eaten my nuts. tt

tlQh, you won't get me,tl said the deer, "until
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He came to the butter. llWhere are you going?"
said the butter. II

"Butter that will go on a hound, a hound that
will run a deer, a deer that will swim water,
water that will wet a stone, a stone that will
r:rind an axe, an axe that will cut a stick, that
will beat Mearchan who has eaten my nuts. 11

nOh, you won't get me, It said the butter, "until
you get a mouse that will scrape me. 11

He came to the mouse. "Where are you going?"
said the mouse.

"A mouse that will scrape butter. butter on
a hound's feet. a hound that will run a deer. a
deer that will swim \'/ater, water that will wet a
stone. a stone that will grind an axe. an axe that
will cut a stick, that will beat Mearchan who has
eaten my nuts."

"0h, you won't get me," said the mouse, "until
you get a cat that will chase me."

He went to the cat. llHhere are you going?"
said the cat.

"A cat that will chase a mouse, a mouse that
will scrape butter, butter on a hound's feet, a
hound that will run a deer, a deer that will swim
water, water that will wet a stone, a stone that
will grind an axe, an axe that will cut a stick,
that will beat Mearchan who has eaten my nuts."

"Oh, you won't get me,!! said the cat, "until
you get a drop of milk from the stable boy over
there. "

He came to the stable boy. "Where are you
going?ll said the stable boy.

"A fire for the stable boy, that 1'1111 burn
the cow, hay for the cow, that will give a drop
to the cat, a cat that will chase a mouse, a mouse
that will scrape butter, butter on a hound's feet,
a hound that will run a deer, a deer that will
swim water, water that will wet a stone, a stone
that will grind an axe, an axe that will cut a
stick, that \'1111 beat Mearchan who has eaten my
nuts.

lIGh, you won I t get a wisp of hay for the CO\of
from me until you get a bannock from the housewife
over there that I will eat."

He went where the housewife \'Ias. nWhere are
you goine;?" said the housewife.

nA bannock from the hOllsewife,lI said the
s table boy.

"Hay from the stable boy for the cow, a drop
from the cow to the cat, a cat that 1'1111 chase a

191
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mouoe. a mouse t.hat w.i.ll scrape butter, butter on
a hound I s feet J a hound that will run a deer J a
deer that will swIm water, water that will 'r:et a
stone, a stone that will grind an axe, an axe
that will cut a stick. that will beat Mearchan
who has eaten my nuts."

nOh. you won I t get a bannock from me J" said
the housewife. ll until you take this sieve that
you will lift up and down 1n the brook. and that
you will get full of water. II

He went down towards the brook. "Where are
,vou going?" said the brook. But anyway, he took
the sieve with him. He went down to the brookj
he filled the sieve with water. The sieve
wouldn't hold a drop. A bie eagle came over his
head. "Rub soft bottom on it. rub soft bottom
on it.!! He rubbed soft bottom on 1 t. and the
sieve wouldn! t hold a drop.

A big raven came over his head. "Rub stiff
red clay on it, rub stiff red clay on it." He
rubbed stiff red clay on it. He picked up a sieve
full. He filled the sieve full of water, and he
took the water and gave it to the housewife, and
he got a bannock from the housewife, and he gave
the bannock to the stable boy. He got a wisp of
hay from the stable boy and he gave it to the
cow. He got a drop from the cow; he gave it to
the cat, and the cat got it. The cat chased the
mouse that scraped the butter; butter for the feet
of the hound; hound that ran the deer; deer that
swims water.; water that wets stone; stone that
grinds axe. And it happened to Mearchan--like his
bottom turned red.

[c8g8, 71-48; transcribed and translated by Lloyd Leland)

[Motifs, Z40; H.1023.2; 8455.3; 8451.5.]

Although Frank did not recite the accumulating repetitions

of the tale with consistent accuracy (such as the point at

which he introduced the deer), his small errors did not de

tract from the entertainment of the tale. None of his family

corrected him when he made slight errors, as they were prob

ably astonished that he could renember it at all, particularly

as he was reciting at such a speed. The tale itself is an
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interesting combination of Type 2030 (The old woman and her

pig) and Type 1180 (carrying water in a sieve). and like all

cumulative tales. it was an amusing game in which the children

had to try and remember all the items in the sequence they

were arranged in the tale. With Allan NacArthur's great

emphasis upon accuracy of the memory, I could not but wonder

if this tale. which his children so obviously enjoyed. was

only one of his methods of exercising their memories while he

entertained them at the same time. If this were in fact his

aim. then he certainly succeeded, as Frank had never recited

it to his own children at bedtime (since his wife had no

Gaelic, they adopted English as the language of their home;;

lor had he heard it since his own youth, when occasionally

his father used to ask him to tell it to his younger brothers

and sisters as he helped put them to bed.

Apart from the tale, nr.:u~chan and Hearchan", which re

quired memorization more like the process employed in learning

a poem or a song, other narratives, all legends, only required

an interested audience who wanted to hear of the stories that

were handed down from generations gone before. With the ab

sence of this, however. the memory of the stories had faded

considerably, and Allan MacArthur no longer felt that he did

justice to all the stories that he had once heard and repeated

so often at the ceilidhs of his younr,cr days.

Allan r-1acArthur's reputation for being a very good story

teller was well-known in the Codroy Valley. He was continually
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fact, the year after his death in 1971 when I did additional

fieldwork, I asked several people I had not previously met if

they knew much about local Codroy Valley history and legend.

Usually, they expressed regret that they could no longer

direct me to the person whom they had always regarded as be

ing an authority on these topics, Allan MacArthur.

It paradoxical then, that if one reads the tran-

scribed texts of his stories, those contained here,

if one were to listen to the recordings of the same narratives,

he might even be of the opinion that Allan MacArthur's reputa

tion seems undeserved. The reader or listener finds that the

texts lack fluency; the narrator often back-tracks, is repeti

tive and hesitant, and consequently much concentration is

often required to follow the story. Undoubtedly, this occurred

because these occasions Allan MacArthur was relating his

stories in English, a language in which he had never heard

these stories told. Not only did he have to think in English

about sUbjects which, for him, belonged to the Gaelic, but he

was required to present an account in English as accurately

as he could. Constantly aware that much of the original

ing and vitality is lost in translation, Allan MacArthur faced

an almost impossible task. He frequently searched for English

idioms which might come close to what he would have said in

Gaelic. When English failed completely to provide .../ords which

were adequate, then he would revert to Gaelic to give the true
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picture of the story.

In the narrative texts contained 1n this study, it is

noticeable that the phrases "you knowTT and ll you see" are

found frequently throughout. In the Gaelic texts on the

other hand. there is not equivalent to such phrases. In

Gaelic, there is no need of them. In English. however, the

narrator faces a linguistic barrier, and the insertion of

these phrases allows him a brief moment's thought on how to

overcome this barrier.

Yet if the reader of these texts might have little

interest in Allan MacArthur's style as a story-teller, this

certainly was not the case with those present while he was

actually telling his legends, even those in English. Undoubt

edly, some of his audience had heard him tell stories in

Gaelic on many previous occasions, but even .for them his re

putation remained unchanged when he narrated in English. Many

young people who thought of him as a good story-teller relied

upon the judgement of their elders who had told them this in

the first place, and while they may not have understood some

of the reasons behind his style of narrating in English, they

had respect for his great memory, his ability, and his reput

ation. The reader or listener's ability to perceive Allan

MacArthur! s style is handicapped in that he completely mlsse:;

out on watching the performance. This was sornethinr; 1tlhlch

was heavily weighted in his favour as far as remaining a " good

story-teller" was concerned. He had the gift of being able to
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hold his audience with his facial and vocal expressions which

set the mood for his stories and varied according to changes

within the stories. He could become quite intense at a part

of a story which felt that "'Jay to him, and the audience would

be drawn into this also. He was not purposely trying to

dramatize his story; rather, he became so completely involved

that it seemed as if he were transported back into the story-

telling situation introduced to him by his mother, when all

the elements of the narratives, natural or supernatural, could

have been as real as life.

In this collection of Scottish narratives from the Codroy

Valley, it is noticeable that no very long legends or folktales

are found such as one finds in many of the older Scottish and

Irish collections. As Stith Thompson pointed out: "A tale

need by no means be complex in order to form a strong tradi

tion~lll and the tradition certainly seems to have been strong

in the days when the language flourished among the Codroy

Valley Scots.

There is. of course, no way of knowing just how long the

narratives told by the first settlers were, if in fact they

brought with them any of the very long tales such as were pop

ular in the seventeenth. eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries.

Comparing story-telling in Scotland today to the days when

Campbell of Islay did his collect:i.ng, Kenneth Jackson makes

the comment that folktale "was dying out in Campbell ' s t:i.me

11 Sti th Thompson, The Folktale. (New York. 1951), p. 188.
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nearly a hundred years ago"; 12 he also considers that t.he

lengthy tale is next to extinct and only abbreviated versions

surv!ve.

Jackson has also suggested that the loss of interest 1n

the old legend and folktale 1s in part due to the two World

Wars. The young men who might otherwise have been continuing

the tradition of hearing. and later telling the stories of

their forebearS were then occupied with the new activities

of the wars. Although I obtained no actual statistics. it

1s certain that many of the young men of the Codroy Valley

were 1n the services during the two wars. Several of them

spoke of the time they spent overseas during the Second World

War, and they frequently related incidents. mostly referring

to civilian encounters. Some were amusing~ others described

what seemed to them to be strange customs or manner of speech.

Doubtless. this might have influenced the kinds of narratives

being told in the Codroy Valley. but it seems likely that the

greatest single influence on changing the status quo was the

increased communication--roads, railway. telephone, radio.

and television. This led to the use of English as the language

common to all people inside and outside of the area. The most

drastic and final change then followed; once the ins trument of

passing on the traditions. namely the Gaelic. was on a rapid

decline, then so also was the frequency of relating the narra

tives. Finally. in the space of a generation. the custom of

12 Jackson. "Folktale In Gaelic Scotland". p. 23.
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story-tellinp; was altered until it reached the st.aGe at which

it was when the recordings were made during the fieldwork for

this study in 1970.

The oldest people living in the Codroy Valley today often

express a sadness that the way of life there has changed so

drastically from what they once knew. Most of these changes

have taken place during the last three decades, and while they

welcomed certain changes that made life easier, they also re

cognized that modernization has its drawbacks. The coming of

electricity 1n 1962 opened the door to new ideas on how to

make so-called improvements on their way of life; it certainly

let in new methods of making the work much easier and quicker,

but this open door also allowed many of the old ways to be

pushed out altogether.

~ It is t.he loss of many of these traditional ways that is

now lamented by the old folk, for they realize that their

ideas of social life in the Valley have been replaced by others

in which they cannot participate, or which they do not under

stand. And not the least of their losses has been the disap

pearance of their once strong tradition of story-telling at

the ceil1dh where their excitement was not programmed by a

national television network telecastinr. today's violence 1n

technicolor. It was rather the delights of the imagination

that could transport the listeners back into history, or to

the realm of the supernatural or into an incredible adventure-

all of this and more, aided only by the warmth of a hearth and

good company.



CHAPTER IX

TRADITIONAL FOOD AND DRINK

This and the next chapter will deal with selected aspects

of material culture in the traditional way of life in the Cod

roy Valley. It will begin in the kitchen where most activities

were centered, and although crafts such as leatherwork, cob

bling, skate-making, tailoring, and wool working were also

done there, this chapter will only cover the daily kitchen

chores of the preparation of food and drink. I was fort.unate

that the greater part of the chapter which deals with food

had the personal vetting of Mrs. MacArthur who read ove!' what

I had written and made corrections only two months before her

death.

The domestic life of the Scottish settlers in the Codroy

Valley was, for the most part, a carry-over of the way or

life 1n the Scottish Highlands in the mid-1800's, except for

several changes made to suit the conditions of the new country.

To begin with, the houses were timber framed rather than

stone built. The house in which Allan MacArthur spent most

of his life was one of the many built at the turon of the

century by carpenters from Cape Breton. [Plate X] It was

a two-storey house with a large kitchen and a sitting room,

or lithe room ll as it was called (See Chapter VII] taking up
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the ground floor. It had stairs leading from the small hall

way opposite the front door to the four upstairs bedrooms

which had low walls. sloping ceilings, and dormer-type windows.

The outside of the house had elaborately carved door and win

dow mouldings J perhaps a mark of the days when tradesmen took

time and care to finish their work 1n the neatest way they

could. The chimney J set against the back of the house and

between the kitchen and "the room" J was built by Allan Mac

Arthur's grandfather who, when he emigrated. was a stonemason

to trade. and according to his grandson "could build any kind

of a chimney", [C879. 71-48)

This same style of house which was popular at that time

still be seen in the Cod roy Valley though it is not as

much in evidence there as it is today in Cape Breton. The

MacArthur's home, while basically still the same structure,

has been altered to a central chimney home by adding on a

very large kitchen at the back of' the house, and upstairs

above this, two bedrooms with a small "box room" in between.

At the same time, the roof was removed, the upstairs walls

were raised to eliminate the original dormer-windows, and

wi th the walls of the new extension and those of the part

that was already in existence all at the same level, the

house was roofed. [Plate IV 1n Chapter III) With seven

rooms upstairs, then, one was turned into a bathroom. Mrs.

MacArthur made two entries in her notebook of events which

related to their newly renovated house: "Started building the
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new kitchen June 21st. 1948;" and "Had dinner in it July Ist."

This newer style of house, which was the popular style of the

1940's, is prevalent in the Valley today among the two-storey

older houses.

The running of the household was solely the work of the

woman of the house, although decisions to purchase food and

clothing for the family usually required her husband's approv

al. A family would deal at one of the Valley's general stores,

such as A.D. MacIsaac's at Upper Ferry or his brother, Duncan

MacIsaac's at Little River, (later St. Andrew's).

In the late autumn of each year, the winter supplies were

boue;ht from the store, and these had to last at least until

May, when spring came. Although the store remained open all

winter, there were several reasons for "buying in for the win

ter". First of all, the autumn brought an extra earning poten

tial to the people of the Valley for they would have gathered

in a harvest of blueberries, partridge berries, marsh berries,

and bakeapples which could be sold to the merchant or, more

likely, used for credit on purchases made. For this same pur

pose, the merchant also accepted vegetable crops, and Mrs.

MacArthur mentioned that many families, including her own,

exchanged butter and eggs along with knitted mitts and socks.

These commodities, like the berries, were shipped out of

the area to markets known to the merchant or occasionally re

sold locally. Secondly, buying in supplies before the onset

of winter also eliminated the possibility of a family being
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Allan MacArthur described, when even a horse could not eet

throueh the road for the deep drifts of In weather

conditions like that, if someone in the area needed a priest

or a doctor, a group of men would work together to shovel the

road in order to let a horse and sleigh get through.

Mrs. MacArthur recalled a typical list of provisions she

would buy to feed her family for the winter. Among the items

bought were: a 50 lb. sack of beans, a box of raisins and a

box of prunes with about 10 Ibs. of fruit in each, a 5 gallon

keg of molasses, a 100 lb. sack of coarse Scotch oatmeal, a

100 lb. sack of table corn meal, seven or eight 100 lb. bags

of flour, a 100 lb. bag of sugar, a 100 lb. sack of onions,

five or more 10 lb. chests of tea, a 200 lb. barrel each of

salt turbot, salt cod, and salt herring, and a 200 lb. barrel

of salt beef. The flour was sold in strong cotton bags, and

the sugar came in a thin cotton bag which was packed inside

a strong paper bag. Mrs. MacArthur added that she didn't

like to buy very much tea from the local store because she

"didn't like the tea they used to have; it was cheap tea they

had, and it smelled like hay boiling on the stove." Instead,

she used to wait for an opportunity of buying some from

Channel (Port aux Basques). [From a telephone interview, Feb

ruary, 1974, and also from conversation in November, 1974.

My mother, hearing this description, said that the large

quantities of flour and meal and the trading of butter and
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eggs at t.he st.ore reminded her of her own childhood during

the 1920's and 1930's.

Since most families required such large quantities of

provisions from the store. it was not surprising that many

found it difficult to pay and, as a result, four.d themselves

bound to the general merchant by an almost perpetual debt.

There was a system of credit which Mrs. MacArthur described;

"The shopkeeper used to mark it [the amount owed] down, so

you wouldn I t have to pay all at once. They I d keep it in the

books, and whenever you'd have so much [money or exchangeable

goods] you'd always have to give it to them, and you'd never

have any to spare." [Written down during a conversation in

November, 1974] In spite of this, the people in the Cod roy

Valley still considered that they were a lot more fortunate

than most Newfoundlanders, for they were better able to use

their land to produce crops, livestock, and dairy produce

than the people liVing in other parts of the Island.

Mrs. MacArthur added: llwe used to have our own meats

salted a8 there was no way of keeping it fresh then. We used

to kill a pig that would weigh over 260 lbs. [Plate XIX] and

salt it, and also a couple of sheep, and salt that." [Quoted

from a letter from ~trs. MacArthur, February 11, 1974]

When slaur;htering animals, there were certain traditions

which have always been followcd and which ,U'C still kcrt.. by

most people to this day. A pig was always slaughtered two or

three days after the new moon "because the pork will taste
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Pig killed for the winter.



better and the meat won't shrink when you cook it. ll (tofrs.

HacArthur. November. 197~] This truth was demonstrated to

me by one of the MacArthurs who had just killed a pig. His

wife was frying some of the pork and showed me that it did

not shrink; she pointed out, however, that they had once

killed the pig at the wrong time, and it "just went away to

nothing in the pan". The Scottish people in the Valley have

never saved any of the pig's blood when slaughtering, but

the French people did so and used it for blood puddings.

When asked why the Scottish did not save it. Mrs. MacArthur

said thai she did not know. but a woman of French background

made the comment that the Scots would not save it because

they said that the Devil went through it. The French also

ate the pork liver while the Scots discarded it. They seemed

to give no reason for t.his. except for the fact that this is

what the old people always did; and so. for this same reason.

they continued to eat the liver of the lamb and beef and some

of the game animals. discard all kidneys of all animals. dis

card pig's head while they cooked sheep's and cow's head. but

they ate the hearts of all these animals.

Although they made all their own butter in the summer,

they could not do so in the winter when the cows went dry.

Mrs. MacArthur commented that there was no such thing as marg

arine 1n those days. "only the good butter". and in order to

keep the family supplied. they had to salt a tub or two of

butter containing about twenty-five or thirty pounds. "Hhen
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that was gone. there would be no more butter until the

would freshen in the spring. II

Eggs were also very scarce in winter. for the colder the

weather became the fewer eggs the hens would lay. In the

late autumn, Mrs. MacArthur used to rrput away eggs for the

Christmas baking tt ; then when the New Year had been celebrated,

they would be almost without eggs until Easter. nWhen the

hens would stop laying, we had more eggs till they would

start 1n the spring. We would be saving up for Easter Sunday;

that was the big day. see how many eggs you would eat. John

and George used to eat nine or ten each!" [Quoted from a

letter from Mrs. MacArthur, February II, 1974]

Needless to say, with all these basic supplies purchased

for the winter. the woman of the house was kept busy making

virtually everything the family ate. To the modern-day

housewife. seven or eight barrels of flour seemed an enormous

amount. but it was quickly used up in the baking of bread and

bannocks. "bonnach" or "buttermilk cakes" as they were

times called. Yeast was not among the items bought in the

very early days for there was none available in the Valley.

Instead. they used to use hops to leaven their bread. Allan

t"lacArthur described to me those days:

rlell. we used to u::;e hops. you know. first. when
the yeast wasn't plenty round here ... He u::;ed to
r;row hOps. and then in the fall of the year. we'd
pick off the leaves off them, and pack them uP.
you know, for the winter. Oh yes, \....e used to
grow hops. Well, we could bUy them, you know. in
pound packages. you know. they were packed up 1n
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pound packar;es of hops. you know. and that's what
they used to make the bread of before there was
yeast cake.

[C879, 71-48]

When it came to describing how the hops were actually used in

bread making, he stopped abruptly on realizing he was not sure

of every detail:

Well. by gosh. I can't tell you; they used to put
a little flour in it; Mary knows more about that
than I do.

Mrs. MacArthur gave this description:

Well. we used to boil the hops and then thicken it
wi th a .•. I never made very much of it •.. we put
molasses in it. strained it ... he knows how.

[c879, 71-48]

As it turned out. her husband did know about the method, for

he added a final note:

They used to put a little flour in it and make it
kind of thick, probably fill a gallon jar with
that. and when they'd be goinr; to mix bread. they'd
probably take a cup or a cup and a half of that
and put it in; now. that was as good as yeast.

[c879, 71-48]

With this last comment on the early days of bread making.

the topic was closed. and I concluded that they had told

all they knew on the subj ect. I was surprised, however. over

two years after the death of her husband when I'Irs. MacArthur

asked to hear what I had recorded or written on bread making

in the early days. She listened carefully and then proceeded

to correct my incomplete account as follows:
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\\Ie boiled the hops and strained it. Then boil it
with a cup of molasses or sugar. Add some cooked
mashed potatoes and salt. Boil it on the stove
again, then thicken with flour.

[Written down during conversation, tlovember 19711J

She then commented upon her husband' 5 remark that "that was

as good as yeast" by saying: "No, it wasn't as good. but it

had to do~"

Al though I did not ask Mrs. MacArthur why her description

was more accurate at this point 1n time or why she did not

contribute the information in the first instance. I feel that

there are several reasons for what took place: Mrs. MacArthur

was, in 1970, still questioning the fact that I recorded such

information at all, and occasionally she quietly drew her

husband's attention to the fact that the tape recorder was

on. He in turn silenced her doubts by emphasizing that he

was telling nothing but truths; and if he did not tell it,

then it would be lost. As was the custom with women of her

generation 1n Scotland and in other male-dominated societies,

she accepted her place as a woman, conceding to the better

knowledge and understanding of her husband and refraining

from openly contradicting him even if she knew better. And

finally. after her husband's death, since she immediately

suffered a stroke which partially paralyzed her face and

side, I would conclude that it was not so much a case of her

memory improving but that she saw herself in the role her

husband once held, namely that of tradition bearer. In fact,
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there have been many add! tional pieces of information which

Mrs. MacArthur made a point of telling me during the two years

since her husband I 5 death.

On this same subject of bread makine. I{rs. 1'!acArthur

added that she used to make bread at least twice a week when

all the family were still at home. She would mix the bread

at night. then cover it with a cloth and put coats and sweat

ers on top of it to keep it warm. She would leave it like

this overnight; and by morning. it would be H Up right high ll )

ready to be put into six or eight loaf pans and baked 1n the

oven.

Besides this, the Mac Arthurs also described how some

people used to keep aside a small bun unbaked from one baking

day to use to leaven the bread on the next baking day. This

they called "sour dough".

The Scottish women also made "bonnachs". or "bannocks"

as they were sometimes called in English. These are not

leavened with yeast but with baking powder and are usually

made in large. segmented "rounds" of about ten inches across

and an inch or more high. More recently. most people have

made them in small individual portions cut out with a cup or

glass from the flattened ou t mixture. These "bonnachs" were

probably a carry-over from the Scottish Hi[;hlands and Islands

as they are still common today in many kitchens there. Dur

ing my own childhood on the Isle of Skye. the large "bonnachs"

were a staple food for us. often replacing bread. My grand-
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mother baked large quantities of about eight or ten of t.hem

1n one batch just as the old people. according to Mrs. Mac

Arthur, used to do 1n the Valley.

To those unfamiliar with the "bonnach". it is like a

baking powder bun or buttermilk cake and 1s often called bak

ing powder biscuit by today I s housewife. Mrs. r'lacArthur and

most of the people she knew who matle them did not use a writ

ten recipe for "bonnachs". She said that she made them by

mixing together a four-cup sieve of flour. one teaspoonful of

baking soda, a quarter pound of shortening, and some salt

along with enough sour milk to make the dough. but not too

wet; or, if sweet [fresh] milk was used, she would add two

teaspoons of baking powder besides. This amount would make

one large "bonnach", enough for one meal. She also saw her

mother-in-law baking them on the top of the stove on an iron

griddle, a method which is also common in Scotland. She did

not, however, use the name "griddle scones", common in Scot

land, for this particular variation.

Although I did not ask the MacArthurs what the tradition

al meals were in the Codroy Valley, I ate with them and with

other hospitable informants often enough to assume that over

the five summers I spent there, I had sampled a considerable

number of them. Mrs. MacArthur enjoyed discussing foods and

their preparation and was rer;arded locally as a good cook,

judging by the frequency that I was asked if I knew her various

recipes for different foods whose preparation she was known to
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excel in. lIer daughter, r~argaret, described Mrs. MacArthur

as being quite an imaginative and interesting cook. She not

only made all the traditional foods expected by her family,

but she also introduced several new dishes. She got some of

her "receiptsl~ as she called them, from newspaper articles,

or in the Catholic Digest, and after the family acquired a

radio, she frequently wrote down others from the dictation

of a radio announcer. Even in her last years, she still

maintained this interest 1n cooking.

To me, a Scot living in Newfoundland, the food 1n the

Codroy Valley shows a distinct Newfoundland influence, with

considerable degree of uniformity of cooking habits among the

Scots, French, Irish, and English alike. Favourite Newfound

land cooking practices are part of the day to day menus, such

as boiling, frying, or roasting with salt fat-back pork added

for flavour; boiling vegetables in salt-pickled or corned

beef, usually with cabbage; and t.he popular salt "spare ribs"

boiled with vegetables, frequently turnip greens. Since I

had come across none of these cooking methods in Scotland, I

concluded that this was one area where the Scots, at least,

had adapted their traditional ways to fit the availability of

certain commodities of the New World. I failed to hotice,

however, one interesting observation pointed out to me by a

Newfoundlander, Sidney Shears of Jeffries who worked in a

brush-cut ting camp at Morris I s Brook where Allan r'lacArt.hur

was the cook in the early 1950! s. that the Scots tend to boil
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t.heir cabbage for a much shorter Llme than the avera[~e New

foundlander would. Mr. Shears, who described Allan MacArthur

as a "fine gentleman", said that he lithe first person

ever I cook cabbage for only ten or fifteen minutes--and

was it ever delicious! He were always used to having it com

pletely cooked for an hour at home. II [Noted during conversa

tion, May, 1974]

Al though sheep v,ere plentiful in the Codroy Valley,

there is no sign or mention of the dry salted mutton which

was the main meat dish in the Scottish Highlands and Islands

even when I was growing up in the 1950 r s and early sixties.

Hhen I asked Allan MacArthur about this, he was most inter

ested to knOW how mutton was salted in Scotland, as he had

heard of it. He did, however, point out that there

was no need for such a commodity in the Codroy Valley, for if

they killed a sheep in the winter, they could keep it frozen

simply by storing it in an out-building during the very cold

weather. In fact, he said, there was absolutely no reason

other than choice for them to eat as much salted foods as

they did, SO plentiful was the wild game and fish available

to them. He emphasized the fact that no need ever go

hungry in the Codroy Valley in those days, for they could

kill plenty of hares, rabbits, caribou, and wild birds, and

needed only to go down to the river to catch salmon, trout,

or eels. Besides that. most families killed their mm sheep,

cattle, and pigs. [Field notebook, July 25, 1970] Vlhen they
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oft.en the pickle left over from a barrel of salt meat that had

been already used up.

Dairy produce was in plenti ful supply all of the year

except when the cows went dry during part of the winter. 14ilk-

ing the cows \.,.as the work of the women, just as it used to be

in Scotland. Allan MacArthur often described his mother go-

ing to milk the cows; and judging from the number of times he

repeated his description, I would assume that her approach to

work was aspect of Jessie MacArthur's character which

left a deep impression upon her son:

She never milked a cow without sinp:ing a song, and
the cow would know her, and she had to be very
careful when she'd go in the cow-yard because the
cows knowed her so well, and she I d be singing a
song for every cow she'd milk. And the cows would
come to the gate, you see, and the best ones would
... [be milked first] ... the rest would have .. [to
wait] ..my mother had to milk that one first, you
see.

[C882, 71-48; also references on c872, 71-48;
C872, 71-48; and on several other occasions when
not taped.]

After the cows were milked, the warm milk was poured from

the large milking pails through a sieve covered \...tth muslin

and into big bowls. There it was left Lo cool, and the milk

settled to the bottom while the cream stayed on the surface.

If the cream was required for butter making, it would be

skimmed off the top with a saucer or a big spoon and stored

in a crock until butter-making time. In some places in the

Scottish Highlands and Islands, the milk was skimmed off with
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done.

The butter making was usually done in an earthenware

crock which, depending on the size of the family and the fre

quency of churning, would have been beh.een ten and twenty

four inches high approximately, with capacity varying from

one to five gallons, and varied in shape between the straight

sided with bevelled edge, to the barrel-shaped vessels called

"crannachan" or nmuidhe" by the Codroy Valley Scots. The

crock for churning butter in had a wooden lid that was usually

home made, and there was always a hole about an inch in dia

meter in the centre of the lid. The actual churning was done

with eit.her a flat piece of wood or a cross shape of wood

attached at right angles to a long cylindrical wooden shaft

of eighteen to thirty-six inches long and with a diameter

slightly less than that of the hole on the lid. [Fig. I]

If the cream stored in the crock had become so thick that it

was almost solid, the woman who was churning would add water

to it before she churned. She would then put the long shaft

down in the thick cream, place the lid on so that the shaft

came up through the hole and fitted neatly into the top of

crock, then she would work the shaft up and down rhythmically

until finally it would thicken and butter would be made. Mrs.

MacArthur usually churned once a week in her large butter

churn [Plate XX] with three

up to ten pounds of butter.

four gallons of cream yielding
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~ The wooden I dash~r' used In the churn.

Piate xx

George MacArthur churning butter
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A woman churning would often sing songs of a suitable

rhythm while doing this work. and this was certainly the case

of the MacArthur family. Frequently the children, or whoever

happened to be 1n the house. would take over the churning to

give the woman of the house a rest. or to allow her to get

on with some other household task which required her attention.

When the butter was ready. she would return to the churn to

complete the task. She would take the lid off and take out

the wooden shaft. then wipe off any butter that had gathered

on either one of them and drop it into the crock. She then

drew her hand all around the sides of the churn and through

the buttermilk to gather all the butter into a large mass be

fore removing 1 t i'rom the crock. The new butter then had to

be washed thoroughly in cold water, squeezing it at the same

time, in order to remove all the buttermilk from it. This

had to be done to keep the butter fresh, for any buttermilk

left in new butter would quickly taint it. Often a little

salt was then added to the butter, the amount depending on

individual taste and also on the conditions for keeping it

fresh. Finally, it was shaped into blocks with wooden butter

pats and stored until used.

In more recent years, when butter was plentiful in mid

summer, many people used to sell butter to tourists who

visited the area. Today, :.;here are still many tourists who

call there for butter, but there are only two or three women

left who make it, and they cannot hope to fill the demand that
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still exists for it. Although I have only seen a \'lOoden

pound mold, I was told that the older people used to have

fancy butter pats like the ones used in Scotland.

Prior to the coming of electricity, there was of course

no refrigeration during the summer. Since this season 1s

also the time when the milk yield is highest, there were

large quanti ties of milk which went before it could be

used up. Fortunately, there was no loss as they used to make

the sour milk into tlgruth". or what is called "cottage cheese"

in other areas. About two gallons of sour milk, or sometimes

one gallon of separated skimmed milk with two or three cup

fuls of buttermilk added and left for two or three days to

become thick and sour, was put into a large pot and placed

on the top of the stove, but not over direct heat. It \.,as

left on this warm spot for several hours until it had separ

ated out into curds and whey. The right amount of warmth for

this process was very important, for it had to be kept well

below boiling point; and if the stove had to be heated up in

the meantime in order to cook a meal, then the pot of sour

milk would be removed altogether and set down beside the

stove with just enough heat to keep it warm. The pot full of

curds and whey was then poured through a muslin cloth to

strain it, and the greenish liquid, the whey, was given to

the pig or poured away, I'lhile the white solid, the curds. was

squeezed in the muslin cloth. Salt was then added for flavour

to complete the making of "gruth"j and as a special delicacy,
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it was sometimes mixed with thick cream. 'fhe "gruth" or

"gruth" and cream was spread on freshly baked "bonnach" or

"aran coirce ll
• The latter is often called "oat-cake", and

is made by rolling out a mixture of coarse oatmeal, salt,

baking soda [bicarbonate of soda). butter. and hot water.

baking on top of an iron griddle, then toasting in front of

the fire until brittle and browned.

As far as I know, there is no one in the Valley today

who makes oat-cakes in the traditional manner, for when I

brought some to Allan MacArthur on one occasion, he said

that he hadn't seen them since his mother used to make them

than forty years ago. Mrs. MacArthur said that she had

never eaten them. Perhaps. the introduction of more refined

foods, such as pre-packaged rolled oats which replaced the

sacks of oatmeal has contributed to the change in eating

habits. Only recently I heard the fJlacArthur's son-in-law

ask why he had not seen or tasted "gruth" for many years, and

the reply given by Mrs. MacArthur was that people don I t bother

to milk so many cows any more, and the milk from the ones

that are milked is now kept refrigerated, leaving no great

quantities of sour milk with is needed to make the II gruth."

All the vegetables required for Lhe Valley were grown by

the farmers in the area. Aside from the ext.ensive fields of

fodder crops, settlers had land set aside for the cultivation

of vegetables and sometimes frui t. Allan f1acArthur said that

his family always planted their carrots and other vegetables
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in the "black earth l1 as it produced the finest crops. The

"black earth ll was the very dark. almost black, alluvial de

posits found within two or three hundred yards of the Great

Codroy River. I have watched crops planted there for five

consecutive years and have seen evidence of the wisdom in

choosing this particular soil; every year, they picked from

it and stored in the cool cellar beneath the house enough

carrots. beets. lettuce J cucumber, and sometimes spinach,

marrows, and other vegetables to last (with the exception of

lettuce) till the following year's crops were ready. Turnips.

however, not usually planted there, for they were

planted in such great quantities. since they basic to

most meals. that they required a field solely for their cult

ivation.

Early in the growth stages of' the turnips, the plants

are thinned out, and the greens are eaten as an early veget

able. In a very short duration of time, the turnip fields

yield far more greens than can be eaten by one family; con

sequently, it is not uncommon for people who have no turnip

crop to be invited to help themselves to the greens. This

also helps the farmer, for the person who is picking the

turnip greens for his own use also thins out a portion of the

turnip field. Today some of the local farmers sell turnip

creens throur;h the local l':T'ocery s tares or by means 0 r road

side signs, and many families keep aside enough greens to

preserve in bottles for the winter when fresh vegetables are
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The practice of preserving foods for the winter is one

which has for many years been common to almost all Codroy

Valley ki tchens, regardless of ethnic background. This food

preserving. or bottling. as it is usually called. begins each

year in the early sununer with the turnip greens. Later. when

the bakeapples ripen they are gathered and bottled; and from

this early summer beginnine. the woman of the house can ex

pect to find herself bottling various products until the

onset of winter. One visitor to the Valley. when observing

the busy housewives who were coping with their preparations

for the winter. commented that it was a remarkable feat of

nature that the kitchen was not glutted with produce which

required bottling all at the same time; it was rather the

case that when the bakeapplc crop had all been bottled. then

the wild strawberries were ripe enough to be picked and

bottled. Hhen this task was completed. there was a rather

longer period of time when a great number of children. and

some of the adults besides. took almost every available

kitchen receptacle to pick wild raspberries. This relatively

longer period of time corresponded to the greater quantities

of this particular berry. And so. this continued until

autumn when the wild gooseberries. black currants. choke

cherries. partridge berries. plums. blueberries. and finally

the marsh berries (cranberries) had all been preserved.

have collected no traditional jam or fruit preserving recipes
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from the Valley J as Mrs. MacArthur said that almost all the

jam was made according to the pamphlets given out by the

Jubilee Guild who used to hold meetings in the Valley about

thirty years ago. I suspect that the Jubilee Guild recipes

may have replaced the trad! tional ones.

There were J however, several trad! tional recipes for

bottling various products which have been passed down from

mother to daughter over the years. When all the jam was put

away J there were several vegetable crops which had to be pre-

served. Several families would "put-up" all their small

carrots 1n bottles. but the MacArthurs stored them with the

larger carrots under a fine layer of sand 1n the cellar.

which was under their house. f.lost of the cabbage was also

stored there) stalk up) but there was usually a certain

quantity of cabbage which was pickled and bottled as "Cabbage

ChOW". foirs. MacArthur dictated to me how to make a few bot-

tIes of cabbage chow using the recipe that she had invented;

Shred a large head of cabbage. Put it in a bowl
and add a quarter of a cup of sal t. Cut up six
or seven onions and put them in the bowl also.
Sprinkle with another quarter of a cup of salt
and mix it all up together. Cover the bowl and
leave it overnight. In the morning) pour off all
the brine that will have collected and rinse the
shredded vegetables in cold water to get most of
the salt oCf it. Put it in a pot with eight or
nine cored unpeeled apples sliced up. Add a
quart of vinegar and a quart of water and boil
until it is cooked--about an hour. Get about
half a cup of flour and about a teaspoon of tur
meric and a teaspoon of dry mustard, and a shake
of salt) and a teaspoon of celery salt, and mix
all together with water--just as you do when
making gravy. Add this to the hot mixture on the
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stove. and stir. Boil it for a little while until
it thickens, and watch it in case it burns. Pour
the chow into hot bottles and put the covers on
tightly and store--you don't need to seal the jars.
as they will keep just like that ll

[Noted in field notebook during conversation with
Mrs. MacArthur, November, 197 JI. ]

Most families with vegetable gardens also preserve pick-

led beets, and depending on the family, the recipe varied.

Just as the bottling of garden produce was coming to an end,

the housewife was usually faced with the task of bottling

moose meat. The moose and caribou hunting seasons generally

began in the early autumn, and before the days of refrigera-

tion. the only way they had to keep that meat was to bottle

it. trlhile most of the families in the Valley today are able

to deep freeze meats, Mrs. MacArthur recalled the days when

everyone bottled moose, caribou, rabbits. chicken, ducks. or

whatever wild meat they had and needed to preserve. She said

that there was one standard method which was used for all the

meats. and dictated her own recipe:

Cut up the meat in small pieces and put it into
sterile bottles. Add one teaspoon of salt and fill
with water to cover the meat. Seal the jar as
tight as you can, then put the bottles into a large
pot. with cardboard in between the bottles. Cover
the bottles with cold water one inch above the tops.
and boil them for t\'IO and a half to three hours.
Take the bottles out and don't turn the sealer ring
when it is hot, or you will break the seal, but
when it is completely cooled. you can take the ring
off t11e jar and use it again, for by then it will
be sealed. Put the jars away in storaec.

[Noted in field notebook, November. 1974 ]
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Bottled meat is still popular in the Valley, especially

amon!?' the old and middle-aged people who also enj oy "head

cheese", made from the head of either a sheep or a cow which

they slaughtered. Mrs. MacArthur described how she made "head

cheese" :

Cut the meat off the cow's (sheep's) jaws and put
this in a big pot with the tonr;ue. Boil until
the meat is tender and leave in the pot overnight.
In the morning, skim off all the fat and save the
liquid. Put the meat into the meat grinder and
also six or seven onions. Add half a teaspoon of
cloves and some pepper, and return it to the pot
of liquid and boil it all together for an hour.
Scald the bottles (or if they're new you have to
boil them), and put one teaspoon of salt in a
pint bottle or two teaspoons in a quart. Put the
meat mixture in the bottles and stir to mix up
the salt. Put the Ilds on as tight as possible
and put the bottles in the pot with cardboard in
between the bottles. (If the glass touches, the
bottles will break.) Cover with cold water until
it is one inch above the top of the bottles.
Boil this for one and a half hours. Take the
bottles out and don't turn the sealer ring or it
will break the seal. You do the same thing as
with bottled moose. Put away in storage.

[Noted in field notebook, November, 197~]

With so many foods being preserved in bottles, by the end

of the autumn, the storage shelves, usually in the cold cellar

underneath the house, were stocked full ready for the long

winter. During my many visits to the Valley, I saw evidence

time and time again of Allan MacArthur's statement that they

need never be short of food, for numerous bottles of moose,

paul try, head cheese, vegetables. pickles, and fruit preserves

were opened for me by welcoming families who insisted that I

should stay to eat with them. I have also received gifts of
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who would joke that certain bottles. especially wild straw-

berries and bakeapples. should not be opened until December

25. for they were considered special.

Today's visitor to the Valley who stays even a few days

will quickly notice some enthusiasm for home-made beverages.

mostly among the men. While this i::; extending the household

activities further than they would normally be extended. I

am including this here since they are made in the kitchen and

often dru.,k there. With most of the emphasis upon home-made

beer in the Valley today, there is a vast difference to the

early days that the old people knew in their youth. In

those days, some of the beverages made were teas and a kind

of coffee. Although they could purchase boxes of tea. as

already mentioned, Mr. MacArthur said that they used to make

dill tea and mint tea at one time:

Well, we used to grow mint, what we called the mint.
you see; and tea was scarce here then. and there
was no coffee at all with the old people. Well.
they used to get this mint and steep it. you see.
like you would ... anything; and you'd drink that
instead of tea; put milk in it, and drink it like
tea. Oh. it was good. Well. if I had time I
think I could get you a little bit of the wild mint
yet. it's down in that place yet. It's a weed, it
growed about that high.

[c879, 71-48]

From his description of mint tea. I would gather that the meth-

od of making dill tea was similar. althOUgh I did not obtain a

separate recipe. He did say. however. that dill tea was used
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medicinally. in the treatment of pneumonia and plurisy. [C812.

71-48; January 3. 1970)

While there was no coffee to be bought in the Valley in

those days. they were not without their own variety of 1 t.

According to Allan MacArthur, this recipe for coffee which

was made during his youth came from "the people that came from

Scotland" :

Well, the loaf bread. especially. that's what we
used, and when it would be a couple of days old,
well fresh bread would be no good, but when it
would be getting a little stale, probably two or
three days, you'd cut it about a half inch thick,
and then you'd have a good i'ire on. and you'd
roast it, you know, it would be no good on top
of the stove. you see, you wouldn't roast it,
you might burn it. And you'd put it on the
kilders till it would catch a-fire ~ you see ~ and
on both sides. And when it would be black, you
know, about half ways throue;h, an eighth of an
inch on both sides, then while it was on fire,
you see, you'd have a dIsh of hot water, and
you1d just take that out and you'd dump it in
the water~ you know, when the bread was all a
fire. And that would give you coffee.

[c679, 71-46]

Non-alcoholic beverages were not, however. the only kind

made in the Valley in the early days. as alcohol has always

played a part in the social life of the people. Methods of

procuring liquor differed in the old days) as Allan MacArthur

showed from his lengthy discussion on the topic:

\oIell they used to ... I can remember around seventy
years ago, well they used to make beer, you know,
with eh ... there was no yeast cake then at that
time, they used to brew it but it wasn't very
strong•.. There was no malt. just molasses; well~

they used to put hops into it, you know, to work.
Oh~ I remember well when there was no malt to be
got around here.

[c679, 71-46]



Allan's son, John. was in the room when his father began talk-

ing of the days when they used to make beer in their home, and

he was so interested in what his father had to say that there

was no need for me to ask any questions, as the conversation

between the two men covered any that I might have asked. Un-

able to recall the exact year when they started brewing malt

beer in their home, Allan asked John if he could remember, as

he knew it was when his family was at home: lilt was around

1940, I think--40 or 45," John replied, and his father contin-

ued:

Well, we didn't make much beer here before 1918
after the First World War; then when they came
home from it and they had German receipts, you
see, and other kinds of receipts for making beer,
you see, and they started from that. And then
the government, the control board in St. John I s
they were getting, you see, the liquor was get
ting dearer, and they were taking control, you
see, more. Because we used to get before that,
we used to go down to St. Pierre and smuggle rum,
smuggle whisky, smuggle brandy, smuggle trois
six (?) and every kind of stuff like that, and
it was cheap, 'cos they used to get it from France,
you see, beer and wine and whisky, and every kind
of stuff like that. Well, it was a lot cheaper
than what the beer is today, a lot cheaper.

[c879, 7l-Q8J

Although never in St. Pierre himself, Mr. MacArthur could

tell about the days when it was common for people from the

Valley to go to St. Pierre in schooners:

A fifty ton schooner. a hundred ton schooner, from
that down to twenty-four ton schooner, they used
to go down there. They I d eo down to Fortune Bay,
you know, selling potatoes, and St. Pierre is
right in the mouth of Fortune Bay.



You would r;et a botL.le of r;in for twenty-fIve
cents and that would be stroneer than the eight
dollar rum you get today--well. you'd get that for
about a dollar fifty a gallon, or something like
that.

He recalled the most popular drinks of those days:

Oh. they used to drink a lot of whiskey. and gin
and brandy. and a lot of rum too, but not so much
of rum as they used to drink ... they used to drink
a lot of gin that used to come from France, and
the brandy too.

,then John asked if there was any rum-running nO.,./adays. I"lr.

MacArthur replied:

Oh yes, they smuggles 1 t yet. you see. but 1 tis hard
for them because they watch theirselves no",. they
watch theirselves. And then they got started from
St. John's, you know. selling rum~ they were p,etting
it in ~ the government took a hold of 1 t ~ and then
they had to turn against St. Pierre~ you see. 'I'hey
had to put force on for to be chas!nB those that
used to go from all around the Island, go to S1.;.
Pierre for this rum, and the rum that the government
was getting wasn't getting the sale. you see. And
it cost them millions of dollars to do that.

[c879, 71-48]

Although there are still a few people in the Valley today

who make moonshine~ Allan MacArthur said that he "didn't make

any since thirty years". He gave this reason for stopping:

Oh well, we were getting the rum from St. Pierre j

it wasn't worth while. and it was much better, you
know. because this alcohol. it was no e;ood for a
person--too strong, too much alcohol.

[C879, 71-48]

The MacArthur family did. however, continue to brew beer

and make wines and still do so today. Their wine:-rnaking was

usually done around September when the blueberries were plenti-

ful, or sometimes. as I have noticed 1n recent years, when
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their own garden of blackcurrants produced a good crop of

fruit. I1r. MacArthur described briefly how they used to make

it:

We used to make blueberry wine. We put a gallon
or two of them 1n a dish, and put water and
molasses on that, and leave it brew up, then you
had blueberry wine. It would be kind of thick,
you know. but not very thick J but a Ii t tIe thick
er than water. We put yeast 1n it for to work-
well, we used to use hops, you know, first, when
the yeast wasn't plenty around here.

[C879, 71-48]

In recent years J the "dish" 1n which the wine was made has

been a large earthenware urn, holding about five gallons. which

was once the family butter churn. When today's wine 1s pre-

pared) it 1s usually put away in an upstairs room which is no

longer used, with the intention of "saving some for Christmas. ll

During the past few years at least, the intention has rarely

been carried out, however, for inevitably between September

and December some neighbours will make a social visit to the

house, thus creating an "occasion" for the wine to be tasted;

and once tasted, it somehow disappears more rapidly than in-

tended. Perhaps the desire to "save some for Christmas" is

not as important as it once was in the days when the "Twelve

Days of Christmas" was a special highlight of the year which

they celebrated accordingly.

Tl1e beer made in the Valley today is frequently prepared

according to the recipe on a tin of store-bought malt. Some-

times modifications are made, such as adding more sugar in

the hopes that it will be stronger than normal, and more
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yeast.. so that it will "work off" faster than stated by the

recipe. Occasionally, 1 t 1s drunk straight from the brewing

bucket; and frequently, it remains in the bottles only a day

or two before the first few are opened. In either case. it

looks cloudy and smells strongly of yeast. though the latter

peculiarity is sometimes avoided by adding a forty-eight

ounce can of apple juice to the original ingredients of the

brew. There other recipes for alcoholic beverages, such

as lemon gin and grape juice wine. which have recently been

assimilated into the range of existing recipes already 1n the

Valley. These are not included here, however, since they are

new acquisitions and not traditional in the area.

As already mentioned, alcohol has always played an impor

tant part in the social life of the Codroy Valley people. In

recent years. however. it has crept from its long-accepted

place in the leisure time and relaxation of the people into a

once-forbidden place, namely that set aside .for work. to the

extent that it interferes severely with the working habits of

some of the men, and un.fortunately threatens the stability of

several families in the area. While this is the sUbject of

much concern in the Valley today, I will not dwell on this

aspect any further, but hope that Chapter VI, on the ceilidh,

has already sho.... n the more acceptable place o.f alcohol in

the social life of the people of the Codroy Valley.



CHAPTER X

THE WOOL INDUSTRY

From the mid-nineteenth to mid-twentieth century. the

people of the Codr<\y Valley have had a thriving wool industry

which was essential to their way of life. There were no

clothing stores in or near the area and little money to buy

clothing elsewhere.

You could work on the farm and make your o...m liv
ing, but you had to do everything. You had to
make your own clothes, you had to know how. The
women used to make the clothes for the women and
for the children and for the men too, from the
pants right up to everything they would wear.

[Allan J"1acArthur; C868, 71-48]

Not only did the women make all the clothes, but almost the

entire wool processing was their responsibility:

The women would weave the cloth, they would shear
the sheep; the Homen was doing the most of the
work at that time.

[Allan NacArthur; c868, 71-48]

While Mr. and Mrs. Allan NacArthur ...Iere again the main

informants for this topic, Allan made it quite clear that he

was no expert at describing what ...,as the skilled ..:ork of the

Considering tl1is and the fact that the wool carding

eventually became the specialized work of a few people in the

Valley, he brought me into contact with no less than twenty

five other people ranging in ages from late twenties to late
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eighties, \'fho, be thought, would complete the picture of the

Valley's wool industry. In fact, he underestimated his abil

ity to recall the various processes involved, and most of the

other informants confirmed what he had already described; and

Mrs. Hac Arthur • in her own quiet way J added considerable in

formation after I had put together a preliminary draft of the

material collected during numerous ceilidhs with the Mac Arthurs

and other families. In spite of the fact that so many people

spoke of the wool industry, the information here 1s from

three families, fIlr. and Mrs. Allan MacArthur J Mr. and Mrs.

Afra Gale. and Mr. and !'Irs. George Cormier. The various

stages of the industry will be described in individual sec

tions.

The people in the Codroy Valley do not refer to their

sheep as being of any particular breed, though some might

jokingly say that llthey' re Newfoundland sheep ll. [Plate xxIJ

Although no expert has confirmed my opinion, they resemble

Cheviot sheep, or Cheviot crossed with Black Face. Over the

years, the local farmers have at times imported sheep from

Nova Scotia; and originally when they migrated from Cape

Breton to settle in the Valley) some people brought their

sheep with them. Allan NacArthur said that when his fore

bears left Scotland to come to America, they brought with

them what they could in preparation for their livelihood in

the new land:
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Plate XXI

A few' Newfoundland sheep' 1n the Codroy Valley.
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Some of the people that used to come from Scotland
a hundred years 8f50 and more than that) you l:now J

they used to bring sheep from Scotland. a little.
but not too many. you see. bec8u5e the j curney was
so far and so lone. it would take so long.

[C868, 71-48J

During the years when the industry was at its peak. it was

not unusual for a family to have as many as seventy or eighty

sheep, although many had much fewe::- than that. depending on

what they could manage and what they needed.

Sheep Shearing

In the Codroy Valley J sheep shearing was not a community

affair. such as one finds at a IIfank" or tlfane" in Scotland.

where a community-owned group of sheep-pens are used to ac-

commodate all the sheep on days set for shearing. or dipping

the sheep. In the Valley, each family decided on their own

day for shearing. and as Afra Gale of Milleville said, they

sheared their own sheep "just when they are ready". [C870,

71-48] This was usually in June or July, depending on when

the warm weather carne. Even today, during the warm summer

days fleeces or small clippings of wool can still be seen

drying in the sun on fences or beside the homes of sheep

owners in the Valley.

Describing sheep shearing in his youth, Allan JIIacArthur

noted that this was the work of the women. He commented that

"they did most of the work in those days":

They would shear the sheep in the spring--there
was no men shearing then. I remember my fa ther



never :;hcared a sheep; my mother had to shear the
sheep.

[c868, 71-48]

The shearing was done with hand shears about fourteen inches

long and very similar to those used in the Scottish Highlands

even today. [Plate XXIIJAs they sheared, most of the women

used to sing, although there \'lere no songs which they kept

for this task only. But as Allan MacArthur said J:lany tir.:es,

the old people like his mother had a fund of songs which they

would sing to lighten any work they did.

With the sheep placed on top of a very low table out of

doors and turned over on its back, the shearer would start

shearing down the centre of the belly and out towards the

side. When one-half of the front and side was completed,

they would start again at the centre of the belly and work

towards the other side. They would then roll the sheep over

on its side, and starting where they left off on one side,

they would complete the job by shearing the centre back so

that the fleece could be removed in one unit.

Today, however, the sheep shearing is no loneer the work

of the women as the men in most families shear the few sheep

that are left. Since the introduction of electricity in 1962,

several people use electric shears, and the noise of the J:lotor

has taken over from the songs. People were surprised to

learn that I had ·never seen electric shears before, for there

were none used on the Islands on which I had lived up until

1967.



Plate XXII

Sheep shears.
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Cleaninr; the Wool

Before the worker can beein to turn the raw fleeces into

woolen yarn, they must first be cleaned thoroughly. All the

small twigs and other pieces of vegetation 'tlhich tend to get

caught in the sheep's fleeces must first be removed. This

also done by the women, who, after a day's work outdoors

and indoors. would sit in the kitchen picking out these small

pieces. Occasionally. they would manage to arrange the daily

chores so t.hat they could sit outside durinf, the day to do

this task which was referred to as the "pickinelT.

On the first fine day following the picking. the \'lOmen

would then wash the wool in order to remove all the dirt ar,d

some of the natural oil. Their method of washing depended

on how it was to be carded. by hand at home or by machine 1n

the carding mill. Kate Gale whose husband. Afra. was one of

the sons of the first owner of a carding mill in the Codroy

Valley, described the washing of the wool in both cases.

If the wool was to be carded by hand at home. the

would sometimes use soap in the hot water. Since soap

not obtainable in the stores at all times. it was necessary

for them to make their own. Mrs. Gale describes the making

of soap:

I never made very much soap. but my mother and
grandmother made all their soap. Now. they used
to make their lye. We could get Cl11et' s lye;
well, they never used to have that; it wasn't on
the market at that time, fifty years ago. They
used to make their lye from ashes from the wood
stove. and that's how they made their soap. The



soap didn I t look just the Gal.1C as the Goap you buy.
They Mixed the lye with fat or tallow. They'd
render out the fat after killing a cow or a sheep,
and they'd put the lye In with it and turn it into
soap.

[C896, 71-48]

Asked if the fat or tallow from seal or whale was used In the

making of soap, Kate's husband, Afra, replied that people

generally did not use the fat of either animal. He l11us-

trated the reason clearly in his description of family

in the Valley who did use whale fat to make their soap:

Every Sunday you went to church you could smell
that whale fat, and oh, I couldn't stand it. the
stink of whale fat. The minute they'd pull out
a handkerchief, it would stink like the Devil.

[C896, 71-48]

When washing the wool to send it to the carding mill,

however, she said: "We wouldn't use soap or suds or anything,

just the hot water and rinsing water ... You'd have it hot, not

boiling. but good and hot to take the oil out of it," (to her

husband) "Your father didn't want any wool washed with soap

suds. There was no detergent then anyhow. II

With or without soap. the wool washing \'las always done

outside, in the old days, using a large wooden tub which was

made from part of a barrel. and in more recent years. a gal-

vanized metal tub. While wool washing was without exception

the work of the women in the early days. during the last ten

years or so the attitudes of the nen seem to have changed,

for. having realized that carrying fifteen gallons of water



is sLl'enuous work, Lhey :.;how their concern more by helpine La

carry it. in a few cases, they even do the entire wool

washing. [Plate XXIII and Fig. ::'1]

\'lhen the wool is washed. rinsed. and squeezed out by

hand, it is then spread on the grass or on a fence to dry in

the fresh air and sunshine for about a day. If the owner in

tended to dye the wool on the same day as washing, hO\'lever,

she would not dry it first, but would go on to prepare her

dye for the wet wool.

Dyeing the Wool

While much of the wool in the Codroy Valley was used in

its natural off-white colour, or a grey mixture obtained by

mixing the wool of the white sheep with that of the blackj

there was, however, a considerable quantity of wool which was

dyed. The dyeing was done just after the washing while the

wool was still in its raw state, and the dyes used were ob

tained from two sources.

In the early days, the people used to make all their own

dyes, but even the oldest people in the Valley did not know

all the dye recipes that were used. Mrs. Allan (Mary) f.1ac

Arthur and Mrs. George (Lucy) Cormier both remember going

into the woods to pick mosses to make a reddish-brown dye

which they called !!crotal". This dye, which ....'as one of the

most popular and easily obtained, is the only dye recipe that

continued to be used right on into the 1970's, when fill's. Mac-
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Plate XXIII

George MacArthur washing wool.
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Arthur still dyed already spun \'1001 to make a becl~l!read. 'Ibis

same word, "crotal", is al~o used in Scotland for a reddish

brown dye made from mosses.

To dye the wool with a natural dye, they used to boil up

the mosses (or whatever else the old people would have used)

and water in a large metal tub on the stove, or sometimes on

a fire made outside the house, and put the damp wool to be

dyed into this mixture. The wool was put in damp because it

would take the dye much more evenly than if it were dry. The

pot kept hot, but not boiling which would ruin the wool,

and the wool was stirred around at intervals with a stick

until the desired shade was obtained. The depth of shade ob-

tained at particular dyeing depended on what mosses were

used and also upon how long the wool was left to dye in the

mixture. There were apparently no set recipes or, indeed,

any t.hat were written down, but the women 1n the Valley all

dyed their wool according to their own experience and liking;

then they would let it cool enough to be able to ~queeze out

the excess moisture, and finally dried it out in the sun.

Store-bought dyes, imported by the merchants, were avail

able in a number of colours such as navy-blue, which was

nearly always used for the winter pants and coats, and also

in bright red and green. Us1ne the same metal tub, the dyes

were used according to the directions on the container and

dried out in the sun as usual.
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Cardine t.he Wool

The next step in the process 1s carding, which is the

preparation for spinning, as the wool cannot be spun until

it 1s combed out with the fibres running the sat:le way.

Up until the beginning of the century, there was only

one method of carding which was by means of a pair of hand

cards. The cardS. always used in pairs j look like wooden

backed brushes w:1th fine metal teeth running 1n rows along

the IIbrush side" of the card. (Fig. III) There "'"85 no one 1n

the Codroy ValleY who made cards. but Allan folacArthur said

that "the merchants used to get then from Halifax and those

places ll • [C868. 71-48]

He recalled the many evenings when his mother "had to

pick the wool, al1d then she had to card it with a pair of

cardsn. [C86a, 7l-liaJ This second task of "picking the

wool" which he spoke of was done immediately before carding.

It involved takil1g a piece of ra\'l \'/001 in both hands and pull

ing apart the fi1)res in order to loosen them; and at the

same time, if there were still any little pieces of grass or

leaves still remaining despite the washing, these were picked

out.

Although carding the wool was mainly the work of the

women, Allan and Mary MacArthur's nephew, tlorman r'~aclsaac,

recalled that as a child, over Lhil'ty year, nr~o, hin mother

taught him to card wool j and he, like some other children of

his age, \'Iould take a turn of carding to help out at hone,



To card the wool. a piece of raw wool is taken fran. the

washed fleece. "picked". and then placed on one of the cards

held by the wooden handle in one hand. The second card is

held in the other hand. and the two sets of metal teeth are

placed face to face. With the wool in between the two cards.

the person carding the wool then draws the cards in opposite

directions across one anotherj thus. combing out the \'1001 in

between. [Fie. IV] The repetition of this brushing action

straightens out the fibres and makes the wool softer and more

fluffy. When one scalI piece is carded enoueh and the wool

lies between the teeth of one card. it is then lifted out

from the base of all the teeth. as Lucy Cormier demonstrated,

with one deft stroke of the other card. This soft wool is

rolled to the edge of the card and then removed in one unit

called a "roll ". about nine inches long and about one and a

half inches thick. As they used t.o make the "rolls II. they

would lay them aside ready for spinning into yarn. Carding

the wool meant many evenings of work for the already busy

housewife. but it was an essential task in the hone until just

after the turn of the century \'lhen mechanical carding was in

troduced in the Valley.

In 1904. a carding mill built at. Millville 1n the

Codroy Valley by Mr. Alex Gale. From that time on. people

had the choice of hand-carding their wool in their homes or

sending it to the mill to be carded by machine. Gale! s card

ing mill was built near a brookj and for the first forty years.



~ A pair of hand cards.

~ Carding the wool.



it was operated by power generated by a water wheel. Gale

built a dam in a place where there was no water, then he cut

a sluice from the brook to the dam, diverting the water-rlow

to drive the big water wheel, which generated three horse

power.

In the carding mill, there were two carding machines

which could be operated simultaneously to cope with the

amount or wool which they were required to card. It would

seem that most people chose to send their wool to the mill

where they could have it carded for ten cents a pound in

order to lessen their own labour load at hOr:te. Alex Gale's

son, Afra, was nine years old when his rather built the mill

in 1904, and he described the mill and its operation in re-

lation to the wool industry as he and his family knew it.

Afra recalled that there were six such mills in the

Province j and considering the fact that three of then were

in the Codroy Valley (there was another one at r~illville and

one at St. Andrews), some idea of the amount of wool produced

there may be gained. Although not one mill operates today.

there was once enough wool to provide full-time work for all

of them.

Usually the Gales would start carding wool in April each

year. and Afra Gale described what the operation of his

father's mill was like:

We carded all summer long. and we couldn' t finish
it ... The best amount of wool we ever had would be
in the 1930's. As far as I can rerrember. about 1930



we had more wool than we could card, and we run her
nir;ht and day. There were four people working 1n
the mill--two on day-shirt and two on night-shift.
Ny father run it with night-shift for years and
years .to keep the \>1001 up to date.

[c896, 71-48]

He added that people would write to him complaining if they

thought that their wool was not being carded quickly enough.

The machinery in the carding mill was made in England,

but the Gales bought it in Nova Scotia. When Alex Gale died,

the mill taken over by his two sons, Neddy and Henry, who

operated the mill as the llGale Brothers"--the name is still

written over the doorway today. About twenty years ago, the

brothers changed the carding mill by installing two more

carding machines which they bought from Nova Scotia so that

they could operate four carding machines instead of two.

They ceased to water as a source of power and changed

over to a five horse-power diesel engine. The mill at this

time was moved about two hundred yards to a 51 te nearer the

main road, and the diesel engine was placed in a separate

enclosure outside the mill to prevent sparks from the engine

creat1ng a fire hazard. They thought it ~lOuld be especially

dangerous because there was usually a certain amount of oil

around the machinery in the lower floor and also so much wool

stored there. The mill itself was built with two floors,

with the ground floor accommodating the machinery Which, by

means of power from the engine, drove the wheels which set

the carding machines in motion on the floor above. There was



also enough space on the c;round floor for storage of uncarded

fleeces which were rolled up, tied with a string, labelled

with the owner's name and address, and packed in layers one

on top of the other. Describing a tilr.e when the industry

operated at a peak, Afra recalled that "they used to pack

wool in the bottom of that [the ground floor of the mill]-

pack wool till you couldn't see over it".

The carding machines themselves look like an arrangement

of large, horizontally-placed drums, about four feet in

length, and varying in diameter from about to three feet

.:see Plate XXIV. These drums are so arranr;ed in the machine

that they turn around a central larger drum. Each of these

drums, except for two which will be described separately,

were covered with very small n:etal teeth called the "clothing"

of the carding machines, and resembling the teeth on hand

cards. It actually consisted of strips of leather about

three inches wide, with steel teeth piercing through, and

wound on to the drum like a bandage, thus, forming a complete

network of teeth a little finer than those on the hand cards.

The " c lothing ll the Gales bought for their machines to replace

any that were worn sometimes had as its base a very thick

canvas instead of the leather, such as Henry Gale still had

in reserve should he want to do any replacement. The large

central drum was also "clothed" in the same way, forming the

second set of teeth, like a second hand card for the small

drums to rotate against.



Plate XXIV

Henry Gale operating his carding mill.

Plate XXV

Henry Gale closing the mill.
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With the engine switched on and the machine ~oing, the

raw wool went in the back of the machine and had to pass

through all the rotating drums till it came out at the front,

carded in rolls. The first rotating drum that the wool comes

into contact with is one of the two different to those just

described and is called the rtpickerl!. This one differs from

the others in that it 1s not covered with clothing but has

metal teeth protruding from its surface, about one and a half

inches long and spaced apart about one inch from each other.

The washed wool was put into the picker whose function was

equivalent to hand picking, namely to tease out the wool in

preparation for the finer carding which took place in the

other parts of the carding machine. Describing the picking.

Afra Gale remarked:

You should see it coming out of the picker ... the
prongs on it that long [he indicated about an
inch and a half], and they I re going like the
Devil, and it comes out great big fluff of \>lool.

[C896, 71-48]

After the \>loa 1 left the picker, it was driven through

the series of drums covered with "clothing". and the brushing

action between these and the large central one continued the

process of making the \>lool softer and more fluffy. The last

drum in this series that did the actual carding \>las referred

to by the Gales as the "fancy". From the llfancy", the wool

1s fed on to the drum referred to as the TTdoffer ll
, i'ihich is

the last one that has the fine metal clothing. The fancy and



the doffer rotated against one another. and the doffer

trolled the carded \'l'ool allowing it to leave only a small

amount at a time so that it could be picked up by the final

drum in the process. the "roller". The roller is the other

drum which is not covered with the same kind of "clothing"

as the wheels previously described but is covered with velvet.

This fabric is. after all. a very much finer version of the

"clothing" on the other wheels, with the "teeth" being the

small upright fibres in this case. The roller did the final

process for spi:ming; it formed the carded wool into "rolls"

which were about four feet long and two inches thick. In

order for the velvet roller to do this last task well, Afra

Gale said:

It I s ~ot to be smooth. My father used to water it,
you know; he had a sprinkler. and he I d sprinkle that
just right. Oh she used to make pretty rolls ...
He renewed the velvet about twice a year; it used
to get ruffled and worn.

Frequently, the Gales were asked to card a mixture of

white and black wool in order to make grey rolls. To do this,

the raw black wool and white wool had to be put through the

carding machine separately and then the carded black and

white rolls were put through the entire process together to

make grey rolls--a process that actually took twice as long

as merely carding white or black wool. Usually one of the

four carding machines was reserved for carding black and grey

wool as there was always a certain amount of wool which stuck
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to the teeth of the nachines and which would have spoiled the

appearance of all the white wool especially. Al though there

were four machines, the Gale Brothers generally operated

three simultaneously while the fourth one would be cleaned

and serviced since the machinery required frequent oiling of'

moving parts.

The Gales I carding mill not only carded wool fror:! the

Codroy Valley but from other places also. The wool was

shipped by rail from places on the west and north- ....est coast

of Newfoundland to the railway station at Doyles. Codroy Val-

ley. It was collected there by the Gales; and when carded

at the mill at Millville, it was brought back to the railWaY

station to be returned to the places of origin.

Since around 1960) however) things have very much changed

for the Gales. The demand for wool carding has decreased to

such an extent that the mill has had to cease operation. De-

scribing the change between past times and now) Afra Gale said;

!tIe used to ship it by express) you know) ur- to the
station. I went there with full truck loads of
carded wool. We carded wool from Blanc Satlon.
right up to the northwest coast. Corner Brook. and
everywhere--hundreds and hundreds of pounds ... And
it faded out and faded and faded, till we used to
ship it by mail at last) it got so small; whatever
happened I don't know.

[c896) 71-48; see map inside back cover. )

Today alnost everyone who owns sheep in the Codroy Valley

sends the wool to Prince Edward Island to have it carded or

carded and spun. The Gale Brothers· Carding fUll is closed;
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and although there are many who are still able to card ty

hand, no one today actually does so. Nevertheless J those who

now send their wool to Prince Edward Island say they would

prefer to have it carded and spun 1n the Codroy Valley J as

many people say that they dislike the fact that there 1s no

certainty of receiving one's own wool. or even Codroy Valley

wool, for that matter. 1n exchange f'or the raw wool they send

away. Albeit. there is no sign of any attempt to go back to

the old ways of carding and spinning 1n the Valley. In fact J

1n 1974. since putting together the bulk of this infornation,

I got word from the Valley that Henry Gale had died, and the

mill machinery has now been sold outside the Province leavIng

only an empty storage building and virtually no chance of the

industry being revived.

After the wool is carded ~ it is then miide into yarn by

the age-old process of spinning. Throughout the history of

wool-working~ this has been done by the basic method of dis-

staff and spindle~ or~ as technology advanced, by use of one

of the many different kinds of spinning vlheels. Although

there are several books which refer to spinning on Newfound

land's west coast as early as the l8l.JO's,l there are no refer-

ences in print or from oral tradition to the use of distaff

and spindle for spinning the wool in the Cod roy Valley. This

1 For example, J.D. Rogers, Historical Geography of New
foundland (Oxford, 1911), p. 173 mentions this~ and also cites
five other references.
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may be. 1n the case of the Scots, at least, because of the

fact that the spinning wheel had been already in general use

1n Scotland for some time prior to the nigration from Scotland

to Cape Breton and then to the Codroy Valley. 2

According to Allan f'.lacArthur. a spinning wheel was part

of the furnishings of most of the homes 1n the Codroy Valley

at one time. He said that his grandmother brought her spin

ning wheel with her from Scotland 1n 18!llJ; and after they

had been 1n Newfoundland for about forty years. his mother

obtained a similar wheel from Cape Breton. The spinning wheel

he knew was a small Scottish one made of wood, with a spindle.

flyer and bobbin. and the person using it sat down to operate

the foot pedal which set the wheel in motion. [!"ie;. V] With

some difficulty, because of the fact that he had never de

scribed- this technical operation in English before, Allan

loiacArthur tried to describe the spinning wheel:

You'd sit down and there was a pedal on the wheel
coming up here to get to the larc;e wheel. 'There
was a crank going through that (the wheel], and
this stick that ~Jas coming from the pedal up here,
it \'laS attached to the wheel, and the way the axle
(this refers to the flyer, see figs. V and VI] was
made, it was almost like a half moon, and the
little wheel [the pulley] used to stick on this,
and that used to turn the big wheel. They ~tOuld

work the foot like this, and this pedal used to
drive the wheel around. And there was a band on
the wheel going down to the shuttle [I suspect
that he was referrinc; to the flyer, since the word
he used is the one generally used to describe the
instrument which carries the weft 1n the weaving
loom] where they were spinning; there were two
posts there.

[C868, 71-48]

2 I. F. Grant, Highland Folkways (London, 1961), p. 222.
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After hearing his description of the spinning wheel, eave

Mr. f.lacArthur the book, Spinning Wheels, compiled by G.B.

Thompson and published by the Ulster l>:useum, so that he could

look at it. He leafed through the pages, and on seeing a

diagram of the Scottish spinning wheel, he exclaimed, "Oh yes,

that's the real one!" [C868, 71-!l8]

The spinning of the wool is done with the spindle of the

spinning wheel (fig. VI) which is supported between two up-

right supports (fig. V) . The carded \'1001 which is to be

spun is fed through a hole (A in fig. VI) to the flyer (B) and

over the flyer hooks on to the bobbin (C) . The flyer is

rotated by means of a pulley wheel (D) that is driven round

by a cord from this wheel to the large main wheel of the

spinning wheel; and the yarn which is spun by the rotation of

the flyer is wound round the bobbin which rotates simul ta

neously. While this is what is supposed to happen in theory,

in practice, it starts off as the reverse of this. In order

to get this action started, the person spinning ah:ays keeps

a piece of yarn wound around the bobbin; and in fact, it is

this which is brought over the flyer hook::; and out through

the hole--that is, the reverse of what was just described-

so that it will meet the carded roll of wool and lead it back

through on to the bobbin. Lucy Cormier demonstrated this

process to me and showed how the end of the piece of yarn

kept the bobbin is embedded in one end of the roll; and

with one or two turns of the wheel, the yarn will wind back
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on to the bobbin and begin the process for the entire roll

which 1s held 1n the hand. The thickness of the wool that 1s

spun depends on how the roll 1s controlled by the hands of

the woman who 1s spinning. and it requires considerable

skill to produce a yarn of uniform thickness.

When the bobbin 1s full, the wool is taken and wound

from the bobbin around a winding device (fig. 'III). This wlnd-

ing device. which was held between the hand and fore-arm. not

only served as a place on which to wind the wool. but the

woman who was ~pinnlng knew how many bobbins full she should

put on it to make one skein and hott many strands of yarn

there should be 1n each skein to weave a certain length of

tweed. 'I'his was 1n preparation for weaving the wool.

Describing his mother at work, Allan MacArthur said that:

She used to spin the rolls on the spinning wheel,
and then she would put it up [wind it]. She had
a ... I can't say it in English, the machine that
she had for winding the skeins--"crois iarnal! it
is 1n Gaelic. It was made of stick about that
long (c. 18 inches). I think there was six knots
[j oins between the bobbins] in every skein ... She
used to wind off the spinning Wheel, going back
and forth like this, [he demonstrated with r:1Ovements
of left fore-arm as if holding the crois iarna
while rle:ht hand held the wool from the bobbin].
She I d know when she would count the strands when
she had enough to make a yard of cloth, and every
skein would turn out a yard of cloth when she
would send it to the weaver.

[c868, 7l-~8]

Although the spinninr; wheel described here was the type

always used by the f>':acArthurs and most other people in the

Codroy Valley, Allan MacArthur was aware of the fact that it
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was not the only kind of wheel which was in existence there.

"Now the French people. their wheel was a lot bigger than

ours. and it was altogether different, And they usen't to

sit down at all; they used to walk, you [C868. 71-48)

Here again. Mr. 1·1acArthur looked through the book. Spinning

Wheels. and pointed out wheel-driven spindle types of spln-

nlog wheels.

Hhl1e all the old people interviewed recalled the large

French spinning wheel J no one had ever used it not even the

French whose fo:oebears had originally brought them to the

Valley. Lucy Cormier and her sister Mrs. t>tinnle McQuarrie.

whose parents. the Aucoins J came from Cheticamp at the turn

of the century J said that as far back as they could remember

their French-speaking family were accustomed to using the

small "Scotch wheel II and not the larger one. (Plate XIVI)

The Gales, of English origin) also used the same kind of

spinning wheel, so it would seem that this type of spinning

wheel (Fig. V) was the one which was most popular, adopted

for use allover the Codroy Valley probably because it was

not so tiring spending the evening sitting spinning as it

would have been had they used the large French wheel \'Ihich

required continuous walking back and forth.

Spinninr; was another task which was always done by the

women, usually after the eveninr; meal at the end of a day's

work. The woman of the house ";ould sit in the kitchen by

G.B. Thompson, (compiler). Spinning Wheels,
John Horner Collection. (Ulster Museum) Belfast) 19611)
p. 28.



Plate XXVI

Lucy Cormier spinning on a Scotch wheel.
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the fire \'lith her spinninc wheel and set to work on the rolls

of carded wool. Spinning was regarded as a task requiring

much skill, as the yarn had to be of uniform thickness

throughout in order to produce good weave or knitting. Nrs.

Lucy Cormier recalls that her mother would not a110\ol herself

or her sisters to spin when they were children for fear that

they might spoil the yarn. While she was able to card wool

at an early age, she was 1n her teens before she was allowed

to learn to spin and 1n fact was married before she did any

quantity of it.

It was usual for a woman engaged 1n spinning to sing as

she worked for not only did this help pass the time through

many hours of the task. but it also helped the work itself

since spinning 1s an activity which requires to be done to a

certain rhythm. Allan MacArthur described his mother spinning:

She was all the tin:e singing, spinning ...all the
time singing. She had nothing but Gaelic; she
knew sixty sones of Gaelic songs, and most of
them were Scotland I s songs that she learnt from
her mother.

[c868. 71-48)

The emphasis on the rhythm of the work was important for once

a set, flowing rhythm was established, the work would keep on

flowinc;, and the yarn would rhythmically flll the bobbin on

the wheel. Although there were no sonc;s which they kept sole-

ly for spinning, an Allan r·1acArther said, his mother would

choose her song lisa it would suit the time". He distinguished

between spinning songs and milking songs. which, although they
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you know, a little slower". [C868, 71-48J Lucy Cormier

also recalled her mother, Mrs. Aucoin, singing entirely in

French while spinning, and Lucy herself spent many years

doing the same although she added many English songs to her

own repertoire. I was fortunate to have been able to record

a number of songs from both families in the three languae;es.

Considering the fact that every woman had to make all

the clothes for her entire family, and as Allan MacArthur

put it, they tlnever wore anything only woolen clothes inside

and outside". [C867, 71-48J There was a tremendous amount

of work to be done. Hhile singing lightened the work, it

did not shorten the number of hours to be put in. It ...:as for

this reason that the women of the Valley would hold several

llspinning bees" every summer in order to help out neighbours

with their workload. Mrs. MacArthur, who had attended many

of the~ told me what they were like.

The spinning bee started early in the morning of an ap

pointed day in summer when, "after the work had gone round II ,

several in the neighbourhood would harness up their

horse and cart and lift the family spinning wheel out to the

cart. Then he and his t'life would set off to the house where

the spinning bee was to be held. When several people had

gathered, they would arrange all the spinning wheels beside

the house on a grassy area, set down chairs beside them, and

the men would all leave for the rest of the day. All day
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long, there would be a bustle of activity as a dozen or more

women set to \'Iork on their neighbour I s wool. lllhl1e the very

idea of' spinning wool from fifty or more sheep would be an

unthinkable task for one person to undertake, even over a

few consecutive days. the idea of taking part 1n a spinning

bee where there was a really concentrated effort to complete

this enormous amount of work 1n the one day was quite a dif

ferent matter.

Mrs. NacArthur showed me a photograph 1n one of her

family albums of a spinning bee she attended in the 1930 rs.

The women all sat on chairs outside the house where they

posed for the photograph. They \.,rere clad in the long skirts

which were fashionable then. some wearing aprons, and had a

few of their spinnine; wheels arranged in the foreground. It

was not exactly as the set-up would have been when they were

working, but Hrs. NacArthur laughed as she recalled the en

joyment which they used to get from going to a neighbour's

spinning bee where not only a tremendous amount of work was

accomplished. but they also experienced the great pleasure

of getting together for a day's conversation. laughter. and

s1nging--a rare luxury in the life of the women in those

early days.

Not all the women did the same task. as the wool was

never all destined to be u::;ed for only the one thickness or

texture of clothing since they had to make everything they

wore. The woman who held the spinning bee would decide how
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finely, how much of it had to be wound into skeins for weav

ing, how much of the already spun wool she \olanted to be

doubled and twisted into a thicker wool to be used for heavy

sweaters. The women then organized themselves according to

the work that was required, no doubt taking advantage of the

skill of the best spinners to do that one task throughout

the day.

The woman who held the spinning bee provided food and

drink at midday for all her friends who helped. Then, at

the end of the day's work, the men would all return to her

house around six o'clock. The wool and the wheels would all

be put away, and then all the women with their husbands would

sit down in the kitchen where the woman of the house served

them all a hot, cooked meal of roasted meat and home-gro\'m

vegetables, followed by an assortment of pies, bottled berries,

and tea, as a token of her gratitude. Tired, at the end of

the day's work, everyone usually returned home after the meal,

although occasionally they would take advantage of the outing

to stay for a ceilidh where they could enj oy some good con

versation, stories, songs, and most likely a few drinks.

Knitting

The year I s wool which had been dyed various shades then

spun and twisted in a variety of thicknesses and plies, accord

ing to what the o\omer intended to do \oli th it, could be used
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for several purposes. Some of this was set aside for knit

ting the items of clothing i'lhlch the family required every

year. Among these necessities were sweaters, winter under

wear, caps and bonnets, and a multitude of socks and mitts.

Throughout her entire life. Allan MacArthur I smother.

like most of the women of her generation, knitted all these

items by hand. The sweaters, socks, and mitts were usually

knitted on fairly thick needles with the thicker type of

wool, while a great deal more work was put into an item such

as men's "long johns" [underwear] which were knitted of the

finest spun wool and on thinner needles. During the last

ten to fifteen years of her life. however, a type of knitting

machine became available in the Valley through a mail-order

catalogue; and her son, Allan) with whom she lived obtained

one for the MacArthur home. \olhile his mother continued to

kni t by hand as she had always done, his wife) Mary. took ad

vantage of this new technology.

Mrs. MacArthur shol-/ed me her knitting machine which she

had once used for most of the woolen garments she made while

her family was at home. The machine) which bore the name of

"Creelman Brothers) Georgetown) Ontario. Canada ll
, consisted

of a series of rigid vertical hook needles arranged in a

circular frame with a second series of moving hooks at right

angles to them. To operate the machine which was clamped to

a table) the desired number of rigid hooks (corresponding

with the number of stitches needed) were set in position in
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the frame. To bee!n the c;arment, the wool was tied to one

hook to secure it. then the stitches were cast by winding

the wool once round each hook continuously and 1n the same

direction until every hook had a loop lying at its base j and

the yarn. having completed the circle of hooks J had returned

to its starting place with the lI casting on" completed. The

actual knitting was done by taking the yarn from there and

laying it horizontally under all these same hooks. again back

to the starting place. Then. by winding the handle which

mechanically manipulated the movable hooks J the horizontal

yarn was drawn throuc;h each of the first set of hooks making

a series of stitches. This simple. repeating action of wind

ing the yarn around all the hooks and then mechanically pull

ing them through created knitted fabric in stocking stitch

which is basic to most knitted articles.

The knitting machine was a great time saver, and although

it was not capable of coping with the finer technicalities of

knitting. such as grafting the toe of a sock or knitting a

neat collar for a sweater, it could be adapted to take care

of the bulk of the work involved. A pair of socks. for

example. took a mere ten minutes to knit by machine. whereas

it would normally have taken a couple of evenings by hand.

This did not include the finishing. for when the sock was

ready except for the toe. the stitches were removed fran the

hooks) then ordinary knitting needles were inserted into the

loops 50 that final shaping and grafting could be corr.pleted
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by hand. In view of the fact that knitted socks I'lere one of

the commodities which were exchanged at the general store

for basic grocery supplies, the help of the knitting machine

was most welcome.

Mrs. MacArthur demonstrated some of the versatility of

the knitting machine which, though no longer seen 1n the Val

ley, was once a well-used piece of equipment in many houses.

What follows here is her description of how the machine

worked and the basic unwritten patterns which they used.

Although the frame into which the rigid hooks in-

serted was a circular shape, it did not limit the work to

circular knitting only. such socks and sleeves. As al-

ready mentioned, these hooks could be removed or inserted

into the slots as desired; and in order to knit a flat strip

of knitting, the operator would remove one, two, or more

hooks between the starting and finishing points. Then when

placing the yarn in position and winding the handle to form

the stitches, she would do one turn clockwise followed by

turn over the wool laid on in the opposite direction

counter-clocblise that the action would be back and forth

over the same loops. For example, loop one to loop eighty

followed by loop eighty to loop one, instead of the continuous

circular action of knitting which would take place when con

tinuously winding on the wool and turning the handle in

direction repeatedly. When it was long enough, although made

in a circular frame, this knitting could be removed from the
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hooks and laid out flat.

To make a sweater for a small child, the back and front

knitted in two flat pieces, sewn together; then sleeves

kni tted by the circular method \-/ere sewn in. and the collar

knitted by hand to finish the garment. In order to knit a

sweater for a large adult, however, the knitter had to make

two or more strips of knitting for each side and them

all together. The sleeves were again knitted by the circular

methodj and if it was thought necessary to vary the width of

the sleeve from the cuff to the top, then it t'las done by

starting at the top with enough stitches to accolTIDlodate the

upper arm. As the knitting progressed towards the cuff. it

would be made narrower every rei" rows by removing one. or two

of the rigid hooks and putting the loop on the hook beside

it. Thus, in the next row making only one stitch from two

loops when it "ras almost long enough for a sleeve, the knit

ting was removed from the machine. The loops were taken up

by ordinary knitting needles and finished by hand in a knit

one, purl one rib. The neck was also knitted by hand, thus

completing the entire sweater with the style of collar chosen.

Lone;johns were probably the most complicated piece of

knitting tackled by machine or hand knitters. They "lere

knitted with the finest spun sheep's wool, and for the hand

knitter took up many hour's of labour. 'rher'c were no printed

patterns for any of the garments knitted in the Valley, but

the women "lere quick to adapt their skill whenever it was
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needed. Hrs. MacArthur described how she would make 10013

johns using the knitting machine. She would start off at the

top of the leg with a maximum number of stitches and knit on

this number until the work was almost long enough to reach

the knee. She would then begin to narrow the knitting by

removing a needle or two every few rows; and when the leg was

about two inches shorter than the desired lellgth, the knitting

would be removed and finished by hand 1n a knit one, purl one

rib. Having made the two tubular legs 1n this fashion, she

would then make the top by knitting two flat rectangular

strips to be joined together and attached to each leg. Hith

the two halves made in this way. the back seam was sewn to

gether and the front left open. The gusset was sewn in, and

the longj ohns were completed by binding the front opening

with a strip of strong cotton from a bleached flour bag and

attaching a broad waistband of the same material. Finally,

they would be ready to wear after buttons and buttonholes had

been sewn dmm the front and at the edge of the waistband.

Knitting was not one of the tasks which felt the pres

sures of time limits such as farm work or shearing and washing

the wool but was carried on throughout the year. Hand kni t

ting, especially, was the type of work which could be picked

up in a moment, such as when the housewife was wai tine; for

somethinr; in the oven to bake or when a visitor came and she

would not feel inclined to continue other household tasks.

But knitting only took care of part of the clothing for a
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family. while other items such as coats and trousers had to

be tailored from locally woven t\..eed.

Weaving

Not every home in the Codroy Valley had a weaving loom,

but those which did had more than enough work to keep it go-

log through the autumn and Winter. as the weavers had to make

enough cloth for every family in the Valley. In the early

days, the ~1acArthur family had a loom on which Allan's mother

wove different textures and weights of cloth to supply the

needs of her family. Describing one type of thick woolen

cloth from which their winter pants were made. he said:

We used to keep black sheep and white sheep. You'd
make grey cloth out of the black wool and wh! te
wool, mix it together a lot and card it ... r"ly mother
used to weave as much as thirty yards of cloth, you
see, you know for pants--not for girls petticoats
or dresses or anything like that; that was differ
ent weaving, you see, well with the yarn.

There were two different weights of cloth woven in the

Valley. The heaviest cloth, just described, was called uclo

mor U [heavy cloth] by the Scottish people, who of course spoke

Gaelic all the time, and the lieht-weight cloth they called

"drogaid rr :

And they used to weave, you know, \..hen you I d be
weaving for Shirts, you see. Well, it had to be
thin, a little different. Hell, that ~..ouldn't
be milled. You see. (this process will be de
scribed later] you wouldn't with that (the dro
eaid] at all. but only the pants stuff. And
even the women, they used to wear what they used
to call the petticoats that was all made out of
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our wool too--"drogaid lt we uzed to call it; ..;hat
they used to weave for the men' 5 shirts and for
the women. It was a different kind of weaving
for that. you see. it was made lighter.

[e60L 69- 37J

'l'he majority of people, including Mrs. Mary MacArthur,

used to send their wool to be woven by one of the local

weavers:

We had weavers here that could weave six and seven
yards 1n a day. Well, all that they were getting
for that, ten cents a yard for every yard of cloth.

[Allan MacArthur; c867. 71-48]

Since Allan MacArthur considered himself to be no expert

1n this field. he recommended seeinB someone who was. namely

Lucy Cormier.

Lucy and her sisters were taught to weave about the age

of fourteen by their mother. the late Mrs. Aucoin of South

Branch, who was an expert weaver. Lucy [1'11'5. George CormierJ,

who has lived all her married life at Upper Ferry. is regarded

by everyone as the Valley's finest weaver. Indeed, she has

in the past won many awards for her skillful weaving, includ

ing Lady Walwyn' 5 silver trophy at the rlAll Newfoundland

Exh1b1t1on rt held in St. John I 5 in 1939.

Lucy's loom, which is over a hundred years old, was

brought to the Valley from Cape Breton by her grandfather.

For many years, her father-in-law. William Cormier, did any

repairs to the looms in the area, as he was a skilled crafts-

r.tan who "could turn his hand to anything" inclUding the

gears of a loom. Although no longer in use, she keeps it 1n
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the hope that someday someone might show an interest in weav

ine. in the Valley again. She recalled clearly her work as a

weaver in the days when they made everything they wore.

Weaving cloth usually began in the autumn when the \"leav

ers took orders from people in the community and wove the

cloth for ten cents a yard. In later years, weavers \"fere

paid twenty cents a yard "'lhich supplemented their family in

come from the farm. Mrs. Cormier would usually weave from two

to four yards of cloth a day which had to be done besides all

the household chores and outside tasks as well. \-leaving was

not, however, solely a task for the women; for once the loom

was set up, the men and children used to help out with thi~

work which was very tiring on both arms and legs.

As Allan MacArthur already said, the cloth they wove was

of two kinds, a heavy and a light weight. Being French, Lucy

did not use the same names as Allan did for the cloth. but

the two different weights served the same purpose for French

and Scots alike, as Lucy used to make summer trousers for the

men and most of the clothing for the women and children from

the lightweight cloth. while she used the heavy, thicker cloth

mostly for winter trousers and coats. She emphasized, just

as Allan did. that the heavier cloth had to be milled before

it was made into e;arments.

The type of loom corr.mon in the Valley wa::; capable of

weaving a cloth up to thirty-six inches wide, and the rolls

of tweed were made up to thirty yards long. Since not all
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the tweed made was of the same texture, this meant that the

setting up of the loom, or warping, varied according to what

was to be woven. For the ucla mor" or heavy cloth their

homespun wool was usually used in both warp and ".filling ll
J

as Luch called the weft. For the trdrogaid ll or finer tweed,

the weaver usually set up the loom with store-bought cotton

in the warp. The cotton yarn then ran the length of the

cloth, while the spun woolen yarn used 1n the shuttle for

the weft, ran the breadth of the cloth. These were not hard

and .fast rules, however, as it was quite possible to make a

fine tweed of all wool wh':'ch they would be able to use .for

their best dress-up clothes.

The weaver would set the gears of the loom according to

the weight of cloth required. Setting the gears determined

the type of weave. and the procedure was the same whether an

all-wool cloth or a wool-cotton blend was to be made. to/hen

Lucy made a heavy cloth. she set the gears so that two strands

would go up and two strands down alternately as the shuttle

carried the filling back and forth through the warp. If she

was making a lightweight cloth. then she set the gears to

control the warp threads so that they would weave one thread

up and one thread down alternately. Allan MacArthur also re-

called t.hat some of the old weavers used t.o weave patterns

into t.heir clot.h:

If you were making a chequered cloth out of it.
well. it would probably be diamonds. like. this
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[C868, 71-48)

Tweed was not the only textile to be woven in the Codroy

Valley. Lucy Cormier described a carpet which she once wove

over thirty years ago when the women in the Valley decided to

make a cardinal red carpet as an Easter gift to the church.

They organized the entire dyeing. 5pinning, c.nd weaving of

the wool for this carpet, and among them they did the work.

They spun the wool thickly, and Lucy Cormier, having set up

her loom for a heavy texture weave, wove the entire carpet

which was twenty-six inches wide and twenty-three yards long.

This carpet remained in the church for over twenty-five years.

and if the present large congregation is any indication of

the number of feet that trod on it. then one might conclude

that it must have been extremely hard-wearing.

Lucy also wove carpets for her own home. and some of

these "hall-runners", as she called them. are still being used

by some of her family today. For these, she used yet another

technique, namely that of cutting old clothes into narrow

strips to be used for a heavy "fillingtr on a strong coiton

warp.

The people of the Codroy Valley also had blankets woven

from their own wool. Describing the makine of blankets. Lucy

said that they would take the finely spun white wool and weave

an all-wool cloth thirty-six inches wide and long enough to

be more than twice the length of a bed. They would then cut
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it 1n two and sew the two pieces tor;ether 1n a special feather

stitch which would not make a rie1d seam that might be uncom

fortable, and this forlT'.ed a large blanket. After it was com

pleted, people would often dye the borders of a blanket, and

like many others, Lucy generally used mosses \'lhich she had

collected to make her dye. Unlike spinning, weaving was always

a solitary job, for if the weaver \-lere not alone in the room,

she was nevertheless cut off from others by the sound of the

loom. When asked if she sang as she was weaving, Lucy replied

that she could sing just what she liked and as loud as she

liked, but no one could hear her anyway for the noise of the

loom! She added that she always sang anyhow whether she was

spinning, weaving, sweeping her floor, or whatever work she

did.

Mrs. Cormier would still like to weave; and as she says,

she could set up her loom \ol1th no trouble, just as before.

The loom 1s at present in a storehouse because of lack of

space in her own home, but is kept there somewhat reluctantly.

Since there is only a very slir.l chance of her having an oppor

tunity to weave on it, Mrs. Cormier would like to see the loom

set up in a place 'l'ihere people might at least see what it was

like and how it was used. She says: "If there was a ffiuseum

somewhere that I could put It, I'd [Jut it therl":'; I'd r;ive it

to them t.o put. t.hel'c, you kIlOI-!.

According to the Newfoundland Census Reports, there were

seventy looms in the Codroy Valley bet\oleen the years of 1901
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and 1921. weaving on average cloth that was valued at $3.476

1n one year. 4 It e;ives no hint, however, of the yardage 10-

valved 1n this amount of woolj but judging from the reports

of the Gales who carded such enormous amounts of wool and

from the weavers who were paid only ten cents a yard for weav-

lng the wool, there must have been a very large quantity of it.

Unfortunately, I have been unable to use the statistics of

these Reports to indicate further detail of the woolen 10-

dustry. such as more specific numbers of the people involved

1n the industry or the numbers of sheep kept by an average

size family, because they do not include enough detail to

draw any conclusions. The Newfoundland Census Reports after

1921 unfortunately give no statistics whatsoever on either the

number of looms in the Valley or on the value of the cloth

produced there. Suffice it to say that Yo"hat was once a flour-

ishing industry there has declined to such an extent that to-

day there is no cloth woven there whatsoever.

!''1111in6

Both Lucy Cormier and Allan !<lacArthur referred at various

times to the fact that they had to mill the heavy tweed. uclo

mor". "pants stuff". as they called the cloth from which

not only pallts but also coats and any thick winter clothing

were made. The milling is the best remembered aspect of the

woolen industry in the Codroy Valley and is still spoken of

by many people ranging in ages from late twenties to eiehties

Census of Newfoundland and Labrador. 1901.
1911. and 1921.
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and nineties. This is the final stal;e 1n making t.his kind of

tweed; and while the name used in the Codroy Valley and also

1n Cape Breton 1s "milling". the practice 1s basically the

same as what is called " wau lklng" J "fulling" J or rrworking"

the cloth 1n different parts of the Highlands and Islands of

Scotland. The tweed 1s milled 1n order to make it a thicker.

tighter texture. so that the clothes made from such cloth

would be warmer and more windproof. Although it 1s now more

than twenty years since the last milling or "milling frolic".

as it was sometimes called. was held 1n the Valley. many peo

ple can still describe what they were like.

There 1s no doubt that the milling frolic was generally

the most enjoyable part of the entire wool processing. Peo

ple used to look for ...tard to them every year, and as Mrs.

Minnie ro1cQuarrie put it: IIThat was the fun! r·1any I s the good

time we had milling cloth!" (C888, 71-48]

While all the other stages in the wool industry, except

spinning bees, were carried out by individuals or within the

family, the milling frolic was very much a corr.munity affair.

In the very early days, the different ethnic groups held

their own individual milling frolics where every part of the

evening was in their own language. It did not take very lone,

however, for them to dispel their suspicions about their

neiehboul's ...,ho spoke a different. laneua~e for, a:; Lucy Cor

mier said, t.hey soon realized that "the one was as bad as the

other! n
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DurinG most of this century. then. the millincs broueht

Scots. French. and English together to work at the cloth they

had woven. The milling frolics were held during the autumn

and winter when anyone in the community had a roll of tweed

to be milled. They would choose an eveningj and several days

in advance of it. they would "put the word around" inviting

friends and relatives to their milling froli~. All those who

could possibly do so would attend. for although they knew

there was work to be done. Iland hard work at that ll
• the

phasis lay not so much on this as on the social aspects of

the evening. They knew they could anticipate an evening

packed full of dozens of marvellous songs. gales of laughtl:r,

plenty of wit and humour, and hours of enjoyment in good COF.!

pany.

Preparation for the milling was made by setting up a long

table, usually made out of four or five planks of wood, six

or eight inches wide and about fifteen feet long. These were

laid side by side and supported on top of a solid structure,

such as two or three wood trestles. The material used to set

up the milling table depended entirely upon what was available

to the householder. as was demonstrated at two ll s taged" mill

ings I attended where an old door was used for one and two

fourteen inch wide planks for the other, and both were equally

acceptable to the old people there.

The milling was usually done in the kitchen, as most of

the Codroy Valley kitchens were large enough to accommodate
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such long planks and so many people. Benches or chairs were

set on el ther side or the table to seat the men and women en

gaged in the milling, with one seat being placed at each end

for the two people, usually men, who would make sure that the

cloth was kept going around the table.

The two ends of the thirty yard roll of cloth were sewn

together, and it was submerged 1n a tub of soapy ;\'ater which

was placed at one end of the table. It "'laS then lifted out,

the excess water squeezed out of it, and placed on the table

like a large loop stretching from end to end ready f'or mill

ing. Before sitting at the milling table, people often put

on an apron to prevent their clothes from becoming wet as they

worked. Having decided who was going to occupy the end seats,

everyone would then sit down around the table and take hold of

the cloth, ready to begin. As soon as someone led off the

singing, the wet cloth was rhythmically beaten, first on one

side of the table and then on the other. Usually, the first

song acted as one to "warm up" and get everyone in the mood

for the evening's work; and with the rhythm established, they

carried on beating the cloth in the same manner. The entire

milling was done to the rhythm of milling songs which ....lere

sung in Gaelic, French, and English as the three language

c;roups were generally represented, each with a stronr; lead

singer to start off all the verses of the songs. Allan r·lac

Arthur described a milling from start to finish:
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vIe had lone; planks about six or eleht inches
wide and benches under that, long enouch. Hell,
you double the cloth, perhaps you put two doubles
of cloth; if you had thirty yards. you need fif
teen yards of space; that would be forty-five
feet--well, that would take quite a space. but
not quite forty-five feet because you used to
double (take] the cloth up a little bit so you
have enough 1n your hands. and the one at the end
was taking up probably about three yards of it
because he had to keep it up on the end at the
time from both sides. You'd strike on that side,
and then when you I d put on the cloth we I d corne
down and strike on this side. It used to be thin
first and then when you'd be r.Jilling like that it
would thicken. You had to strike pretty hard on
the table with it, and it had to be wet, you see,
and soap on it. He used to put it in a tub and
put 1 t on those boards. Perhaps before you'd be
through milling it you had to wet it a second
time; it would mill better, because the dry cloth
would never mill. Then you could tell when you
would measure it •.• the cloth that came out of the
loom dry was thirty-six inches wide; well, you'd
fix that up and mill it down to thirty-three
inches. Whatever the women would say--they knowed
when it was rltht. Well, they would measure the
cloth and by the feeling of it, it was getting
thick after r.tilllng so long, probably an hour and
a half or two hours. And you had to work hard,
and you had to be good to sing too.

The sweat would be falling off you before
you I d be throuGh. And then they would take i t-
the women knowed ..... hen 1t was milled enoue;h for
pants and coats and vests and things like that.

[C868, 71-48]

Although the men as well as the women milled the cloth,

t.he women were always regarded as the experts on how thick in

texture and how wide the cloth had to be after it was milled.

Lucy Cormier pointed out that they had to be careful not to

mill it too much or to a width less than thirty-t.wo inches,

otherwise it would be too to make trousers for the men.

She added that " some times it was hard to take the cloth from
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them". for they enjoyed the singing so much.

The milling ended by taking the cloth and smoothing it

out on the table and then rolling it onto a board:

And then they would put it up in that roll. and
then they had to sing a couple of songs after it
was rolled. beating it down on this board [he
indicated a six inch wide board]. and then you'd
put it out in the sun to dry. you see. the next
day. and then it was fit for the old people to
cut out clothes. whether it \,;as a coat or a vest
or pants.

[C868, 71-48]

In the Highlands and Islands of Scotland. the waulking

of the tweed was solely the work of the \'Tomen and. as Charles

W. Dunn points out in his Highland Settler. this 'das also the

case in Cape Breton up until the turn of the century. Instead

of dipping the tweed in a tub of soapy water. as described in

the Codroy Valley. in Scotland 1 t was dipped in a tub of

urine; and according to John Lorne Campbell's account of waulk-

ing the tweed on the Isle of Barra. the Roman Catholics said

a blessing. shaking water on the cloth in the of the

Trinity. None of these things are reported in the Codroy Val

ley. even although the method of shrinking the cloth to the

rhythm of their singing 1s the same. In fact. the entire

notion of dipping the tweed in urine seemed incredible to

most of those who were asked if they heard of it. and they

would only show signs of believing it after they were told

that the urine is excellent for settlnc: the dye and for re-

moving the excess oil from the tweed.



The series of songs sung at milling frolics in the Codroy

Valley have most probably been adapted to fit the new way of

life for all the ethnic groups who, for the first time, had

to live beside one another and work together. Some aspect 5

of the frolic did not seem clear to me until after I had man

aged, with the eager co-operation of several of the old people,

to organize a milling frolic on three separat~ occasions in

the hope of reconstructing not only the work pattern, but

also the atmosphere of the evening.

The Scottish, French. and English all gathered at the

house for the milling; and though they were all speaking Eng

lish. their mannerisms and accents still pointed clearly to

their ethnic background even in the 1970's. Everyone took a

seat around the milling table with a "Scotchman" at one end

and a Frenchman at the other.

The milling started off with a well-known Gaelic song,

which, after a couple of songless beats on the table, was

followed by one of the well-known French songs. 'Though their

singing was enj oyable, there was nothing very exuberant about

either of the songs, and the actions on the boards, though

strong, were hardly resounding. I soon realized, however,

that this tame start was not indicative of what \'laS to come,

but was merely "r:ettine everyone 1n the nood'!. Before Jone,

the milling, was in full swine, with the si rWine much louder

and livelier, the hands beating much harder on the boards;

and since I was participating, I could even feel the vibration
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of all these sounds throur;h my feet.

I got the impression during all the singing that there

was a playful competition, especially between the Scottish

and the French. One lead singer would start up a song, the

success of which depended largely upon the participation and

response elicited from the rest of the singers. They did

not try to out-sing one another or take each other I sturn.

but obviously thinkinG 1n advance to prepare themselves

to start the next song as soon as the one being sung had

come to an end. At the end of each song, the lead singer

would g1 ve an extra loud thump with the cloth. someone would

g1ve a shout or make a hooting noise of the kind they used

to make at the square dances when they I'lere enj eying the

music, and if they thought there was too big a pause between

the songs, they would shout witty remarks to the singers or

indeed try and make them laugh so much that they would have

difficulty in getting their song started.

Wi th all the wise-cracking and laughter between, and

even durine, the songs, it became very clear to rr.e where the

word "frolic" fitted in. I also realized exactly what Lucy

Cormier had been talking about when she said that she loved

the "Scotch songs ll
• as she called the Gaelic songs; and hav

ing heard them so often from her youth, she had become so

familiar with them that she was able to 5inr; alan.. with their

choruses. She said that she didn't know what she was singing

about, or if her Gaelic was accurate, but she sang anyhow.
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As it turned out, the French not only did this with the Gae

lic songs, but the Scottish in turn sane along with the French

choruses. During the individual verses in Gaelic or French,

those who understood the language would laugh across the table

at one another whenever they sang an amusing line, though

there was no impression that they \tlere "getting one over" on

the others, as everything moved along too quickly for that,

and the entire atmosphere was one of levity.

Although the blankets had sewn together for our re-

enactment of a milling had already been milled over thirty

years before, no one seemed bothered by the fact that we did

not wet them again lest they should shrink too much. We did

discover, however. that it was a dusty business beating dry

cloth on the boards, and everyone experienced again the truth

of Allan f.lacArthur's words that lithe sweat would be falling

off you berore you I d be through".

To return to Allan NacArthur's comments on the old-time

millings, he emphasized that his mother, who taught him most

of his sones, was in her day a very fine singer. According

to what he said, she must have been a lively participant at

a milling. for she would hardly allow enough time for the hands

to beat twice on the boards at the end of a song when she

started another one. This was, or course. the whole idea of

the millinr;, to keep the cloth continuously in motion around

the table.

f.lany of the Gaelic songs were ones which had come over
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with the immigrants from Scotland, although a few were com-

posed in Cape Breton and still others in the Valley. There

have been some alterations and modifications in some of the

songs brought from Scotland, although they are quite recog-

nizeable as being versions of the same songs. For example,

ItFear a' Bhata tl
, popular in Scotland, Cape Breton, and the

Codroy Valley alike, not only varies from tex t to text, but

in the New Horld it has taken on a much quicker tempo. In

Scotland, in fact, it is not known as a milling song at all

but is a gentle love song which might be adapted to rock a

baby to sleep or perhaps be sung while milking the cows; but

it would be impossible to mill to it at the speed generally

heard in Scotland. It would appear then, that this part i-

cular love song, one Scottish version of which is printed in

A' Choisir-Chiui1 5 as "Fear a' Bhata" with the directions to

the singer to sing it tlslowly , with feeling" has been altered

in tempo to suit the work of the milling as indicated in

Songs of the Newfoundland Outports where another version is

titled "Fhir a' Bhata" with musical directions reading II moder

ately fast". 6

One cannot afford, however, to fall into the error of

supposing that all the Gaelic songs found in the area are treated

in thIs way, such as Kenneth Peacock doc:; in VolulIle III of'

hie Sone's of the Ncwfoundlufld outports, where he 3tatl..:G that

5 A' Choisir-Chiuil: The St. Columba Collection of Gaelic
(Glasgow, n d.), p 2.

6 Kenneth Peacock, Songs of the Newfoundland Outports,
(Ottawa, 1965), Vol. III, p. 786.
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naIl the examples of Gaelic music included 1n this collection

are milling songs. II (p. 790) Not so--for Allan Hac Arthur

himself, from whom Peacock I s four Gaelic songs were collected,

made the point that "Bruthaichean Chlinn Brac!n" [spelled in

correctly by Peacock as "Brughaichean Chlinn' -Braon" in his

Sonr;s of the Newfoundland Outports, p. 773] was not suitable

for a milling, but would have been sung at a ceilidh. [c872.

71-48) Allan's family said later that Peacock apparently

copied some texts from a book that Allan had [Sar-Obair nam

Bard Gaelach] which might indicate that he probably used the

printed text rather than the tape transcriptions in the pUb

lished versions of the songs. In fact, I later had access

to Allan's book. and the same spelling error of the song title

occurs there [po 320] and comparison of the versions in the

two books showed them t.o be identical. There were. however,

several textual differences between the versions of another

song, lIOran Na Caillich". which Peacock published and the

version which I collected from Allan. This would supply fur

ther evidence that Peacock probably copied. rather than tran

scribed his material 1n Gaelic.

A typical example of a milling song which was very popu

lar in the Codroy Valley was llMhairi Dhubh a Hu 0 Ho rr which

Allan and his sons used to sing together. Allan led off all

the ver:3es. while his sons heartily joIned in the chorus:



Chorus:

Chorus:

Mhairi Dhubh na Hu 0 Ho

Mhalri dhubh na hu 0 ho
Mhalrl dhubh na hu 0 ho

A l"lhair1 dhubh na hu 0 ho
Tha m'inntinn tram bho'n dhea1aich sinn
A Mhairi dhubh na hu 0 ho.

1. Latha dhomh 's mi falbh air sraid
Co thachair orm ach mo ghradh
o gu dearbh cha tug thu lamh
Cha bhi mi sIan mur faigh roi thu.

2. Our art fhein a dh I fhas a 1 ghruag
Fidheachanan sios mud I chluais
Ribinnean I ga chumail suas
Is binndeal cinn 'ga theannachadh.

3. Fhad' s a chi rno shuil a ghrian
Tie;hinn bho I n ear I s a dol an iar
Air te eile cha bhi rna mh1ann
'S na ciabhagan a' tanachadh.

4. f'lhairi lurach anns a 1 ghleann
Aig a I bheil a mhala chaol
1 S ann a mach a1ridh nan cuI
A thug mi 1 n gaol nach a1 threach learn.

5. 's truagh nach robh mis' is tu fhein
Anns a' ghleann far'm bheil na feidh
1 S grinn thu na ni ur air feill
'S am beus gu leir I ga theannachadh.

6. 1 S truagh nach mis bha fa I n fhoid
Ann an ciste chaol an torr
Mun tug mi an gaol cho mor.

[Transcribed a'Jd translated by Margaret Bennett
(Mrs. George B{lnnett) ]

BLACK HAIRED MARY

My black (haired) Mary na hu 0 ho (3 times)
My mind is heavy since \~e parl.ed
My black (haired) Mary na hu 0 ho.



1. One day when I was walkinc~

"'ho should I meet but my love.
o surely you have not r;iven your hand.
I shall not thrive if I can l t have you.

2. It is on you the hair grew.
You have a mop of curly hair.
Platts down up round your ears.
Ribbons tying it up and a head band tightening it.

3. As long as my eye can see the sun.
Coming from the East and setting in the Hest.
Another one I will not want.
And my locks getting thinner.

4. Lovely r"ary in the r;len.
Who has the narrow brow.
It was out on the shleling far back.
I gave the love I haven't regretted.

5. I wish that you and I were in the glen.
Where the deer are.
You are finer than anything new at the fair.
And your whole character tightens (confirms) this.

6. I wish I were under the sad.
In a narrow coffin in a mound.
Before I gave the love so great.

Although the themes of the songs themselves "'Jere about

diverse topics. such as praising the charm of a love. the

tale of an adventure aboard a sailing ship, or the shame of

accepting bribes from a recruiting officer. the pattern of

the songs was generally the same--a chorus. followed by a

short verse which brought everyone back to the chorus and so

on.

The "rolling songs". sung after the cloth was milled.

also had this chorus-vcr::.c-chorus pattern only with a quicker

ter.Jpo:
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That's a song that we generally use when we' d be
through milllnr: the cloth, we'd roll it up, and we
would be slapping the cloth. It' 5 rolled up J you
know. and stretched out and rolled up. and we used
the song to slap it right down.

[c607, 69-37]

The rolling songs [called tlclapping songs" in Barra. and

according to Dunn. "putting upl1 songs in Cape Breton] were

usually accompanied by laughter and lightheartedness reflect

ing not only the theme of the songs but the pleasure of

finishing the work and the anticipation of the night or merry

making that would f'ollow.

Peacock collected one of these rolling songs which he

called "Milling Song" [Peacock. Songs of Newfoundland Out

ports, p. 790] and refers to as a "rather rare example of a

song used to accompany the rolling or folding of the cloth

after the actual milling process is finished." He adds, how-

ever, that he was unfortunately "unable to get the text f'or

this song." It seems extremely unlikely that his inf'ormant,

Allan MacArthur, could have sung only the melody for the re-

cording, for not only were words and tune inseparable, but

the actions also a very integral part of the performance.

Any time I recorded milling songs in the Valley out of' the

context of the actual milling frolic, the singers usually

held a sweater or tablecloth continuously "milled II with their

hands while they sane. [Plate XXVII] Durlnr; the sine1ng of

this particular song which Peacock refers to, Allan MacArthur

made continuous slapping motions with both his hands on his



Plate XXVII

Allan MacArthur leading a milling song, using a small table
cloth.

(Left to right: Archie MacIsaac, Allan MacArthur. Sandy
Mac Isaac. and Mrs. Sandy MacIsaac.)



knees throur;hout the sone to stimulate the slapp1nr: of t.he

cloth. And. in fact. thl~ same song was called by Allan Mac

Arthur "Oran an Tombaca" (Song of the TobaccoJ· Since it was

jointly composed by Allan and his grandfather. it was never

written down. Consequently, there were no printed or pub-

lished texts which Peacock could use to assist him. In fact,

this song had no less than seven verses in the version ...;hich

Allan Hac Arthur sang on tape c872, 71-48. transcribed and

translated by Mrs. George Bennett.

As English became the main language of the Cod roy Val.ley,

the entire Gaelic repertoire of songs of the Scottish people

began to include some macaronic songs in Gaelic and English

such as "Will You Marry Me My Bonnie Fair Lassie" which has

all its verses in Gaelic and a chorus in English which could

be better understood by those who did not speak Gaelic. This

same feature of language decline was also paralleled in the

French tradition, a subject which I have discussed at greater

length in "Scottish. Gaelic, English. and French: Some Aspects

of the tJlacaronic Tradition of the Codroy Valley, Newfoundland ll

in Regional LanBuap;e Studies ... Newfoundland, No. !j, Nay 1972.

Referring to Gaelic waulking (milling) songs in Scotland,

John Lorne Campbell lO said:

The words of many of the waul king songs were composed
in the seventeenth century j no one knows how old
the tunes are. These sones were kept up in conj ur,c
tlon wi th the waulking or fulling of the hand-made
tweed, and therefore tend to disappear when the
making of tweed ceases in any locality.

10 John Lorne Campbell, et. al. Gaelic Folksonr;s from
the Isle of Barra, The Llnguaphone Institute of the Folklore
Institute of Scotland. n.d. Page 10.
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This has certainly been the case 1n the Codroy Valley

where the weaving has died out completely, and many of the

songs that were sung at the millings have been lost 1n a mat

ter of thirty years, with the ones that remain known .only to

the middle-aged and the old people. While it was encourag

ing to find enough people 1n the Valley to IIstage" a milling

in 1974 and 1975. the fate of the songs 1s inevitable; for

once t.he people who know them today are gone, the milling

songs wl11 have disappeared entirely with only some of the

tunes surviving as accordion or fiddle tunes.

Having completed the description of the various stages

of the wool industry. I will now conclude as the milling fro

lic itself concluded by describing the festivities that

f'ollowed the work session.

After the actual work of' the milling was over, the boards

and tweed were all cleared away. Those who wished to do so

washed, took their aprons off, and tidied themselves up, all

set for the Htime" which f'ollowed. The hostess, having pre

pared a meal consisting of roasted pork or chicken with home

grown potatoes, carrots and turnips. along with pickles, pre

served fruits. home-baked bread, "bonnachsl1. and cakes. set

the table so everyone could help himself' to the feast. The

host, in the meantime, offered refreshmpnts to everyone from

his supplies of whiskey, rum. or home-made beer, wine or moon

shine.

With the work completed. the rest of the evening and often
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well into the nir;ht was spent eating, drinking, slneing. and

dancing. The music for dancing just as at any ceilidh was

supplied by bagpipes. accordion, and riddle; and the r:'IUsl

clans took turns in playing or usually played together.

Allan MacArthur, who attended countless millings at which

he sang. danced, and played his bae;pipes and accordion, de-

scribed what this part of' the evening's milling frolic was

like:

And when the cloth was milled, they'd put
everything away and start dancing. There would
be no waltzes [that is, the slower dances that
are done at the dances held by the young people
today] or jaz.z, or anything--all step-dancing.
We'd have an eight-handed reel, you see, or a
set. or something like that; but only eight-
that was the highest (number of people] that
would go on the floor at one time. But for
step-dancing, there was only four people on the
floor--two men and two women. And they'd beat
you down!

That I s forgotten here now. It's different
kinds of dances altogether now, you see. There'd
be as high as fifty or sixty get up for a dance
now. That's quite different to when they'd be
only four on the floor, and everybody trying to
see 'flho could dance the best, who could dance
the MOS t steps.

[c607. 69-37J

At last, well after midnight, at a time which usually

coincided with the last of the bottles being emptied, the

r.lilling frolic would come to an end.



CHAPTER XI

CONCLUSIONS

The land-hungry Highland Scots who came to the Codroy

Valley from cape Breton 1n the mid-nineteenth century sav/

many changes during the first and second generations when

they laboured, as Howley said. "with persevering toil" to

tame the land they had settled. Looking ahead to the future

of the Valley, he added the accurate prediction 1n 1883 that

they would succeed in "turning the wild lands to account, if

not for themselves, at least for their posterity. [Howley.

Survey, 1883] Allan MacArthur I s generation, which followed

t.his early pioneer period, could not only look back to the

beginnings of settlement 1n the Valley through the eyes or

parents and grandparents who told of the experiences of their

people. but could continue to observe the evolution of their

land and their culture throughout another three generations.

The changes they have seen taking place in the land it

self have generally met their approval. as they watched the

land-clearing process continue over the years. fulfflling the

original purpose of the settlers whose aim in life was to

own product.ive farmland. The eradual modification of their

culture which has resulted from integration with the predomi

nantly English-speaking world in which they live, however. has
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been met with considerable regret, especially as they have

watched an apparently steady decline 1n interest in their

languae;€ and tract! tions among the young people.

The hardships of' emigrating to the New Harld in the

early days produced generations of people with varying degrees

of interest in their mother country. As far as the Scots are

concerned, the hundreds who visit the " o ld country It every

year from allover the world in the hopes of' finding traces

of what ,·ms once theirs, and the many more, with no opportun

ity to visit, still talk passionately of their beloved land.

The Codroy Valley Scots are no exception, and through at

least four generations J there have been many who were inter

ested in preserving their history. Allan MacArthur was, in

his generation. recognized by the entire community as having

the deep interest and the r~markable memory characteristic

of such a person. He was not the only one of his generation,

however. as there had been several others with whom he had

once been able to share his great interest before they reached

the end of their lives. His wife, Mary, in her own way, had

qualities which complemented her husband r s; and althoue;h Allan

was the great source of information while he was alive, Mary

added much detail after his death. After her own deaLh in

January. 1975, I was surprised by her family who handed me a

notebook in which she had kept notes of importance to her,

generally relevant to the history of their community. Some of

the entries she had written down from the notes of one of
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Allan's friends, Angus MacLennan. who. many years older than

Allan, had long since died. The short entries in the note-

book give some hint of the diversities of the interest of

those who wrote them and talked about them. To illustrate

wi th only a few examples:

First Priest ever on to/est coast Newfoundland
[was] Rev. Father 01Hearn.

First person of Scotch descent born in Codroy
Valley, 1848, (James MacNeil).

First motor car came to Codroy Valley to Tom
Blanchard in 1919.

". The old people themselves emphasized the fact that what

kept Lheir traditions alive over the years was the custom of

getting together at a ceilidh where they could use their own

language with family and friends while relating their past,

singing their songs, playing their music, and even demonstrat-

ing their crafts. Although this pattern had virtually dis-

appeared when I rirs t visited the Codroy Valley, any success

that I achieved as a folklorist there can only be attributed

to the recognition by the MacArthurs that I was familiar with

this way of life and was willing to be a participant in their

home, and receptive to the features of their culture which

the younger generation were at this time ignoring.

Although there have been several people in the Valley

who have remarked that it \·,ras fortunate that I arrived l1just

in time!! to record their remarkable Scottish historian, sing-

er, musician, and craftsman, Allan MacArthur, there have been
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more likely t.hat I had, on the contrary, arrived 'ljust too

late" to hear all his songs and stories. I have little doubt

that for every song, tune, or story I managed to record on

tape, Allan MacArthur had several more, which, for one reason

or another, he did not present, or possibly which had slipped

away from his active repertoire. He aptly slimmed up the

si tuation in his own words when he told TIl wish I was

ten years younger, I would keep you all day and all night

singing songs and telling you things about them" And though

he did not say it in as many words, this implied to me that

it was unfortunate that I had not been there ten years earlier

to listen to all his songs and stories.

Looking back on Allan MacArthur I s talent as a story

teller and historian, it would seem that the material which

he himself would have classified as history, such as the ac

counts described in Chapter IV, remained at the end of his

life more intact than the other legends which he grew up

hearing from his mother and grandmother. The latter type,

represented 1n Chapter VIII, he felt, seemed to have lost its

credibility and reached the end of its life-span around the

time when the Valley was linked to the rest of Newfoundland

and Canada by road and rail. The final blow was dealt after

the area was connected to a source of electric power in 1962,

which gave the residents access to the many aspects of other

cultures via radio and television, and especially "Ihen they
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had the opportunity to look more closely at the American way

of life as represented by the media. People then became con

scious of a feeling that it was not acceptable in more so

phisticated societies, such as they could observe on radio

and television. to believe in the supernatural world of ghosts,

witches, and fairies. Even the exciting world of piracy took

on a newer image, namely that of being more acceptable when

viewed on television as an adventure to whet the appetite

from one week to the next, as opposed to a narrative relevant

to one's own people and coastline, which was simply told by

the fireside from one generation to the next.

For many years prior to my vis! ts, Allan MacArthur had

to regard the supernatural legends which he had heard in

his youth as a closed area, no longer to be discussed. It

was only when he found that I, too, came from a rural back

ground and had been brought up on similar stories that he

considered telling of their existence in the Valley. Over the

years, he had learned to keep silent about them, the judgement

of the younger generation which had relegated these super

natural legends to a dubious place in the minds of the very

old who know no better than to believe in such things.

Consequently, the narrative contained in Chapter VIII

represents only a portion of what his repertoire once was,

for like any other aspect of oral tradition, they needed to

be performed and repeated in order to survive. In addition

to this, they suffered the disadvantage of assuming a question-
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able character which forced the raconteur to make a conscious

effort to delete them from his repertoire lest by some people

he be thought feebleminded.

The traditional preparation of food and drink has been

the one aspect of the culture least resistant to change. The

fert.ile Valley has continued over the years to produce abundant

crops of vegetables and fruit which require bottling, and

many farms still produce their own beef, mutton, and pork

which they usually freeze instead of the traditional bottling

or salting. There has been one drastic change outside of the

control of the residents of the Valley, which has for several

years caused great concern; namely that the two rivers. once

famous for their fishing have become depleted in stock through

over-fishing. and the woods and mountains. once abundant with

wildlife. support only very few moose and caribou which can

no longer be relied upon as a certain source of meat for the

winter. Appeals to the Newfoundland Government to close the

hunting season during the early spring have been ignored, and

dozens of hunters from many parts of the world continue to be

allowed to hunt the moose and caribou when in calf, thus

jeopardizing the possibility of these animals being able to

reproduce sufficiently to replace those which are hunted.

Other aspects of material culture have generally declined

because people felt that the need for them no lonGer existed.

For example, the wool industry could be carried out satis

factorily by shipping the wool out of the Province. The ab-
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:.;encc of all the work connected "'Illob the 1'1001 jndl:~t r'Y l'1'I:ed

Lhe housc'v'llfe from many hours th~t, in Uu' olrJ cl;I.5, would

have had to be set aside to complete all the ';asks related

to the industry _ It seems ironical, hO'vlever, to consider

the c;itunLion of many of th" old prople t.oday. They gr{;':1 U[

knowing the race against time in the hive of activity in

which they lived, in the days when they would have longed to

have had a moment to rest. but scarcely had time to thinv.

about it, far less take it. Yet today. they have so much free

time that they frequently seek tasks to fill their hours,

such as hand knitting, which, as ~lrs. i·~acArthur used to say,

she did lito pass the time. A far cry from the days when c;he

had to sit up late making clothes on her knittine; T:lachine in

order to clothe her children!

Leatherwork is also a thing of the past in the Valley.

The older men who remember ha\'l they used to make moccasir.s

still talk of it, while the younger people remember only the

days when they wore them; and since boue;ht footl'lear becarra

easily obtainable, they did not ever. consider learning

the craft.

Methods of alleviating some of the hard \'Iork of producin ~

everylhinr: they needed jn tht~ Val)f>Y I'Jere undoubtedly welcomer],

even thoue;h there is always a nostall'la attached I of

the cl'afts that have dlso.ppl':.u'cd. hh.llp 1I1Lln rlj~,~1I1·thul' kid

no regrets that he no longer needed to stay up late at nibht

with a lamp on the kitchen table sewing moccasins, he did have
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the l':reatest regrets that most of the oral traditions of his

Scottish forebears had almost disappeared from the Valley.

He summed up his attitude about what he considered responsible

for the loss by quoting a proverb: "Bhe I n chaill mi Ghaldhllg

na b'fhearr cha d'fhuair mi." [C872~ 71-~8j Since I've lost

the Gaelic. nothing better have I found.] He realized only

too well that the Gaelic had been the vehicle for carrying

their Scottish traditions from one generation to the next,

and as he watched it disappear. he knew the consequences would

be a serious loss to their identity as Highland Scots.

Unfortunately, in my concern to collect material relevant

to the tradition, I neglected to ask Allan MacArthur about the

process involved and the responsibility of becoming a tradition

bearer, if in fact he or his mother were conscious of such a

process. He made the point himself that what he learned he

acquired from his mother and grandmother: "Anything my mother

learned me I never forgot," [C882, 71-48] but did not say at

what stage in his life, if there was such a time that he could

pinpoint. he knew he was well-versed enough to pass it on to

another generation, or if he noticed a time in his life when

other people began to recognize him as the source of informa

tion t.hat. he was. It would have been int.eresting to know if

these three generations of great tradition-bearers were aware

of a definite proce:;;s involved in passin~ on their traditions,

and if they considered it to be something accomplished during

middle or old age. But whatever the exact process was, it
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was consistently successful during the first three generations

of Scots 1n the Valley, then ceased to continue with the gen

eration of Allan MacArthur's children. They themselves recog

nize the fact that they mark the turning point from the old

way of life where the Gaelic was the language of their home,

to a modern way of life 1n keeping with the uniformity of the

single language community that has evolved from the four lang

uage mosaic 1n which people once kept their separate identities.

One thing is certain. that with the loss of the Gaelic

language, many aspects of the Scottish traditions will also

vanish. As it is now 1n 1975. the generation to which Allan

and Mary MacArthur's children belong all had t.he Gaelic as

their mother tongue, but no longer use it; their children

(with the exception of the oldest children from Lewis I s mar

riage, and one other child from Loretta's marriage who was

brought up by Allan and Mary after her mother's death in 19!17)

have never learned the language. As a result of the loss of

the language, then, the traditions of the Codroy Valley Scots

now seems destined to be carried in a different manner, and

the content of what 1s handed down must also inevitably change.

Allan MacArthur was very much aware of the process involved

in diluting the oral traditions of the Gaelic speakers, and he

discussed at some leneth what he saw happening to them. To

illustrate his point more clearly, he chose the genre of folk

song as an example, and he compared his eeneration to his

mother's, which, he felt, represented more closely the Gaelic
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tract! tions as they were brought to the New World vd th the

mieration. He said that his mother knew about sixty songs

which she learned from her people when they brought them

directly from her birthplace, Scotland, and that his own

repertoire could not be compared to hers. It was not that

Allan did not know the same number of songs. for his own

entire song repertoire would have covered at least sixty

if not more. It was rather that he considered his mother's

repertoire to have been superior because many of her songs

were long historical ballads which she retained till her

death in 1931: tlShe had a lot of songs with no chorus in

them, like war songs. you see, like that. n Although Allan

did learn some of her ballads. when he reached his old age

he could not sing all those he had learned but only a number

of songs which had remained more popular 1n the Valley than

others during the last few years that the Gaelic was in use.

He felt that during his old age he did not have the same

interested audience that his mother had had during hers,

and this he considered was largely responsible for the fact

that he regrettably lost many of the long Gaelic ballads,

along with several stories. He was quite aware of the fact

that a memory which retains a lare;e repertoire of songs and

stories is only kept alive and accurate by the frequent sing

ing of songs and the telling of stories; and indeed without

the audience, a performer will be forced, as Allan MacArthur

himself was, to allow certain sections of his repertoire to
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become passive. Allan felt. strone1y that this situation had

diluted the oral aspects of his culture, and his son, Frank.

while of the same opinion as his father. the process

gathering even more speed in his own generation. A Gae!lc-

speaker from childhood, he assessed the three generations as

follows:

rol:y grandmother. she could sit down, and Gaelic
sonr;s! She had songs twenty-four and twenty-five
verses. and thirty verses--and that wasn I t the four
lined verses, now. and that would be what we'd call
an eight-line verse.

Father too, he had a wonderful memory; [hut]
the only bits of Gaelic that I know) just the chorus
here and there, and even a lot of the choruses I
don' t have the right words, you know.

[c878, 71-48)

While Frank being modest as far as his assessment of his

own ability was concerned, for after his father's death. I

have heard him singing complete Gaelic songs and talking the

language on a few occasions, he did have the three generations

in perspective. He did not say. however. that the next gener-

ation. his own children, knew no words to the songs but only

the melodies of some and occasionally the titles.

In Frank MacArthur's generation and in the newest genera-

tion of young adults. the melodies are played on all the

musical instruments traditional to the area, and a new pattern

seems to have been established. Unlike Allan MacArthur.

who~e repel'toire of son["G. pipe tunes. and :"lccordion tUllC~

was almost entirely Scottish, his children and grandchildren

assimilated into the repertoire which they took from Allan a
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large number of French, Irish. and NewI'oundland tunes. along

with popular songs from the two World Wars. They have even

adopted a few music-hall songs which they heard on commercial

radio stations in the Valley. so that they too might suit the

fiddle J accordion. mandolin. or bagpipes. (Where 1n Scotland

could you hear "Bicycle Built for Two" played on the bagpipes?)

During Allan MacArthur's day J there was, to the onlooker.

question that he was of ScottiSh background, as his music

was all from his mother country. 'I'he same was true of the

French people living alongside him. In spite of the extended

repertoires of his children and grandchildren. the predomin

ance of Scottish music still points clearly to their ethnic

background, especially as they have retained such distinctive

music forms as the march and strathspey, which are virtually

unknown to Newfoundlanders of Irish, English, and French

background. It seems, then, that Highland blood takes a lot

of diluting, and while Allan and Frank both chose to illustrate

the point with aspects of their music, rrom my own observation.

the manner or speaking of the descendants from the ScottiSh

settlers gives away their ethnic background. as their English

accent and usage of this newly adopted language have a strong

Highland flavour. with an occasional Gaelic word used for

terms that have not been translated.

Over the past five years of collecting material for this

study. I have seen many changes taking place 1n the Valley.

While I have welcomed the paved roads and regretted the in-
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creased reliance upon government assistance, I have been most

of all impressed by the new surge of interest in the Scottish

traditions, and indeed in all traditions of the Valley by the

younger generations who once ignored their heritage. Several

members of the MacArthur family have asked for 'tlords of songs,

or other material which their parents gave me during the many

days spent in their home--a pleasant change around from the

time when Allan had to defend my use of the tape recorder as

the only chance of preserving at least some of his family

traditions for posterity. Since Allan himself died, the rest

of the family have gradually moved from an initial feeling

that everything was lost to a recognition of their individual

responsibility of taking part in preserving the remnants of

their culture. This particular change started when Mrs. Mac

Arthur, who had until her husband's death looked upon him as

the authority, took on the responsibility of ensuring that

the Scottish traditions were preserved as accurately as poss

ible by carefully adding her contribution to the material

already collected. In time, the rest of the family began to

take a greater pride in their Scottish culture; and while a

little hesitant at first, with some encouragement they have

performed their Scottish music and dancing more often and more

pUblicly. Frank, who joincd in with his fathcr's choruses,

has now taken over with cntirc :30flt~::; at 1Il1111ngs oet up Lo

relive the old milling frolics; Sears, who formerly could

never be persuaded to take his pipes out of their case if he
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dances. and other gatherings; the family's musicians and danc

ers who. up until very recently have never played outside of

the Valley, were persuaded to enter an annual competition for

Newfoundland folk performers, where Frank MacArthur won the

all-Newfoundland step-dancing competition, his nephel'l, Leonard,

was the top fiddler. his brother. Scars, was runner-up to the

Newfoundland accordion champion, and a group of eight square

dancers from the Valley. accompanied by Sears. won the square

dancing. It was a proud day for Mrs. MacArthur when they re

turned to the Valley not only with the honours of winning but

with a revitalized pride in their Scottish heritage. "If

only Allan could have seen them. II she commented. "wouldn't he

be some proud! 11

Perhaps this also marked a turning point where the rest

of the family recognized that my interest in their culture

was not a shallow one. but that I also shared in the pride

that Allan and Mary had. Almost immediately after their great

success at the festival, I was deeply moved by the fact that

they organized a ceilidh in my honour, inviting all the people

who had been involved with my collecting in the Valley. where

they presented me with a framed picture of their beloved Cod

roy Valley in appreciation for encouraging their participation

in the festival and renewing their pride in their Scottish

culture.
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While my original intention may have been to collect and

write about the songs, this study has dealt mainly with other

aspects of the oral culture and certain aspects of the folk-

life. I now realize that a comprehensive analysis of' the

songs would inevitably require a discussion on the way of

life into which they fitted. and such an analysis only makes

my future task of dealing with the songs, music, and folk

medicine easier.

Regrettably, Allan and Mary MacArthur did not live long

enough to see this work completed, but they gave me ample

assurance in the past that they were relieved and happy to

some of their traditions recorded .for future generations

who might develop an interest in their forebears. As Mary

said. Allan would indeed have been proud of his family 1 s suc-

cess as performers. not only at the festival mentioned, but

since then on C.B.C. Television, at several concerts in other

parts of Newfoundland and in Cape Breton. and at the r~ariposa

Folk Festival in Toronto where Frank was a great success. step-

dancing. More than this. however, would have been Allan's

joy in knowing that they had developed a new and vital interest

in the music and culture which had been his own greatest source

of pride throughout his life:

Scotland thy mountain.
Thy valley and fountain,
The home of the poet.
The birthplace of song.
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